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Abstract
Nostell Priory is one of the most important eighteenth-century buildings in northern England, 
with a neo-Palladian exterior, and French and Neo-Classical interior. Moreover, it is one of the 
most riclily documented houses in the National Trust portfolio, with a considerable hunily 
archive of correspondence and a large collection of architectural drawings. This thesis provides 
a design and construction history of Nostell, and focuses on the extant graphic and archival 
sources. Such material provides a rare opportunity to write a monograph of a house, providing 
a fuller account than lias hitherto been possible by exploring why and how it was built and 
decorated, along with a comprehensive architectural drawings catalogue. Nostell appears in 
general architectural texts by John Cornforth, Eileen Harris and others. These authors, 
however, analyse Nostell witliin larger studies, and this thesis aims to provide a necessary 
corrective, giving equal weight to questions of load context and patronage; architecture and 
design; interior decoration and furniture. Issues of social, politiad and connoisseurial ambition 
were the driving forces teliind the various phases of construction, which resulted in tensions 
between the public and private uses of the house, as expressed through the architectural 
ordering of space, and changes in room usage and decorative schemes. The number of creative 
and executant contributions at N ostell it is impossible to attribute the design of the house to a 
single author, resulting in a complex and fundamentally collaborative construction history. A 
review of the works of both celebrated architects and lesser-known craftsmen, who worked at 
Nostell -  including James Moyser, James Paine, Robert Adam, Thomas Perritt, Joseph Rose 
senior, Joseph Rose junior, Thomas Chippendale, and Antonio Zucclii -  can elucidate how the 
extant house came into being. It is hoped that this thesis will develop our understanding of the 
building; the reasons for its construction; the manner in which this was undertaken; and thus 
further inform its coaservation.
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Introduction
The liistory of Nostell Priory Ixgins with Sir Rowland Winn, 4"1 Baronet of Nostell (1706-65), 
a portrait of whom -  painted in 1752 by Henry Pickering -  remains in the State Dining Room 
at Nostell (fig. 1). By 1752 the central block and two southern pavilioas of his house had been 
executed,1 and the portrait shows the 4"' Baronet standing to the north-east of the newly built 
fabric. We are afforded a view of Iris proud achievement, to which he points with his right 
lund, and thus the portrait is deliberately portraying the 4th Baronet as a country house builder. 
This thesis seeks to understand why the 4"’ Baronet conceived Nostell in the way that he did, 
and why Iris son, the 5tlr Baronet, chose to continue the work until his own death in 1785.
The period of construction history with which this thesis is concerned is confined to the 
eighteenth century (1730-85), during which time the house was known as ‘Nostell P;irk’. It was 
only in the nineteenth century, with the advent of the Gotlric revival, that the house was 
renamed ‘Nostell Priory,2 drawing upon the twelfth-century Augustinian priory of St Oswald, 
wlrich Irad stood adjacent to the site of the house.3 The eighteenth-century house will 
nevertheless be referred to as ‘Nostell Priory -  its current name -  throughout tliis thesis.
The mediaeval priory at Nostell k id  remained wealthy and powerful until its suppression in 
1540, when it was gifted to Dr Thomas Leigh, ‘the fattest and most pompous of the King’s 
[Henry VIII’s] commissioners’.4 *From Leigh, the property passed through several kinds, 
before it was finally purchased by Rowland Winn,3 a wine merchant from London, in 1654,6 *
and transferred to liis older brother George in the same year. George was created the 1st 
Baronet of Nostell at the Restoration in 1660, liaving contributed 2,000 guilders to the Royalist
1 Cartwright, J.J. (ed.). ‘Dr Pococke’s Journey into England from Dublin by the way of the Isle of Man, 1750’, 
CanihnSociety New Series xlii (1888), p. 63.
2 Todd, C. ‘A Swiss Milady in Yorkshire: Sabine Winn of Nostell Priory, YakshweA rdxedqjai J a n ti71 (2005), 
p. 205.
3 Ibid.
4 Hussey, C. -Nostdl Priory, Yorkshire-1: The Property of tire Trustees of the Late Lord St Oswald', CaotryLife
(16 May 1952), p. 1492.
? Rowland Winn was the grandson of a Welsh draper wiio liad made his fortune and settled in London when he 
was appointed Draper to Queen Elizabeth I. Hussey, C. Etfjish Ccurtry Hases Open to the Public, 2nd ed. (1951; 
London, 1953), p. 158. The family was awarded a Patent of Arms in 1604.
Hunter, J. Sath  Yaksbre TheHistory cmi TcpcgrfhycftheDanny< f  Da utter m theDianecoilCatHy cf Yah, 2,K| 
vol. (London, 183D, p. 215. 
t  Ibid.
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cause.8 9The Winn family resided in the mediaeval priory building, Nostell Hall, for three 
generations. In 1730, or thereabouts, the 4Ih Baronet decided to rebuild the house on an 
adjacent site. The ruins of Nostell Hall, however, were not demolished until c. 1765° The estate 
remained in the ownership of the Winn family until 1953, when it was given to the National 
Trust.10
The rich Nostell arcliive, once housed in the Muniment Room at Nostell, is now held by the 
West Yorkshire Archive Service (WYAS), first in Leeds ;ind now in Wakefield. It contains ;in 
array of correspondence, accounts and drawings, dating from the seventeenth-century to the 
present day, with a particular density of material pertaining to the eighteenth-century 
construction of the house. Unfortunately, however, the archive is far from complete. The 
archive can not explain the building history fully as it contains no building accounts. The 
drawings, therefore, comprise the principal prim:iry source material for this thesis. There is a 
kind list of the archive available at WYAS.
This thesis describes the design and construction history of the new house, taking into account 
the motivations of the patrons; the local context of the building project; patronage within the 
locality and beyond; the architectural design and authorship of the fabric; and the ckinging 
interior decoration and furniture. The thesis also provides an architectural drawings catalogue 
of all of the extant eighteenth-century graphic material relating to the house. There are over 
250 surviving drawings, and of these 238 pertain to the eighteenth-century works from the 
phases of James Paine and Robert Adam, making N ostell one of the best documented houses 
in the National Trust portfolio. Despite the density of this graphic material, no extended 
history of the design and construction of the house has previously lx-en written. A 
comprehensive account of the architectural and interior decorative history' of Nostell, based 
upon analysis of the architectural drawings, therefore, is long overdue.
The extant architectural drawings for Nostell Priory are currently held in four different 
collections. The National Trust is the principal custodian, preserving the drawings at the house 
itself. These were the drawings sent to Nostell -  and never returned to Paine or Adam. As
« Brockwell, M.W. CctcicgccfthePidunsscoil(thr W ctksif A rl intheCdlaHaicfLaiiSt. OsmidctNcstdlPrivy 
(London, 1915), p. 36.
9 Hussey, C. *Nostell Priory, Yorkshire -1 :  The Property of the Trustees o f the Late Lord St Oswald', CaotryL ife 
(16 May 1952), p. 1492.
10 Tlx.* National Trust, NostellPrirry, YakshiwiLondon, 2001), p. 5.
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such, they are largely comprised of working ;ind presentation drawings. Secondly, a large 
number of drawings remain in the possession of the Winn family. Thirdly, as previously 
mentioned, a handful of drawings are to be found at WYAS. The latter, presumably owing to 
their location, have previously Ixen conflated as part of the archive, and have never Ixvn 
considered alongside the other extant drawings. Fourthly, there are a handful of drawings for 
Nostell within the 9,000 Adam drawings at Sir John Soane’s Museum, London. These 
drawings are what remain of the Ackun office collection and therefore contain numerous 
prelimiruiry designs, record drawings, rejected schemes, and anything that might have Ixvn 
returned to London."
The full collection of architectural drawings for the eighteenth-century construction and 
decoration of Nostell lias never been studied together. The drawings catalogue attached to this 
thesis will sequence tliis material for the first time. There are additional drawings for the 
nineteenth-century additions to Nostell and for the architecture in the park. The latter 
drawings, however, fall outside the scope of this thesis.
Although Nostell is abundantly documented by the ext:mt drawings collection, and to a lesser 
degree the correspondence witliin the archive, the secondiry literature is not extensive. There 
is of course a wealth of literature on the subject of the English country house in general: its 
architecture, interior design, and its social and political history. But Nostell Priory has often 
been overlooked, and discussion of the estate is usually confined to short articles in C a a try  
Life,1 2 *16Furniture History^ Apdlo," and the Yorkshire A n ixu icg a ija  tn i i f  What little literature 
there is tends to detd with the mediaeval foundation of the priory, or with the Ackun interior. 
Works on the mediaeval Priory -  Nostell Hall -  tell a tide of piety and patronage, with vtuying 
hypotheses proffered regarding its foundation.I(' Fortunately, however, Judith Frast lias
11 Tait, A.A. ‘The Sale of theAclani Drawings’, Vol 120, N o 904 (July, 1978).
12 Bolton, A. ‘Nostell Priory, Yorkshire, A Seat of Lord St Oswald’, CcutryL }£ (October 1914), pp. 583-89; Carr- 
Wliitworth, R. ‘Furniture Conservation at Nostell Priory’, Caotiy L ife (1993), pp. 71-73; Symonds, R.W. ‘Pre- 
Chippendale Furniture at Nostdl Priory’, CaotryL ifeiApril 1952), pp. 1248-49.
n  Gilhen, C. ‘New Light on the Fumishingi of Nostell Priory, FitnitioeHislayi 1990), pp. 53-66; Jackson-Stops, 
G. ‘Pre-Adam Furniture Designs at Nostell Priory, FumtweH ishry (\974), pp. 24-37.
u Laing, A. ‘Sir Rowland and Lady Winn: A Conservation piece in the Library at Nostell Priory A fx ib iApril 
2000), pp. 14-18.
'3 Todd, C. ‘A Swiss Milady in Yorkshire: Sabine Winn of Nostdl Priory, Yorkshire A tdxBolqjaiJartri 77 (2(X)5), 
pp. 205-24.
16 Batty, R E. A nilistaiedSketch(f thePriay■ cfSt O siuidaNcstdl(London, 1856); Burrows, T.N. 'The 
Foundation of N ostdl Priory, The Yorkshire A nha iicpa ijaen i, Vol. 53 (1981), PP. 31-35; Wight nan, W.E. 
'Henry 1 and the foundation of Nostdl Priory, The YakshitvA nJxidfpaiJaonl. Vol. 41 (1963), pp. 57-60.
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recently translated the Nostell Priory Cartukiry. Frost has also explored the foundation of the 
priory, utilising all of the previous literature and available evidence.17
Besides this, there is a large literature on the subject of Robert and James Adam. Naturally the 
work of Arthur Bolton, Damie Stillman, Alistair Rowan, Eileen Harris, Howard Colvin, tind 
Geoffrey Beard, tire paramount.18 19The fullest discussion of Nostell is found in Eileen Harris’s 
Tlx Gain; cj'RdxM Adam His \rterias.w Chapter 12 of this important work deals exclusively 
with Nostell, discussing the basics of the architectural programme, and then datls with the 
surviving Adam interior at length.
Adam’s predecessor at Nostell, James Paine, Ls the subject of a major scholarly monograph by 
Peter Leach.20 Latch gives tin exliaustive study of the known details of Paine’s life and work, 
but his discussion of the surviving drawing for Nostell is minimal. By necessity Nostell -  
being Paine’s first architectural commission -  Ls discussed, but rather than giving tin analysis of 
the house and Paine’s contribution to it, Leach concentrates instead on the impact that the 
project had on Paine’s life and sulisequent career. Leach mostly traits Nostell as a stepping 
stone on the path to greater things in Paine’s life -  as is appropriate within a monographic 
traitment of Paine.
With the exception of the widely celebrated Thomas Chippendale,21 the lesser known 
craftsmen who contributed to the fabric and interior of Nostell have Ixvn little resairched. 
Other princip.il craftsmen employed there include the plasterers Thomas Perritt, Joseph Rose 
senior, and Joseph Rose junior, and the decorative punter Antonio Zucchi. These master
17 Frost, J.A. ‘Nostell Priory Cartulary (PhD . thesis, University of York, 2 vols. August 2(X)5).
18 Bolton, A T. The A nbitedioe ( f  R d n t and Jams Adam, 1922; Stillman, D. The D eant he W ak (fR dvrt A dim  
1966; Rowan, A. DesiffsforCestles avlC aotry Villas by Robert anljim is A dmdOxford, 1985); Rowan, A. Ccidc$e 
cfA rditalani D m utfp in the V7 idaria and A Uni M inimi Rdxrt A dm it London, 1988); Colvin, 11.M. A Bittfifibiai 
Did ¡a tty  (/British A izbitals 1600-1840, 4lh eel. (1954; New Haven and Loncbn, 2008); Beard, G. The Wadi (fRdxst 
A rhw( Edinburgh 1978); Beard, G. Robert Ademis Caotty Hanes (Edkxbur^n, 1981).
19 Harris, E. The Claim c/RdbertAdam His Itterias (London, 2001).
20 Leach, V. Janes (London, 1988).
21 There is little surviving material relating to Cliippendale’s life -  particularly prior to Iris move to  London -  Ixit 
there is a great deal of archival material concerning his career and cxit]xit. This, coupled with the demand for his 
furniture, promoted considerable scholarly interest in the 1960s and 1970s. Examples of works on the subject of 
Thomas Chippendale are: Boynton, L. and Goodison, N. The Furniture of Thomas Chippendale at Nostell 
Priory -  I’ Bioliitfai Maffidiv (May, 1969), PP. 281-85; Coleridge, A. ChiffxuHe Fan it in- (N ew  York, 1968>, 
Fitzgerald, G. Chippendale's Place in the English Rococo’, Funitme Histay(V)(lS), pp. 1-9; Gilbert, C. The Life 
anlW ak a/ Thoms CbipfxitlrieiLondon, 1978).
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craftsmen appear briefly in either Beard’s Cruftsnm andInterior D iun tim  in E i^a ttl22 234*6or Croft- 
Murray’s D eantiw  Pcdrtirg in Erffand,* but there is little work in addition to this, with the 
exception of Beard’s work on the Roses.21 Tltis thesis, however, will bring to light new 
information about each of these men.
The context of social and political history explored in this thesis has naturally Ix-en informed 
by a large selection of works, but those of particular note are Larsen’s Maids carl Mistresses* and 
Quinn’s YarkshirmmgrtothePdk*  Both focus on the Yorkshire context.
The most comprehensive study of Nostell Priory itself, however, remains the guide!xx^k 
produced lay the National Trust in 2001.27 This is largely composed of material derived from 
Gervase Jackson-Stops’ earlier guidebook of 1973.28 *Prior to the first guidebook tea Nostell -  
written by R.D.G. Winn in 19532'’ -  there was only one work on the history caf the eighteenth- 
century house. This was M.W. Brockwell’s seminal Cctcicgecf theI^iduns at d  ether Works (fA  >1 
in the Collation ( f  L in l St Osudd at Ncstdl Priay,30 published in 1915 in a limited edition. 
Brockwell was the first scholar to research the eighteenth-century history of the house. His 
laook is largely concerned with cataloguing the works of fine art at Ncastell -  a feat in itself -  
but in the first section of the book he provides a detailed history of the Winn family, together 
with a basic overview' of the construction history of the house. This work remains the skirting 
point for research on Nostell, and, while very dated, it remains a treasure-trove of information 
pertaining to the liistory of the family and their collections.
More recently, two important pieces of unpublished research hive lxvn produced. In 2002, 
Tun Knox partially catalogued the collection of Nostell drawings Ixdongjng to the National
22 Beard, G. Cnftsrrenevilhteria-DwaxtiaiinEirfant 765(5-7(‘&30(i:dinlxirgh, 1981).
23 Croft-Murray, E. Dain1iiePa>ti)f>inEiffot! 1537-1837. Volume 2: ‘The Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth 
Centuries’ (London, 1970).
24 Beard's various works onjoseph Rose includes the following article. Baird, G. ‘The Rose Family of Plasterers', 
Apdlo85 (1967), PP. 266-77.
23 Larsen, R.M. (edA Maids & Mistnsses. CdebntpgJOO Tews ifW a m ia d th e  YakshaeCao try H uso (York, 200-4).
26 Quinn, J.F. ‘Yorkshiremen go to the Polls: County Contests in the Early Eighteenth Century1 NorthernHistory, 
Vol. 21 (1985), pp. 137-174.
27 The National Trust, NcstdlPriay Yakshite (London, 2001).
28 Jackson-Stops, G. Ncstdl Priay Yorkshire (I. onclon, 1973).
»  Winn, R.D.G. Ncstdl Priay, Yorkshire A PicpertycfTheNdiknci Trust, 5lh ed. (1953; London, 1958).
3« Brockwdl, M W. Catdc&e i f  the Putins a t!  ether Works i f  A rt in the Cdlatiai i f  l  a t! St. Osudd at Ncstdl Priay
(London, 1915).
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Trust.31 Then in 2004, Sophie Raikes completed her ‘Nostell Priory Room Catalogue1,32 which 
provides a meticulous history of the interior decoration for each of the principal rooms, 
including triinscriptions from the relevant primary sources, and reproduces all the surviving 
early photographs.
All of this work is of the liighest quality, but none of it -  excluding the guide Ixxik -  has 
concentrated on more than a single facet of Nostell: lx: that the mediaeval priory, the interior, 
a small selection of drawings, or a discussion of an individual patron, architect or craftsman. 
Tliis thesis, then, will draw together the various strands of the eighteenth-century history of the 
building: the depth and complexity of the history of the house, the continuities, and indeed the 
discontinuities of people and place.
The approach adopted in this thesis was largely inspired by David Adshead’s Winpde 
A njjitcdimi D n tw ff  coilTcpcgzphkal Vieus,33 Like Adshead, this thesis is focussed on a single 
building rather than on the life and work of a single architect, and by doing so it seeks to 
provide a more comprehensive account of the building than has previously been attempted 
Studies of this kind are still rare in eighteenth-century architectural history. Over half a century 
ago Sir John Summerson complained that:
It is only fairly recently that architectural history has come to lx* considered a 
‘legitimate’ study and, where the eighteenth century is concerned, it is still dominated 
by the idea of a succession of architectural personalities; the study of types of 
buildings, their economy and distribution, is very backward.31
This remains as true today as when Summerson first wrote it. This thesis, however, is not just 
an account of the continuity of a single place, but will suggest the means by which the fabric 
came into being, taking into consideration the family, :md all the people associated with the 
design and construction of the house. It will be argued that the history and social standing of 
the family, as well as their local context, can lx  brought to bear on the two patroas’
3' Knox, T. ‘National Trust Catalogue of Architectural Drawings at Nostell Priory (Research Project, National 
Trust, Yorkshire Region, Incomplete in 2002).
32 Raikes, S. ‘Nostell Priory Room Catalogue (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2004).
33 Adshead, D. Winpde A njjitalw iD raw ®  ctnlTcfxfjipfmil V km  (London, 2007).
33 Summerson,.). TheU tra m  tic Castle anlOther Esscys(New York and London, 1990), p. 81. This discussion 
appears in ‘The Classical Country' House’ a Cantor Lecture, first ddivered in March 1959, and then published in 
theJa m ti c f theRcyci Satiety(f A its xvii (July 1959), pp. 539-87.
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motivations for building. And as well as addressing questions of arcliitectural authorship, it will 
:ilso consider the role of the many craftsmen employed at the house, shedding new light on the 
cabinet-maker Thomas Chippendale, the plasterer Joseph Rose, ;ind the decorative punter 
Antonio Zucclii.
This thesis is divided into two puts, and each put into two chapters. The division of these 
puts is dictated by the basic clironology of the house: the work undertaken by the 4"1 Baronet 
and his architect James Paine (diaper one and two), ;md then that of the 5lh Baronet and 
Roliert Adam (chapter tliree and four). Chapter one will give a focussed iinalysis of the 
preparatory and construction pliase of Nostell, and explore: the4 'h Baronet’s likely motivations 
for building; the early design process; :ind the employment ;uid involvement of James Paine in 
constructing the early fabric. It will lie argued that the basic design and structure of the house 
can tell us a great deal about what the 4th Baronet was trying to achieve through rebuilding. 
This will be followed in chapter two by a discussion of James Paine’s interior decoration, 
including his use of an innovative French style. Cliapter two will also explore what the rcx>m 
use and decoration can tell as about the function of the various ;ireas of the house. It will be 
argued that the 4th Baronet expressed his domestic needs through interior decoration, the 
disposition of spices, and the manner in which they were fitted-up.
The second part of this thesis will concentrate on the changes made to Nostell by the 5th 
Baronet. Chaper three will consider this generational shift, and the sliift in architectural 
fashion that followed suit. The 5,h Baronet employed the modish Rolxrt Adam to complete 
and redecorate the interior of the house. This was done in the Neo-Classical style, at great 
expease. Chapter three will explore the 5lh Baronet’s relationship with his various craftsmen, 
and use these relationships to coasider the liierarchy of craftsmen and artisans within the 
interior. Chapter four will then ;inalyse the architectural programme of alterations and 
enlargements iastituted by Rolxat Adam in 1776. Had they been completed prior to the 5lh 
Baronet’s death in 1785, these works would have resulted in a considerable aggrandisement of 
the house. The reasons for such a drastic shift in the stature of the house will be considered, as 
well as how the Adam design would have altered Paine’s fabric. Chapter four will also consider 
the extent to which Adam took inspiration from other eighteenth-century country houses.
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Finally, this thesis provides an architectural drawings catalogue, not only as a means of 
illustrating the thesis, but ;ilso in order to draw together the essential primary graphic evidence 
required in the preceding discussion given in chapters one to four. The thesis as a whole seeks 
to encompass the eighteenth-century story of Nostell Priory, the family that lived there, and 
the various architects and craftsmen who contributed to its fabric.
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Part I. The 4th Baronet’s N ostell 0731-65)
Chapter One. Fabric: motivation, influence and design ( ITS 1-47)
Introduction
The first period of design, construction and decoration at Nostell Priory took place under Sir 
Rowland Winn, 4lh Baronet of Nostell, between 1731 and his death in 1765. Chapter one will 
explore the various motives 1 rebind this work; the chronology of the design and construction; 
and liitherto unanswered questions of authorship. It will lx* argued that these issues atn 
explain why and how the house was executed.
L Sir Rowland Wirm, 4Ul Baronet of Nostell, and his motives for rebuilding at Nostell
Orphaned at the age of 16, Sir Rowland Winn, 4"' Baronet of Nostell succeeded his father in 
February 1722.33 *Being too young to manage liis estates, his uncles sent him on a five-yair 
Grand Tour, principally to Geneva.*’ The 4lh Baronet inherited 1 xith title and wealth, Iris land- 
holdings being extensive in Yorkshire and Lincolnshire. Nostell alone provided substantial 
rents,37 valuable coal - wlrich had been mined since the time of the mediaeval priory38 39-  and 
enough timber to supply the Navy Office with £420 worth in 1730.3'' An inventory of his 
father’s chattels provides evidence of the family's wealth, the estate contents alone lx*ing
35 WYAS WYL1352(2) C 4 /1 /2 , Inventory of the belongings of Sir Rowkind Winn, 3rd Baronet of Nostell. This
inventory was made on the death of the 3rd Baronet on 15 May 1722. The 3rd Baronet died in February 1722, and 
was buried, along with his wife at Wragby village church on 6 March 1722. Brockwell, M .W. Cctdq$eeftbePulíais 
anidher Works çfA tl intbeC dkaktufl. a il St. Osiuiilct Ncstdl Priay (London, 1915), p. 37.
.36 One of these uncles was the Bishop of Winchester, and the other was the father of his cousin, the diarist, 
Catherine Cappe. Cappe, C. Menzm cftixlcteM rs CcthcrbvCcfpe(London, 1822), p. 83.
37 WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /3 /16 , Nostell estate rental documents, 1796. This comprises a summary of the total
annual rental income of each estate belonging to the Winn family. There are no extant estate rental documents 
dating from the 4th Baronet’s lifetime, but the annual rental income from the Nostell estate in 1796 was 
£ 9 773 /5s/ lOd., which gives us a good idea of what the annual rental income would liave been 50 years earlier.
38 The coal mining was so extensive that it reached far under the land of the park. Indeed there is a slope only a 
few' hundred yards east of the house, most visible along the avenue, which delineates the termination of the 
mining. The slope has been cause by large-scale land subsidence because of the network of mines lx*low.
39 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1527/2, Letter from Mighells (naval officer] to  Sir Rowland Winn, 4th Baronet of 
Nostell, re. timber sold to the Navy Office, 20 July 1730. In this letter Mighdls records the total stun of 
£419/ l6s/6d. owed to the 4th Baronet by the N avy Office.
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Thanks to his wealth, the 4lh Baronet was able to undertake a Grand Tour from 1722 to 1727, 
and liis travels extended across the breadth of Europe." The purpose of any such Grand Tour 
was educational, affording experiences of foreign culture. Although the 4'" Baronet travelled 
through France and Germany to Italy, liis account sheet indicates that he spent the majority of 
his time in Geneva.12 The customary ‘tour code’ dictated that a young man should visit the 
Netherlands or France and travel on to Italy,40 12*4 45and 40 yettrs later the same areas were still 
visited by the English, including James Boswell who also spent time in Geneva." Although 
Germany and Switzerland were not popular with English grtind tourists until the second half 
of the eighteenth century, Geneva was an independent state, ‘outside the Swiss confederation, 
[and] was much frequented by British visitors. M;iny went to lx* educated: Geneva offered the 
French language without the pitfalls of Catholicism’.44 Moreover, Geneva was a contemponiry 
centre of banking, offering further educational prospects to wealthy young men,46 *and it is 
conveniently located on the Mount Cenis trail into Italy.'7 That there was no previous 
association between Geneva and the Winn family suggests that it was these advantageous 
facets of Genev:in culture which prompted the 4th Baronet’s guardians to send him there. The
valued at nearly .£4,COO.4" This inventory was made on 15 May 1722, shortly ; if ter the 3ri‘
Baronet’s death, most likely as a means of organising the inheritance.
40 WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 4 /1/2, Inventory of the belongings of Sir Howl;me 1 Winn, 3rd Baronet of Nostell, made 
on his death, 15 May 1722. The contents of the house, timber in the park and equipment in the stone jxirk are 
listed to be worth <£2728/ 18s/Od. The various animals Ixlonging to  the estate and the harvested arable crops in 
storage are listed to be worth ,£987/9s/Od. Neither of these large sums include the value of the estate itself, only 
its contents.
41 WYAS WYL 1352GJ A l/4 /2 8 , Account book of Sir Rowland Winn, 4,h Baronet of Nostdl, 1722-27. This 
account book records the locations where money was spent.
42 WYAS WYL1352C1) A l/4 /2 8 , Account sheet o f Sir Rowland Winn, 4th Baronet of Nostdl, 1722-27. From the 
various creditors who provided him with cash recorded on this sheet it is possible to see that, chronologically, the 
4th Baronet was resident in the following cities on the following dates: Geneva, 2 September 1722 to 15 May 1725; 
Frankfurt, 21 June 1725; Berlin, 20 August 1725; I.dpzig, 26 August 1725; Dresden, 1 September 1725; Vienna, 1 
October 1725; Munich, 29 October 1725; Venice, 6 December 1725 to 15 January 1726; Rome, 12 March 1726; 
Naples, 26 March 1726; Rome, 10 May 1726; Livorno, 18 May 1726; Milan, 19 June 1726; Geneva, 3 August 
1726; Marseilles, 16 Septanber 1726; Bordeaux, 26 OctdxT 1726; Paris, 12 December 1726 to 12 May 1727. The 
total money received from these various creditors was £4120/ 2s/ lid .
«  Wilton, A., and Bignamini, I. (eds.). GmnlTaox TbcL tovxfltciyin the E irfftu/b Cat toy (London, 1996), p  14.
44 Pottle, F.A. (ecL). BcmdlaitheGmnlTao'. GemnycaiJSuitziiiaul 17M (London, 1953), pp. 265-272.
45 Black, J. The British Abroad: The Grand Tour in the Eighteenth Century, 2'xl ed. (1992; London, 1999), p. 38.
46 Cassis, Y. Finoir coil Finn tiers inE i ox j  in  i History, 1880-1900 (Cambridge and N ew York, 1992), p. 303.
47 Black, J. The British Alaroad: The Grand Tour in the Eighteenth Century, 2nd ed. (1992; London, 1999), p. 9. 
Although Geneva is on t lx  Mount Cenis trail it is important to note that from the list of locations visited by the 
4,h Baronet, provided by his account shea above, it appears that l x  had used the Brenner route (Munich to 
Verona) instead.
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early eighteenth century was a time of growth for the city -  the Genevan population grew by 
over 65 per cent in the first half of the eighteenth century.|H
The 4lh Baronet’s five-year Grand Tour cost a total sum of .£4,120/2s/ l id .w His expenditure 
should be put into context, however, as some Grand Tours were known to cost .£2,000 or 
£3,000 each year.* 4950 The latter amounts were enormously extravagant, and a more normal level 
of expenditure was an annual allowance of between £200 and £1,000.51 It appears that the 4"1 
Baronet’s spending -  wiiile generous -  was not obscene, especially as collectible items were 
commonly purchased by the English abroad.52 53*One such collectible item c.in perhaps lx* seen 
in the 4th Baronet’s much later portrait of 1752 by Henry Pickering (fig. 1), which still kings in 
the State Dining Rexam at Nostell. In the punting, the 4"' Baronet is standing in a fictitious 
building to the north-east of Nostell Priory.55 He points to the house with his right hand, ;in 
unmistakable gesture of ownership (fig. 2). Under his left kind an architectural drawing or 
print -  which might liave been purchased abroad -  is shown on a table (fig. 3). The 4"' Baronet 
is depicted as a country house builder, with an implied interest in architectural design. There is 
minimal arcliival evidence of the 4th Baronet’s interest in architecture,5' but the existence of 
such a rich and extensive collection of architectural drawings in the N erst ell collection -  both 
for Nostell and elsewhere -  doubdess lends credibility to the interest implied by the portrait.55
In the portrait the 4th Baronet’s attire is conspicuously mcxlest, consisting of plain wliite 
stockings, a plain brown jacket and a yellow', lightly embroidered waistcoat. These sartorial 
choices are significant as they express the 4lh Baronet’s social standing. The use of informal 
dress was a helpful indicator of status in eighteenth-century [portrait art, Ixxind up with
w Rosenblatt, H. Rousseau cm lG auti From the First Disauseto the Soad Ccolnxt, 1749-1762 (Cambridge and New  
York, 1997), p. 17.
49 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A l/4 /2 8 , Account sheet of Sir Rowland Winn, 4,h Baronet of Nostdl, 1722-27. This 
account book records the 4th Baronet's total expenditure during his Grand Tour.
»  Black, J. The British A head The Grant T a r in theE $ tea th  Catioy, 2nd ed  (1992; London, 1999), pp. 83-106.
51 Ibid.
52 Hermann, F. TheF. re Cdlectas (London, 1999), pp. 23-33-
53 Pickering’s portrait is the only eighteenth-century depiction of Nostell without the addition of Adam’s wing.
5i The 4th Baronet subscribed to the publications of Chinese coil Gothic A rxhitaliov Pnfxtiy O nnnrta l by William 
and John Halfpenny, published in 1752, and TuoFenpathe Vieus by Thomas Smith, a collection of drawings of 
Chatsworth and Haddon Hall, published in 1744. WYAS WYL 1352(1) A l/4 /3 5 , Receipt from the subscription 
to TuoPasfxxlhe Vtens, 18 April 1714, and WY AS WYL 1352(1) A 1 /4 /36 , Volume of architectural prints entitled 
Chittese coil Gothic A nhitatioe Prcpaiy Onionotal c.1752. Unfortunately there Is no catalogue of the library at 
Nostdl dating from the 4th Baronet’s lifetime; the earliest was made as part of an inventory of t lx  house in 1806 
and only lists the number of books within specific subjects. WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 4/1/30, Inventory of the 
lidongings of Sir Rowland Winn, 611' Baronet of Nostdl, made on Ills death, July 1806.
55 There are 336 ardiitectural drawings in t lx  Nostdl drawing* collection plan clxst, and a furtlxr 167 in the 
private collection of Lord St Oswald
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hunting and rank.56 Thus we see the 4lh Baronet plainly dressed ;md airrying a sword. Another 
good example of this is Gainsborough’s William P qrtz of 1762. Here the figure is modestly 
dressed and leaning agaiast a tree in an informal pose (fig. 4).57 Pickering portrayal of the 4"’ 
Baronet allies him with other wealthy, educated and well-travelled country gentlemen.
On 29 August 1729, following his return from the Continent, the 4"’ Baronet married 
Susannah, the daughter and heiress of Chides Henshaw of Eltham, Kent, an alderman :md 
Lord Mayor of London.“* This was certainly a favourable match for Susannah, elevating her to 
a titled position.“59 But the enticements for the 4lh Baronet ;ire less clear. He was young to marry 
at 23 years of age,60 and it has Ixen established that he was weilthy ;ind would not have 
required a wife with a large dowry. It is likely then -  despite any lucrative enticements -  that 
this was a love match.61 Together they hid eight children, ;ind we can see from the Nostell 
arcliive that after Susannah’s death in 1742,62 the grief of her loss was greatly expressed in 
correspondence between the 4'h Baronet and J. Sambrooke.63
It was during the years of his marriage that the 4th Baronet was most active in public life. 
Significantly this was also the time that he began to rebuild at Nostell. The converted monastic 
building of the old house, Nostell Hall, had long been the principal residence of the Winn 
family. The estate had been formally conveyed to Sir George Winn, l sl Baronet of Nostell in 
1655, by his brother Rowland, a wealthy wine merchant, in the hopes of establishing a family 
dynasty.61 The Hall was a large building and must liave provided an ample family seat. Indeed,
56 Shawe-Tayior, D. The Gat fane EiffteathCatioyl\t1ntitiov&  .Study (London, 1990), p. 62.
57 Ollier notable examples are Joshua Reynolds’s Visatot Ktffd, c. 1752-53, and D tkecfR ichn tilm iL  choc, 
1758; John Hamilton Mortimer’s Sdfpcrtnnt uithhis/ethercoilbriber, c. 1765; David Allan's Willkimlifjis PkQi>K 
Gdf, 1787; and John Boultbee’s Robert BckeueU, c.1788.
58 Brockwell, M .W. C ctdqje c f the Pidtovs and ether Woks cf Art in tix■ Collection c f l  m l St Osucicl cl Ncstdl Piety 
(London: 1915), p. 37.
59 a  baronetcy is the lowest order of aristocracy, and separate to a peerage. Beckett, J.V. The A ristamy in E i dan l 
1600-1914 (Oxford and Cambridge Massachusetts, 1986), p. 40.
60 The average age to marry grew older during the eighteenth century. Stone, L. TheFanily Sex, coilMcrricfp in 
E ifjcotl 1500-1800, 2nd ed. (1977; London, 1979), p. 42.
<>' By the eighteenth century romantic love, and the concept of a companionate marriage, were considered to lie 
important. Marriage had become 'an object of mockery owing to  the business-like trade of wealthy brides, with 
no consideration for their happiness, and the greatest contemjiorary proof of this is William 1 logirth's Maric&a 
la Male Tague, l.H. ‘Love, Honour, and Obedience: Fashionable Women and the Discourse of Marriage in the 
Early Eighteenth Century’’, Ja o n i c f British States 40 (2001), pp. 76-77.
62 Brockwell, M .W. Cctdqye c f the Pictms coil ether Wahs c f A rt in the Ccllatiai c f 1. a il St Osuc id  cl Ncstdl Piety 
(London: 1915), p. 38.
63 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 1/4 /20 , Letter from J. Sambrooke to Sir Rowland Winn, 4»’ Baronet of Nostell, re. the 
engagement of Kitty Winn, 22 March 1750. In this letter Sambrooke expresses how dearly loved Susannah was.
64 Brockwell, M .W. Cdciqjce cf the IScliois cod ether Wales cf Art in the O llalkti c f L cttl St Ostuicl at Ncstdl Piety  
(London: 1915), p. 36.
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The 4Ul Btironet may have been encouraged to rebuild by his father, the 3ri1 Baronet, who had 
commissioned a new stable block shortly before his death.65 6 But despite ;iny desire for 
redevelopment, it appears that Nostell Hall was comfortably fitted-out, as a number of the 
rooms were well furnished. Among a plethora of fine pieces in the ‘Damask Room’ were ‘1 
Fine Shovell with a Silver knob’, and ‘1 Indian table & furniture’, in the ‘Dining Room’ were ‘2 
Sconers over the Bouffett of Silver’, and ‘18 Turke work’d chairs’, :uid in the ‘Tapestry Room’ 
were ‘1 black Japan table’, and ‘7 Indian pictures’.67 689Moreover, the 4"’ Baronet’s transcription of 
the 1500 copy of the Nostell Act Book -  a description of the foundation of the mediaeval 
priory, taking the twelfth-century Cartulary as its source* -  demonstrates his antiquarian 
interest in the building.
Although replaced, it is apparent from an inventory of Ixxls that the old Hall was still in use in 
1763, and it was not demolished until c.1765, around five years after the family most likely 
moved into the new house.w It is probable that the demolition of the old Hall was not 
ordered by the 4lh Baronet at all, but by his more fashion-conscious son, who inherited Nostell 
in 1765.
A sketch by an unknown bind provides evidence tliat the old Hall ;tnd Nostell Priory stcxxl 
briefly side by side (cat. 2). The sketch is datable to between 1747, when Paine had built the 
central block, and c.1765, when the old Hall was demolished. The sketch uses artistic licence in 
its use of perspective, but nonetheless, the outline of the old house alongside Nostell Hall is 
visible.
the inventory of 1722 lists 41 communal, private and serving rooms.6s Why then did the 4lh
Baronet decide to rebuild?
65 \JCYAS WYL 1352(2) C 4/1 /2 , Inventory of Nostdl Hall, 15 May 1722. Tills inventory lists the contents o f the 
house room by room. This gives a clear sense o f the Winn family’s taste prior to the construction of Nostell 
Priory, and will be considered within a later discussion of tlx- interior of Nostdl.
66 Raikes, S. ‘Nostdl Priory Room Catalogue’ (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2004): Stables 
-  potted liistory and summary of approach, 3: 2 Building History; Peers, A. T h e Architectural Evolution of the 
Stables at Nostdl Priory', Yorkshire’, Tnosaliits ( f  thuA too tM aiora ls S(tuly52 (2008), pp. 9-48.
67 WYAS WYL1352(2) C 4 /1/1, Inventory of Nostell Hall, 12 Febniary 1714. This inventory lists the contents of 
the house, room by room.
68 Frost, I .A. ‘Nostell Priory Cartulary’ (PhD . thesis, University of York, 2 vols. August 2005), p  12.
69 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1539/16, Inventory of beds at Nostdl, 26 March 1763- Tills inventory lists the 
number of bed in each room across the whole estate of N ostell.
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There is also a surviving plan of Nostell Hall, speculatively dated c. 1730,711 which is inscribed 
with the words The Plan of the old house as it now is’ (cat. 1). From this plan, certain 
inconveniences in layout are apparent. The pl:in shows a large building arranged around three 
sides of a courtyard, consisting of a central range and two lesser blocks projecting at right 
angles." From the layout of the two projecting wings it seems likely they were added to the 
original Priory building in the seventeenth century. They were internally divided by pirtition 
walls in order to accommodate apartments and a grand staircase, although each range is only 
20 feet wide, and would liave been quite small. As there is no known surviving record of the 
construction of these ranges, it is likely they were built before Nostell came into the possession 
of the Winn family in 1654. " On the plan, which appears to lx* for the ground fkx>r, the 
central range of Nostell Hall is composed of irregukirly planned rex mis arranged around a great 
hall. This hall is 30 feet wide and 70 feet long, and is therefore of a gtxxl size, but divided with 
a screen-wall at one end, and this space was most likely cold as there are eight windows on one 
side. The shape of the hall ;ind its two rows of columns suggest that it was converted from the 
under-croft to the monks’ dormitory or refectory. There are also several spiral staircases set 
into the thickness of the wall, which probably date from the time of the Priory. The 
;irrangement of the rooms in the central range forms a more confused combination of 
different-sized spaces thin the side ranges. This portion was probably used as communal and 
service quarters during the Winn family's residence there.
The survey plan demoastrates that by the 1730s, Nostell Hall, though perfectly serviceable, 
had an irregular layout which would have made ;ui entirely new house with a clearer, more 
convenient disposition of rooms attractive. Moreover, as argued above, when compared to an 
eighteenth-century design, the old Hall would have seemed uncomfortable, and the 4th 
Baronet’s desire to rebuild may have Ixen influenced by deficiencies in the older building. 7012
70 Knox, T. 'National Tmst Catalogue of Architectural Drawings at Nostdl Priory* (Research Project, National 
Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2002) (1). Knox presumably attributed this date to the drawing as it is around the time 
that the 4,h Baronet was first making plans for a new house, and a survey plan of t lx  old lxxise might luve Ixen 
helpful.
71 It has been suggested that this arrangement follows t lx  lines of the original monastic cloister. In conversation 
with Judith Frost, 6 February 2012.
72 WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 2 /1/1(1383), Indenture of t lx  conveyance of the Nostell estate lay Rowland Winn, 
Merchant, to  George Winn Esq., 1654. This is the legal documentation of the exchange of ownership o f Nosteli 
from one brotlxr to another.
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That the 4lh Baronet decided to build a new house was by no means unusual. In the airly 
eighteenth century, a building boom was taking place in England,73 and the publication of Kip 
and Knyff’s Britannia Illustrata (1707), and Colen Campbell’s Vtinvius Britcaonati (1715), 
accelerated this building boom.7' Architectural treatises publicised and glamorised the latest 
fashioas in architectural development.
The expease of building a country house came to represent power and status, as expressed by 
Sir John Summerson:
If the land produced a surplus of wealth it usutlly led to political ambition and at last to 
the need for a new house as a prestige symbol; not merely so as to disperse large 
hospitality but as the visible witness of surplus, and thus of influence.73
Doubtless Summerson was correct, as during the period 1710-25, 71% of the commoners who 
built country houses were MPs.70 756And the 4"’ Baronet fits this stereotype perfectly, for his 
other great ambition was a political seat in the House of Commons. It is not known if this 
political ambition worked in parallel with the architectural works at Nostell, or indeed, if one 
can explain the other, but it is surely relevant as a contributing element of the 4* Baronet’s 
general personal ambition. Although his family was kindowning ;ind wealthy, none of the 4"' 
Baronet’s forebears had liad a political career.77 *
The 4th Baronet established himself as a member of the Whig party.7” In addition to the 
obvious advantages of Whig affiliation to a landowner like the 4"’ Baronet, a political suit 
would have allowed him greater power than any previous member of his family. Political 
ambition was largely associated with the landed classes because of the vast expenditure 
required to maintain a political interest. But once gained, a seat in the Commons provided a 
member with the capacity to promote local interests, and introduce private members’ bills
73 Siunmerson.J. The VnormticCa-tleatilOtherEsscyt (New York and London, 1990), pp. 81-82
74 Arnold, D. TheGeaj^anCaotryHaec Anhilalitu, L a tthafe and Society (Gloucestershire, 1998), pp. 36-37.
75 Summerson, J. The U m m tlic  Castle and Other Essays (New York and London, 1990), P 86
76 Ibid., p. 85.
77 Brockwell, M .W. Cctcic#e c f the Piclmis evil ether W aks cf A i1 in the Collation c f L m l St Osmitl i t  Ntridl B itty  
(London: 1915), pp. 36-37.
7« At this time the politically active part of society had been polarised over the issue of succession because in the 
earliest years of the century Queen Anne had failed to produce a surviving heir. In London the Whig-Tory divide 
ran so deep as to dictate which theatres and coffee houses members of each |xirty patronised. Porter, R. Ettfish 
Society in the E iflca tb  Cat tty  (London, 1982), p. 121. See also Cannon, J. The Whig A sea th e y  Cdlajides cn 
H am aianE ttfa d iLondon, 1981).
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which would directly lxnefit his property.Moreover, political! success was often the first step 
to ennoblement.
Between 1710 and 1726 the Tories had dominated Yorkshire politics, and when the Whig 
nominee Cholmley Turner was triumphant in the by-election of lsl February 1727 -  caused by 
the death of the sitting member -  the Whig faction held a great hill in York, naming Turner as 
their nominee for the general election due in 1729 But when George I died :ind an alternative 
general election was held on 30'1' August 1727 (a general election was mandatory within six 
months of the accession) Turner was required to find a new partner.”1 His previous partner, Sir 
Thomas Watson Wentworth, had been created Lord Mtilton Cater Marquess of Rockingliam) 
and elevated to the House of Lords. The 4th Baronet was considered at this time, but he lost 
out to Sir George Savile of Rufford H2
By the next general election held in 1734, Turner had tired of Savile, and the 4lh Baronet was 
again considered, this time along with Sir William Strickland.”* In the meantime, he liad served 
as High Sherriff of Yorkshire (1731-32). Strickland declined owing to ill health, and the 4lh 
Baronet was duly nominated. He received enormous support from Lord Malton, who laid out 
.£15,000 on his campiign, a vast sum compired with the 4"' Baronet’s own expenditure of 
£6,000.”’ The 4“' Baronet was successful in Sheffield, where he received 123 of the 184 votes, 
but less so in Beverley, where a rumour circulated that he supported Walpole’s unpopular 
Excise Bill.8,5 At the close of voting in May 1734, the 4"' Baronet came third. He lost to Turner 
and the Tory opposition, Sir Miles Stapylton.”6 After rumours of fraudulent votes having been 
cast, the fervour of the 4th Baronet’s ambition became deeply appirent when he contested the 
result. His supporters presented a petition to Parliament in December of that year.”7 But when 
Parliamentary discussion of the petition was postponed in April 1736, the 4"’ Baronet’s 
political hopes were effectively dashed. 7980123*6
79 Porter, R. EitfisbSaaiyiitth?F. tfiaiihC atioyiLandon, 1982), p. 34.
80 Quinn, J.F. ‘Yorkshiremen go (o the Polls; County Contests in the F.arly Fighteenth Century, NathemHistay; 
Vol. 21 (1985), pp. 138-140.
81 A political partner, or mnning mate, is the candidate for tlx.- lesser o f two closely associated political offices.
82 Quinn, J.F. ‘Yorkshiremen go to the Polls; County Contests in the Early Eighteenth Century, Northern Histay, 
Vol. 21 (1985), p. 141.
83 Ibid., p. 142.
M Ibid., p. 154.
83 Ibid., p. 147.
86 Ibid., p. 150.
87 Ibid., p. 152.
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The 4°' Baronet was already pkinning to rebuild Nostell when he was nominated as Turner’s 
partner for the 1734 general election, and with Nostell the 4"' Baronet was emulating houses 
built by socially and politically superior Whigs. Two such men were Sir Robert Walpole, who 
built Houghton Hall from 1722 (fig. 5), and Thomas Coke, Is1 Earl of Leicester, who built 
Holkham Hall from 1734 (fig. 6). Both houses provided a precedent for Nostell. Wanstead -  
the clearest influence over Nostell, with the arrangement of its central block, ;ind its use of 
quadrant links and pavilioas -  was built from 1714 for Sir Richard Child, who was a wealthy 
political financier, later rewarded by Walpole for his defection to the Whigs by Ix-ing created 
Earl of Tylney.““
These political activities had other implications. The 4* Baronet had served as High Sherriff of 
Yorksliire, doubtless a means of drawing Turner’s attention and casting himself as a suitable 
partner for the 1734 general election. During his time in York, the 4th Baronet was conducting 
the business of High Sherriff at the same time that Lord Burlington was building the Assembly 
Rooms.® It is very likely that the two men met. On 10th June 1734 Lady Isabella Finch wrote 
to her niece, Lady Burlington, that ‘the proceedings at York have Ixen very extraordinary [...] 
Sir Rowland Winn intends to petition having already found out numbers of people who polled 
under fictitious names’!*' From this letter it appears that the 4lh Baronet was known to Lady 
Burlington. Could it be possible that an acquaintance laid Ixen formed-' As Burlington is 
widely known to have been a great advocate of architectural endeavour, it seems likely that had 
the two men been acquainted, they might have discussed the contemporary building project at 
Nostell. Further circumstantial evidence of Burlington’s influence can lx  seen in the basic 
architectural form that Nostell was to take -  a central bkxk with four quadrant links and 
pavilions. Burlington was an advocate of this plan having made use of two links and pavilions 
at Tottenliam Park in 1721.* 901 Moreover, he encouraged Willkun Kent to use four links and 
pavilions at Holkham Hall in 1734.92
The 4lh Baronet’s motives for rebuilding were most likely multi-faceted. By replacing an 
inferior seat, he was pandering both to Ills own political ambitions, as well as displaying his
kk Colvin, H.M. A Bictfiphiai Dictionary ( f  British A nhiteds 1600-1810, 4lh ed. (1954; New Haven and London, 
2008), p. 215.
*» Harris, E. The G aits ( f  Robert A clam His IrtericrsCNew Haven ;ind London, 2001), p. 199.
90 Corp, E. (ed.). L cni Burlirgcn- The M at cn i His Pditica- Qustiars cfLcydtyQAew York, 1998), p  162.
91 Colvin, H.M. A Bic&tphiai Didictny(/BritishA nhitals 1600-1840, 4lh ed. (1954; New Haven and London, 
2008), p. 150.
« Ibid.
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good taste. The large size of the house illustrates the strength of the 4Ul Baronet’s ambition -  
along with liis vast wealth. Moreover, there is even evidence that during the airly 1730s the 4"' 
B:ironet had investigated the possibility of increasing his landholdings at Nostell by purchasing 
an adjoining estate at Santon. On 3 October 1732 a land agent, Robert Glascock, wrote to him, 
liaving ‘received a Letter from Mr Dempster of Brigg in which he desires me to send you a 
particular of an Estate at Santon adjoining to one of yours’, writing again only twenty days later 
to relay the price of the land.93
Following his political disappointment, the 4"' Baronet abandoned public life, and this, coupled 
with the death of Iris wife in 1742, led him towards a more sedate and domestic lifestyle. That 
he had eight cliildren, however, may account for the continued building work at Nostell. He 
travelled abroad only once more, in 1761, going to Vevey in Switzerland to negotiate the 
marriage of his eldest son to a French-Swiss lady, Sabine d’Hervert.91 Only months after this 
journey, the 4lh Baronet’s health deteriorated, and he was descrilxtl by his cousin Catherine 
Cappe as ‘the honoured invalid’ during the last three years of his life, which he spent at
Nostell.95 He died in 1765, aged 59, bringing the first phase of design and construction to a 
close.
ii. Preparation and Design ( 1731-36)
Until the 1970s James Paine lias been solely credited with the design of Nostell. According to 
Woolfe and Gandon, ‘the whole of the building was designed and conducted by Mr. James 
Paine’,<x’ This remained unchallenged for much of the twentieth century despite the fact that 
Nostell Ls unlike Paine’s other works. Rarely was Paine responsible for a house of such size and 
grandeur, and only later in liis career, in the 1750s and 1760s, was he given the opportunity to 
work on projects such as Glentworth Hall, Lincolnshire, Worksop Manor, Nottinghamshire,
»  WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1528/41, Letter from Robert Glascock to Sir Rowland Winn, 4lh Baronet of Nostell, 
re. land for sale, 3 October 1732, and WYAS WYL13520) A4/1375/23, Letter from Robert Glascock to Sir 
Rowland Winn, 4th Baronet of Nostell, re. land for sale, 23 October 1732. In these letters Glascock provides the
4th Baronet with the details of the sale of an estate.
¡ ™ J h* I ^ 351 7 ^ 3 /5 B /9 /1 '2' Esq » d
too-. Cappe ™  Che. daughKr o f one o f .he 4» Ik.roM's »»rdian L i e s .  She v S d  NMeO L L  Z L ’S  
S t l  “ *  ” P e0 M  " * 4 B” ™ '  a"h° U8h * • » « * » » ■ » '“ e t a h e d  hk son Z Z d !  
96 Woolfe, J., and Gandon, J. V il ruin, Britannia« IV  (London, 1767), p. 9
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Sandbeck Park, Yorksliire, and Thorndon Hall, Essex,97 *910although none of these is really 
comparable with Nostell. Paine records that ‘at the age of nineteen, [he] was entrusted to 
conduct a building of consequence in the West Riding of the county of York’,9” which refers to 
Nostell. Peter Leach lias established that Paine was baptised in 1717," ;ind he began work at 
Nostell in 1736, age 19. The date of 1736 is problematic, however, as Joseph Perfect and 
Stephen Switzer’s designs for the proposed pork, datable to c.1731 (this date will lx  discussed 
below) depict a house with a central block with quadrant links and pavilions facing eastwards 
(cat. 3-4), an outline and orientation which remained broadly consistent throughout the 
subsequent design history of Nostell. In 1731 Paine was not 19, but 14, and in accordance with 
his own statement he could not have been responsible for the design. Indeed, the St Martin’s 
Lane Academy -  where Paine was to receive his training -  was not founded by William 
Hogarth until 1735."*'
In the 1970s, Eileen Harris discovered an anonymous annotation in the margin of a copy of 
the Bidldr's Dictionary of 1734 attributing the design of Nostell to ‘Co Moyser’."" Harris has 
also suggested that the 4lh Baronet hid initially consulted Colen Campbell.102 *This is because of 
similarities between Nostell and a drawing by Camplxll in the RIBA drawings collection (fig. 
7). There are important similarities in the plan and elevation, but there are also significant 
differences in the internal layout. This is a credible source for the design of Nostell, but Nostell 
may equally lx  derived from Campbell’s design for Wanstead (fig. 8) which had Ixen 
published in the third volume of Vilna iic Britco via c in 1725.103 Both have pavilions and make 
use of a three-storey elevation, with a rusticated basement, exterior stairs to the fnam n iik \ 
similar fenestration, and a hexastyle portico. Campbell’s work was doubtless ;in important 
influence over the design of Nostell, but owing to the wide dissemination of his work in 
V ittu it ts Britco via e  his direct involvement cannot lx  assumed.
James Moyser (c.l688-1751) came from a wealthy Yorkshire family. His gnmdfather -  also 
James -  had been so friendly with Burlington’s family that a principil room at Londeslxirough
97 Leach, V. Jans Paw&ondon, 1988), pp. 75-82.
*  Paine, J. Plan, Elatticesevil Solid s (fNoblermianlGatletmis//a««(L on d on  1767), p. i.
99 Leach, P Jams Famedonclon, 1988), p. 17.
Ibid., p. 18.
101 Harris, E. The G aits (fRdhert Adam  //»/rtaniws (New Haven ;md London, 2(Xll), p. 197.
102 Ibid.
m3 Ibid.
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was named after him."" Moyser’s father John, who was MP for Beverley in 1705-8, was friends 
with Lord Burlington, and subscribed to the third volume of Vitruvius Btilcoviav in 1725."* 
The Moyser family would therefore hive Ixxn familiar with Campbell’s design for Wanstead. 
James Moyser himself had been in the army,"*’ and then retired home to Beverley."17 Although 
none of his drawings liave survived, he is known to have practiced as :in architect in the 1730s 
and 1740s, and he is connected with Sir William Wentworth’s Bretton Hall in Yorkshire,"1" and 
the Wandesford Hospital in York."" As a pupil at Beverley Grammar School, Moyser was part 
of a genteel Yorkshire circle that included Hugh Bethel ttnd Colonel James Gee, and which 
gravitated towards Alexander Pope and Lord Burlington, ‘the local magnate’."" Like his father, 
Moyser is known to have been a member of Burlington’s social circle a numlx* of Alexander 
Pope’s letters to Hugh Bethel - with whom Moyser had travelled to Italy in 1741 -  include 
‘hearty Compliments’ to him.1" That his father’s acquaintances ;ind architectural interests are 
likely to liave influenced Moyser, can be seen in his use of Venetian windows at Bretton Hall, a 
far less ambitious undertaking than Nostell: ‘merely a rectangular block dressed up with 
Palladian windows’."2 Moyser did not take a supervisory role in its construction, nor did he 
take any control over the construction of Nostell as Paine was employed to do this in 1736. 
Moyser died in 1751, well Ixfore Paine’s departure from Nostell in 1765.* 106711 *13
Paine may have been introduced to the 4"' Baronet through Burlington, having lieen 
acquainted with Isaac Ware,"4 another of Burlington’s proteges at the St Mtirtin’s Lane 
Academy. And tellingly, another of Paine’s major patrons, the Duke of Devonshire, for whom
i«  Neave, D. ‘Lord Burlington's Park and Garden at Londesborough, Yorkshire’, GcnknHistay; Voi. 8 , No. 1 
(Spring 1980), p. 71; Akehurst, A.M. ‘Wandsford Hospital, York: Colonel Moyser and the Yorkshire Burlington 
Group', A nixtaJiozi//¿Very51 (2(X)8), p. 125.
i'« Neave, D. 'Lord Burlington’s Park and Garden at Londesborough, Yorkshire’, Gcnbn f t istay Voi. 8 , No. 1 
(Spring 1980), p. 71; Colvin, H.M. A B ktfip lm i D tíia n yc fBritish A nhitais 1600-18-X), 4lh ed. (1954; N ew  Haven 
and London, 2008), p. 713-
106 Moyser had attained the rank of Colonel having seen active service in Spain. Ibid.
107 Ibid,
i*  Ibid.
a» Akehurst, A.M. 'Wandsford Hospital, York: Colond Moyser and the Yorkshire Burlington Group’, A nhitatw i 
H is to r y (2008), p. 111.
i" 1 Rogers, P. ’The Burlington Circle in the Provinces: Alexander Pope’s Yorkshire Friends’, ThcDiebcrmUìiasity 
j a n t i , Voi. LXII (1974-5), p. 219. 
in Ibid., p. 221.
" 2  Colvin, H.M. A Diúktm y ( f  British A nhitais lGOO-ltì-X), 4,h ed. (1954; New Haven and London,
2008), p. 713.
113 Ibid.
in  Leach, P. Jams Pedic (I.ondon, 1988), p. 19.
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he worked at Chatsworth for a decade from 1756, was Lord Burlington’s son-in-law.* 11“1 Initially 
employed its the Clerk of Works or executant architect,116 Paine was presumably obliged to use 
Moyser’s design, but when did Paine Ixgin to alter liis predecessor’s design? In a letter, 
hitherto unpublished, to the 4"' Baronet, dated 16 February 1747, Paine wrote.
In the Sketch I Hon’r myself in Transmitting to you 1 have pursued his /  I Jones \  
Method of proportioas, they differ greatly from those sent ¿i C. Moyser wh’h your 
Hon’r will please to Observe wh’n you receive the other again from Bath, your Hon’r 
needs not Trouble C. Moyser with the knowledge of this Alteration, I will Answare for 
all being wdl.IF
This is incontrovertible evidence of Moyser’s initial responsibility for the design and Paine’s 
later alteration of it.
The design for Nostell was already considerably developed prior to Paine’s arrivid in 1736. He 
load been employed -  after Perfect, Switzer and Moyser had all been consulted -  to construct 
the house in accordance with a pre-existing design. And as we shall see, Paine made alteratioas 
to this design, eventually taking architectural control.
Ui. The Villa Mocenigo plan and the layout erf N ostell
Before the contribution of each arcliitect can be explored further, it is necessary to consider 
why the 4lh Baronet decided to build a house making use of a central block, links and pavilioas. 
The obvious precedent for tliis layout is the work of Andrea Palladio.11H In his 1773 
publication The Picos. E la itias coil Salías cfHdklxon in N afdk, Matthew Brettingham voiced 
this opinion, citing Palladio’s Villa Mocenigo (fig. 9) as the principal source for Holkham:
The mode of placing the four pavilions diverging from the four extreme tingles of the 
centre building, and connected with it by four rectilinear corridors, seems to have lx*en
Leadi, P. 'Paine, James (bap. 1717, d. 1789)’, Oxford Did k r n y c fN a k n i (Oxford, 2004; online
edition May 2009), http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/'21131, accessed 5 March 2012.
iift Colvin, H.M. A B k^zp m i Did unity (/British A nhittds 1600-1840; 4lh «1. (1954; New Haven and London, 
2008), p. 767.
in  WY AS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1588/1, Letter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, 4lh Baronet of Nostdl, re. the 
links at Nostdl, 16 Fdmiary 1747.
us Beard G. The N a k n i Trut Beck c/TheE tf i^shH aaeltteriordoncbn, 1990), p. 189.
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borrowed from Palladio’s plan of a villa, designed for the Cavalier Leonardo Mocenigo 
on the Brenta.119 *
The application of such a precedent to Nostell, however, is problematic as the Villa Mocenigo 
is significantly different in many respects. Most import;intly, the central Nock in the Villa 
Mocenigo is centred on a large square atrium, ;in arrangement informed by Vitruvius’ account 
of tetrastyle atria in Roman houses’.12,1 Broadly speaking, the central block at Nostell takes the 
form of a traditional seventeenth-century English house from the time of Roger Pratt. That it 
is divided transversely can lx  seen from Paine’s various plans, with an entrance hall and saloon 
on the central axis, and further rooms to either side. The central block of the Mocenigo design 
is rejected, and instead Nostdl is suggestive of Palladio’s Villa PLsani at Bagnolo (fig. 10) which 
is usually only celebrated for its exquisite use of spatial manipulation, with a hemicyde 
entrance hall and cruciform central salon.121 The use of links and pavilions at Nostell are likely 
to have been influenced by the Mocenigo plan -  or another of Palladio’s villa designs tbit 
makes use of them, such as the Villa Pisani (fig. 10), or the Villa Trissino (fig. 11) -  but the 
overall plan is more complicated. It is necessary, therefore, lx>th to acknowledge the influence 
of Palladio over the fabric of Nostell, but also to explore the ways in which it is different.
The earliest graphic evidence for Nostell taking this form is two park designs by Joseph Perfect 
and Stephen Switzer (cat. 3-4). As we have seen, they are p.irticul;irly import:int sources for the 
early design of the house. Perfect’s design is dated 1731, and that Switzer’s career was 
flourishing around in the same year can lx* seen from liis correspondence with Thomas 
Knowlton, Burlington’s gardener at Londesborough, immediately prior to his publication of A 
Dissertaim On the Tne Cythisis O f tteA n ia ls .'11 Moreover, Switzer’s design for Nostell was 
partially realised around this date. The drawing depicts an avenue lined with three rows of trees 
leading to the east front of the house, and though repkinted since the 1730s, this avenue is still
. 123in existence. 3
no Brettingham, M. ThePlais, Eleutiav a tiS a tia s cfH dkham m Nafdk, TheSect (fthekteE cti <fl. ekester 
(London, 1773), p- xiii.
12" Boucher, B. A nhmPciUita The A nbitat in bis Tirrvt, N ew  York and London, 1994), p.52.
'21 Tavernor, R. PaUaboanlPcila&oikmdondon, 1991) p. 29.
'22 Switzer, S. A Dtsserictkn On the Tne Cjthisie Ofthe A ruerts (London, 1731), p. viii.
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We am see from Perfect and Switzer’s park designs that NosteJl was probably the first house 
in the north of England to have been inspired -  albeit in pul -  by a Palladian precedent. 
According to Paine the precedent for Nostell was ‘scon by his Lordship abroad’,'21 ;ind since 
Perfect and Switzer’s designs make use of a central block with quadrant links and pavilions 
prior to any involvement by Moyser, it may (as we shill see) have been the 4"' Baronet himself 
who was responsible for this idea124 25 126
Since at least the first century AD, the wings of an Italian country villa were used as stabling 
for animals and the storage of crops. These buildings were often arranged around a courtyard 
so that they were easily accessible.120 The tenn ‘villa’ did not refer to the central house, but to 
the entire complex of residential and agricultural buildings at the heart of a country estate.127 *
Palladio took tliis a step further:
The covertures for the tilings belonging to a villa, must lx* made suitable to the estate 
and number of animals; ;tnd in such manner joined to the master’s habitation, that he 
may lie able to go to every place under cover, that neither the rains, nor the scorching 
sun of the summer, may be a nuisance to him, when he goes to kxik after his affairs; 
which will also be of great use to lay wood in under cover, and :in infinite number of 
tilings belonging to a villa, that would otherwise lx  spoiled by the rains and the sun: 
besides which these porticos will lx  a great ornament.12*
Palladio’s idea was to provide shelter, not only for the agricultural produce, but also for the 
master as he walked to inspect it. Moreover, Palladio mentions that these buildings provide a 
‘great ornament’, as they enclose the courtyard in front of the villa. A courtyard could serve as 
an elegant reception area on the master’s arrival -  or that of his guests -  showing off the 
building to its widest extent.1"  It was Palladio’s great invention tliat the owner of the estate 
should have a magnificent house at the centre of the villa complex, which had not ordinarily 
been a feature of villa architecture until this time.
124 Jackson-Stops, G. N  aiell Priay, Yafo/we (London, 1973), p. 6 .
’25 Switzer would have been perfectly capable of including a Palladian-planned house in his design as it is clear 
from his published works that he was familiar with It alum literature, Ixxh antique and Renaissance. Switzer, S. 
la ifjifjbia Riatiai The Nchlenun GeHkntn anl G cnbirs R a w ik tt cr. A n h tm ktJkn  To G enbit#  P lain# 
A tfia ilm i and the ether Bisiness and Piemans <fa CaurtryL ^(L ondon, 1715), preface.
126 Holberton, P. Pdlato’s Vilks:Li/eintbeRatisscnECattryskb(London, 1990), pp. 187-188.
127 Burns, H. A nbmPcileibo 1508-1580 ThePittkixinltlvFavum U l.ondon, 1975), p. 163.
i2* Ware, I. (trans.). A nbmPeikiiki The F a r Books of A ntitatue, 2 '»1 ed. (1738; N ew  York, 1965), Book 2, p. 47.
'»  Hollxrton, P. Pcilctbo's Vilkn- Lfem theRanssaveCaoIrpickiLonfon, 1990), p. 187.
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The use of links and pavilions was not new to England in the eighteenth century. In 1662, 
John Webb made designs to extend the Queen’s House at Greenwich with the addition of 
quadrant pavilions.130 Although Webb’s design for Greenwich w:is never realised, Christopher 
Wren did add pavilions to Kensington Palace from 1689.'31 Neither of these buildings was 
initially designed with their pavilions as integnü features, ;ind in this way lx>th differ 
enormously from the designs of Palladio and Nostell. But it is important to note that such 
pavilions were under construction on palaces in England as early as the late seventeenth 
century.
Even greater admiration of Italian architecture was expressed by members of the Burlington 
circle. Not least of these admirers was Colen Campbell who included examples of Inigo 
Jones’s executed works -  directly influenced by his observations of Palladio’s architecture -  in 
the first volume of Vitntius Britannia« in 1715.'32 Tliat :tll of Palladio’s lxx>ks on architecture 
were published in English by 1720 made Italian architecture easily available in England133 Like 
Nostell, one of Campbell’s principal works, Wanstead, made use of two pavilions, attached to 
the central block by links, and is also evocative of the Mocenigotype plan. Camplxil 
continued to use links and pavilions when he designed Houghton Hall for Sir Robert Walpole 
(fig. 5).131 132But English houses -  including Wanstead, Houghton anti Nostell -  were not direct 
derivatives of the Italian villa: in the Italian precedent pavilions were used as agricultural 
spaces, while in England they were domestic. The English country house lias never Ixen used 
for agricultural storage. It is surely to be expected tliat when the Burlington circle adopted the 
pavilions of the Mocenigo pktn, they were naturalised to suit E nglish usage.
The English use of pavilions for the country house- rather th;in being affixed to a great palace 
-  lias its introduction at Holkliam. We can see from Matthew Brettingham’s plan (fig. 6) that 
the pavilions at Holkham were used as a chapel, library, guest wing and kitchen. It is 
impossible to know wiiat rooms Perfect, Switzer tint! Moyser had intended to place in the
130 T hurley, S. ‘A Country Seat Fit for a King Charles II, Greenwich and Winchester’, in Cruickshanks, E. (ed). 
The S turt Carts, 2nd ed. (2000; Gloucestershire, 2009), p. 222; Colvin, H.M. (ed). TheHisiaycftheKntfs Waks, 
Voi. V: 1660-1782 (London, 1976), p. 183.
ut Inipey, E. KasòtgaiPdaE TheOffidai IllirtrctalHisktyiLondon, 2003), p. 26.
132 Campbell, C. V¡train;BrìUnias, Voi. 1 (Loncbn, 1715).
I« Harris, E. British A nhitaliori Baks and Writas.-1556-1785(Cambridge and New York, 1990), p. 356,
i3‘ The elevation of this design is similar to Jones’s south front at Wilton House in Wiltshire (1635-47), Ixit agtin
it makes use of two attached comer pavilions.
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pavilions, but from Paine’s plans for Nostell, in the fourth volume of V ¡Incite; Uniats can (fig. 
12) we can see that the they were to lx* a kitchen; brewhouse; laundry and washhouse, and 
library and chaplain’s quarters. The first three were separated on account of their Ixing service 
quarters, especially the kitchen which posed a fire risk, and the fourth, the library and 
chaplain’s quarters, was also separated from the central block, elevating it alx>ve the domestic 
sphere.
A solid central block is shown in both Perfect and Switzer’s p.uk designs for Nostell. In 
Switzer’s drawing the dimensions of the central block are 100 x ISO feet. That the executed 
central block measures 80 x 160 feet indicates that Moyser was employed later and drastically 
altered the design and dimensions of the building. It is less likely that this was designed by 
Paine, as all of his pirns for the central block depict ;in identical arrangement of rooms, and 
gives consistent overall dimensions (80 x 160 feet). Such consistency suggests that these 
features had been dictated by Moyser, and that perhaps the foundations had already Ixvn dug 
on Paine’s arrival in 1736. The pkias in question are Paine’s earliest drawings for Ncxstell -  
those which facilitated the first building works -  three Ixing for the basement flcxir (cat. 5-7) 
and a fourth relating to the (mod while (cat. 8). It is signified, however, that there are other, 
more minor differences, which show that Ptiine was refining the design at this very early stage.
Three of Paine’s pkins make use of under-drawing and scribbled dimensions, which suggests 
that Moyser had not already provided drawings which could lx  pricked for reproduction.1” 
Rather, Paine was finalising various details in these preparatory drawings in order tliat 
construction could Ixgin. The plan for ihe ¡Jiant while is inscribed with nuermous calculatioas, 
by which Paine was making sure that his dimensions added up to the required overall size of 
80 x 160 feet. In the style of a presentation drawing, one of Paine’s plans for the basement is 
not dimensioned. This was perhaps produced for approval by the 4'h Baronet, but cannot have 
been satisfactory as tills particukir arrangement of dexir opening was not realised. It is 
important, however, to oliserve that this pliase of development took place under Paine rather 
than Moyser, ;md there is further evidence of Paine’s manipulation of the final design for 
Nostell. Throughout liis series of pirns he altered the arrangement of the fenestration and
os it is likely that Moyser remained largely within the sphere of planning, rardy taking responsibility for 
execution, since his military background would have exposed him to ‘surveying and valuation’. Akdiurst, A.M. 
‘Wandsford Hospital, York: Colond .Moyser and the Yorkshire Burlington Group’, A nhitoltni //rtfary 51 (2(X)8), 
p. 124.
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internal doors, the location of fireplaces, and the number of columns in the portico. Even the 
design for the staircases had not been finalised. We am see this from another of Paine’s plans 
for the basement (ait. 7) in which there are stairs on the southern-most wall of the south 
staircase, and which were never built. All of these features clearly required finalisation W ore 
construction could lxgin, and as such the four plans must date from 1736, immediately 
following Paine’s arrival.
iv. Taking control: designs byjam es Paine
The life and work of James Paine have Ixen discussed in detail in Peter Leach’s monograph.116 
Certain aspects of his youth, however, are of particular relevance to his work at Nostell. He 
was the son of a cirpenter from Andover in Hampshire, and he received the opportunity to 
study at the auspicious St Martin's Lime Academy in London. Two of his teachers there were 
Michael Moser and Hulxrt Gravelot. Moser was a famed chaser of gold and silver, and a 
stuccadore, who worked in minute detail.117 Gravelot advocated the French-style interior 
design at the Academy, which probably accounts for Paine’s preference for a French-style 
interior, the gpnepittavsqie}* In 1736, at the age of 19, he was employed to construct the 
house, and until 1744 took up residence one mile from Nostell in the village of Wragby.w At 
this time Nostell, his only professional cxcupation, was on his doorstep,11" and this proximity 
accounts for the scarcity of written archival material relating to this phase of construction. As 
Paine would have spoken with his patron and craftsmen in person, the ext:mt architect und 
drawings are the best source of information on the coast ruction of the house.
Many of the drawings in the collection at Nostdl can lx* attributed to Paine on the basis of 
their draughtsmanship and iascriptioas. Paine did not have ;in office of assistants or 
draughtsman at this airly phase of liis career and ;dl of the drawings are therefore autograph. 
Moreover, it is possible to identify his bind with confidence. On most of Paine’s drawing» the 
letter forms of the inscriptions, and on the drawn scale, are consistent, showing tliat the 
annotation was added by Paine himself. This is particularly noticeable in the number ‘0’ and *137940
'•*’ Leach, V. Janis PcmviLondon, 1988), pp. 17-19.
137 Comforth,J. EafyG eafjaiilnaicts (New Haven and London, 2004), p. 1 9 7
>38 Leach, V Jam s/hwrCL ondon, 1988), p. 18.
139 Hey, D. BidM,&cfBritahi 1550-1750 Yakshiw(Derbyshire, 1981), p. m ; Leach. P. Jams Pain-(1 ondon
1988), pp. 22-23. n,
140 Leach, P.JamsPcmv(London, 1988), p. 22.
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the letter ‘o’.141 It is important to  identify features which tire characteristic of Paine, rather titan 
Ixing typical of the period, in order to provide secure attributions. Luckily Paine’s individual 
letter forms are distinctive and consistent. From observation of his letters, we can see that he 
wrote the letter ‘d’ in the mcxlern form when at the Ix-ginning of a word (fig. 13), but when a 
letter ‘d’ appears at the end of a word he added a curl to the top of the upw.trd stroke (fig. 14). 
Another consistency is the tail of the letters y  and ‘g’. When placed at the end of a word, he 
gave them a long tail that extended under the preceding letters (fig. 15). When signing his 
name, Paine’s letter form of ‘P’ was made with one fluid |xo  stroke (fig. 16), but in general 
usage the letter form was made with two separate pen strokes, often with a small distance 
between them (fig. 17). These features make it possible to identify Paine’s liand.
In addition to Paine’s plans for Nostell, another drawing elating from his earliest involvement 
in 1736 shows tliree sections through a wall, in his distinctive hand. This shows the window 
openings (cat. 9). Annotated with dimensions, it appears to lx* another example of Paine 
producing a drawing before construction could Ixgin. The drawing shows three sections along 
the will of the east front, from ground to roof line. The first and third sectioas depict the wall 
at either side of the portico on the east front. The portico had a small protruding jxrron and 
this is shown in the second section. It is likely that these sectioas illustrate Paine’s development 
of the design in preparation for construction. That the wall is consistently 45 feet high suggests 
that the height had been dictated before 1736 by Moyser. But other features of this drawing 
confirm Paine’s design control over the ornamental aspects of the east front. The three 
sectioas show alternative desigas for the entablature and cornice. On one of these Paine 
annotated the dimeasioas of the frieze in great detail, but neither of the designs was executed 
suggesting that Paine made another design which was realised but dexs not survive. Moreover, 
one of the most striking aspects of the executed elevation -  the small alternating triangular and 
segmental pediments over the windows of the piano u tile  (fig. 18) -  are absent from ;tll three 
sectioas. As such, it is likely that this drawing represents only one phase of Paine’s preparatory 
design, and does not depict the oiruimental features which were already under his control in 
1736.
Tliat Paine continued to produce drawing following Moyser’s designs after 1736 aui lx‘ seen 
from another of his plans showing the arrangement of the joists for the south end of the house
mi See cat. 21.
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on the jMox> ndbile level (cat. 10). This depicts the unseen structural aspects of an architect’s 
responsibility, and that the drawing was produced by Paine suggests that Moyser had no 
interest in providing details of these more mundane, structural features. The plan has rough 
pencil under-drawing, suggesting that -  despite Moyser ;dready 1 laving dictated the dimensioas 
-  once agiin Paine was finalising the details of the design in order that coastruction could t;ike 
place. It is likely tliat the floor of the piano nixie was installed utrly in order that the upper 
register should be more easily accessible. As such the drawing cm lx  dated to c. 1737-38. In 
addition, a fragment of a letter in Pane’s hand gives specific instructions for the dimensions of 
the girders and joists, and the spaces between these elements, ‘For the Hall flcx>r at Nostell',"2 
for which he was still following Moyser’s design.
It is difficult to date the moment when Paine evolved from a clerk of works-cmn-execut;mt 
architect to an independent architect at Nostell with the authority to make his own designs. 
The first evidence of such a change occurs in a set erf 11 drawings, in his hand, for a cartouche 
in the pediment on the east front (cat. 11-21). The sheer numlxr and v;iriety of these drawings 
make it clear that Paine was finally in a position to provide his own designs for the 4"' Baronet. 
These drawings could have Ixen made at tiny time between Paine’s employment at Nostell in 
1736, and 1747, when he completed the structure of the central block. But they were most 
likely produced earlier when the fabric of the centnil block was well underway. None of these 
cartouche designs was executed (nor were anyone else’s) and none was used when Paine made 
drawings of Nostell for the fourth volume of V Until n Brit cot nan in 1767 (fig. 19).
It has been suggested that one of these drawings was intended as a new set of ;irms for the 4"’ 
Baronet, and there are two others which are preparatory drawings for this."' While this theory *12
M2 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1525/13, Letter from James Paine to unknown, specifications for the I kill fl<x>r at 
Nostell, no due. In this letter Paine is very specific about how the girders and joists were to be installed: ‘For the 
Hall floor at Nostel /  The 2 principal Girders to be 19 In: wide by 13 deep each pit together in 2 pieces and 
bolted close with 14 In thick Iron Screw Bolts -  and to Camber 1 Inch in the middle -  /  The otlxr Girders to be
12 In thick by 13 In d eep - The Bindingjoists at each end of the Room to l x  Forty In thick by 13 In deep -  The 
Joists between to be some deep and some sliallow, the deep ones to  be fram’s into the Girders and the lower 
edges kept Vi In below the underside of the Girders to prevent the Ceiling from Cracking -  The deep Filling in 
Joists to be 4 */2 tliick by 15 Vi In deep and the Sliallow ones to be 9 In by 3 In fram'd about 12 Inches apirt -  
The Narrow Spaces between the Girders may be Joisted with Timlxr 5 by 3 Inches and only Notched into the 
Girders instead of Framing- Let it be observ'd to kep the Timber 9 Inches clear of the Chimney Funnel!.' His 
explanation makes it clear that he had designed tlus feature.
1«  K nox T. ‘National Tmst Catalogue of Architectural Drawings at Nostell Priory1 (Research Project, National 
Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2002) [2116, 19, 21.
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is attractive, it is also problematic.141 *The design for the 4"' Baronet’s arms is clearly drawn in 
the triangular sliape of a pediment. But most of the other drawings within this group are also 
drawn within pediments: four of the drawings are scaled within a pediment which is 12 ft 6 in. 
high; another one in a pediment 14 feet high; ttnd there is a final drawing within a pediment 
which lias no scale at all. The range of dimensions within this group of drawings is significant 
as it suggests that the size of the pediment was undecided. Therefore, during the 1740s, Paine 
was not only taking design control of the orn;iment;il features such as the cartouche, but ;dso 
of structural features such as the pediment. As none of Paine’s early drawings show the r(x>f, it 
is not known whether Moyser had provided a design for it, and that Paine designed the 
pediment suggests not. Moreover, as previously mentioned, one of Paine’s early preliminary 
plans for the central block (cat. 8) depicts a modest portico of only four columns, rather than 
the six columns that were executed. Thus, despite the fixed arrangement of the central block, 
the portico -  and therefore most likely the pediment and roof as a whole -  had prolxibly not 
been designed by Moyser.
As the structure of the central block was nettring completion in 1746, Paine left Wragby for 
London, enabling him to attract greater patronage and success.144 *He continued to work at 
Nostell until the death of his patron in 1765, but he did so from a distance and alongside other 
projects such as the Doncaster Mansion House.146 Later in life, he received numerous lofty 
commissioas, and was given a seat on the Board of Works in 1780.'r  In 1785 he served as 
High Sheriff of Surrey, proof of his later status as a gentleman, acquired through his 
architectural success.1111 He died in the autumn of 1789 ‘in France, in his 73ri1 yettr’, liaving 
retired ‘some montlis preceding his decease, finding the infirmities of age steal fast upon him,
ui This would certainly lx  a good compliment as heraldry o f tlus type had Ixen self-consciously used as a form of
■genealogical identification’ of long standing lineage and elevated social standing since the twelfth century, with
particular designs associated with different regions and families. Coss, P„ and Keen, M. (eels.). Hariiby, Pediatry
coil Said  DispUyinMatcuii E /^ »/(Su ffolk , 2002), pp. 17-29.
1«  Leach, P. JamsPcmv(London, 1988), p. 22.
i46 As wdl as t lx  Doncaster Mansion House Paine’s other architectural projects of t lx  1710s include Campsall 
Hall, Cusworth Hall, Heath House, Hickton Hall, and Wadworth 1 tall, ;ill o f which are confined to Yorkshire, and 
it was not until the 1750s that he was able to broaden his portfolio beyond that ccxinty. Leach, P. pons Petti3 
(London, 1988), catalogue of works, pp. 171-217.
14^  ed v in , H.M. A B ktfifb ia i D utkiriy c f British A niAtals 1600-MU), 4lh ed. (1954; New Haven and London, 
2008), pp. 767-72.
us Leach, P. Jams Pare (London, 1988), p. 38.
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and a fturtily occurrence of a singular nature preying upon his spirits’.H9 The circuinst;inces of 
Paine’s death in France have never been fully understood.191
The central block of the house was complete in 1747 when Paine moved to London, and at 
this time attention was turned to the interior and the four pavilions. In 1761, when Dorothy 
Richardson visited the house, she described the main entrance as Ixing on the south front 
between two pavilions. She wrote:
The House is built of Stone, & has two Gnind Fronts; that towards the Lake is thirteen 
windows in breadth, & tliree stories high with a Lawn before it. The entrance Front 
has four large Windows with the Door in the middle, over it a Venetian Window 
with a round top; to this Front two wings (which project Ixfore the Building) are 
connected by arcades.1M
This tells us that the south front was used as the entrance front and implies that the southern 
parts of the house were closest to completion and most suitable for guests. In fact, Paine had 
only completed his decoration of the southern puts of the house, and various rex m s in the 
northern half and the central Top Hall -  now considered to lx* the grand entrance hall -  were 
still shells.152
There is ;ircliival evidence that the interior decoration of the already constructed central block 
was taking place at the same time that the first pivilion -  the Kitchen -  was Ixing built. On 30 
February 1749 Paine wrote to the 4“' Baronet, discussing the design of the Kitchen pavilion 
;ind the design for the chimneypiece in the State Dining Room concurrently:
Enclosed herewith you will receive (with the same you inclosed to me) two other 
different designs for the Projection you Propose to make in Center of West front of yr 14950*
149 Anon. ‘Obituary. James Paine', G atlan tù  M iffube, II (1789), p. 1153.
150 Colvin h .M. A B k ffiflx d  D ktiaxty c f British A rdxtats 1600-1840, 4lh ed  (1954; New Haven and London,
2008) p 7 6 8 . There is no indication that Paine’s death was related to  the Ix-ginning of the French Revolution.
,5I Richardson, D. Diary’(1761), Manchester, John Rylands Lilxary, Ryi.HngMs.sH22, Vol. I, fol. 11-17, pp. 11-12.
,52 Rjiirgs s. ‘Nostell Priory Room Catalogue (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2004): Top
Hall -  Room History 1: 1.1 Introduction.
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Kitchen [...] in my last I gave you tin Acct that had sketched the lower Part of ye 
Dining room Chimney Piece at large.IM
In addition to this, there is a sectional drawing of the quadrant link located on the verso of a 
drawing for an interior wall of the central block (ait. 23). This provides further proof that the 
central block was already built -  and Ixing decorated -  when the pavilions and their links were 
under constaiction. The drawing is annotated by Paine, more so than any other in the 
collection, revealing that the design for the link was his own, made without any reference to 
Moyser.
Paine also designed the pavilions themselves. In the sane letter he discussed the general design 
for the pavilions and the materials required for the rcx)f:
Enclosed herewith you will receive (with the same you enclosed to me) two other 
different designs for the Projection you Propose to make in Centre of west front of y’r 
Kitchen [...] the roof in the first design ay lx* Covered with Laid and in the two Latter 
with Westmoorland Slate.151 *154
This is definitive evidence of Paine’s responsibility for the design of the pavilions. That both of 
Paine’s southern pivilions were erected quickly is clair from Dr Pococke’s description of them 
during liis visit of 1750, when he recorded that ‘the grand offices on one side ;ire finished .1,5 
Paine’s Kitchen pavilion survives in its original state,156 but his Brew-house pavilion -  built on 
the south-east comer of the central block -  was demolished to make way for an unexecuted 
wing by Adam. This was most likely done Ixfore 1785, when the 5th Baronet died, and Adam’s 
employment at Nostell ended. We can be certain it was demolished by 1808, because it is 
absent from an estate survey made in that yarn15'
'53 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1525/54, Letter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, 4lh Baronet of Nostell, re.
the Kitchen pavilion at Nostdl, 30 Febniary 1749. In this letter Paine discusses the construction o f both the
Kitchen pavilion and the decoration of the State Dining Room at tlx* same time.
154 Ibid.
•55 Cartwright, J.J. (ed.). ‘Dr Pococke's Journey into England from Dublin by t lx  way of the Isle o f Man, 1750', 
CantknSociety New Series xlii (1888), p. 63.
156 Conveniently the majority of the material relating to Paine's pavilion design relates to the extant Kitchen 
pavilion on the south-west comer of the central block. This would suggest tliat it was the first of the two 
pavilions to be Ixult, as the other was simply a mirror image o f it, and considering the kitchen's important 
function, this would certainly seem sensible.
'53 w y a s  WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /2 /19 , Nostell estate survey, 1808. This survey lists every structure within the estate 
at Nostell.
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We have seen, then, that Paine’s drawings for the Kitchen pavilion, like those for the link, 
provide evidence that lie was responsible for the design. The first of the kitchen pavilion 
drawings is a small preliminary design (cat. 24) showing a part pkin :md elevation similar to -  
although larger than -  the structure as built. This design is five rather than three bays wide, and 
there is a central, projecting canted bay. The drawing includes alternative pyramid^ and hipped 
roofs, and on the verso shows a half-dome over the centnil bay. It is clear, considering the 
several alternatives depicted in tliis drawing, that it was a preliminary design in which Paine 
was testing his ideas in an exploratory fashion. The second of Paine’s drawings for the kitchen 
pavilion -  previously attributed to ;ui unidentified draughtsman1'* -  is an elevation and laid-out 
wall-elevations (ait. 22). Tliis is the only ext:int drawing to show the Kitchen pavilion almost as 
executed. It Is certainly in Paine’s liand but annotated by another bind, probably that of the 
tradesman that used the drawing. The design closely resembles the north, south and west 
fronts of the Kitchen pavilion, except for the small square central window on the ¡mod niile. 
The multiple designs for the Kitchen pavilion, tilong with Paine’s later on the subject, are 
evidence that by the late 1740s he had finally been given sole responsibility for the fabric.
v. Climate, Authoiship and Paine’s ideal N ostell
During his sul^sequent career, Paine developed a very personal style of ardiitecture. Elements 
of this style are easily recognisable ;ind cm lx* seen in his rhon, M artian coil Salian, <f  
N(jb/a?ai and G atlenm ’s Hanes (1767). His motifs were mainly derived from William Kent’s 
Design (flrigpjons of 1727, but it is Paine’s consistent use of them, and their combination, that 
is so telling.1,9 Identification of his persomil architectural vocabulary will help to clarify further 
the extent to which he designed the executed house at Nostell (fig. 20). Although it has Ixen 
established tbit he was responsible for the pavilions, the authorship of the central block is 
unclear.
Paine’s characteristic motifs have Ixen identified and discussed by Leach.1“’ But ns the 
executed fabric of the central block at Nostell was a collaborative effort between Paine and *6
,w Knox, T. ‘National Trust Catalogue of Architectural Drawings at Nostdl Priory (Research Project, National 
Tnist, Yorkshire Region, 2002) 1311.
i*> Leach, P. ‘Paine, James (bap. 1717, d. 1789)’, Oxfatl D id ia tty c fN itk n i Bkffrfiy  (Oxford, 2(XM; online 
edition May 2009), h t t p / /www.oxforddnb.com/view/artide/21131, accessed 5 March 2012.
i6o i.each, P. /tmis /ta'irCLondon, 1988), pp. 41-46.
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Moyser we should not expect to find the full repertoire of Paine’s architectural forms. Those 
features not present on the exterior of Nostell include: splayed window surrounds, such as 
those found at basement level at Wadworth Hall near Doncaster (fig. 2D; a Venetian window 
within a relieving arch, as at Ormsby Hall in Lincolnshire (fig. 22); :uid a canted window bay, 
as at lxxh of these houses. The canted biy motif is used in his first drawing for the Kitchen 
pavilion,161 and to judge from his later use of it, Paine liked this feature, although it was never 
used at Nostell itself.162 Two motifs which are typical of Paine, however, do appear at Nostell 
(fig. 20). One is the subsidiary string-course that runs ;ilong the base of the windows on the 
piam  while -  Paine used this at most of his independent desigus, including Wadworth and 
Ormsby, while the most strikingly Paine-esque feature of Nos tell is the shallow portico with its 
oversized pediment. Many of his designs include the shallow portico and wide pediment, and a 
gcxxJ example occurs at Ormsby, where the pediment sp;ins most of the front. Paine’s 
manipulation of the portico and pediment tire evidence of his association with the Burlington 
circle. Just as Camplxdl had done with the designs of Wanstead and Houghton, Paine was 
making use of Italian features in a naturalised English way. The combination of a sbillow 
portico with an unusually wide pediment is suitable for a northern climate as it would allow a 
greater amount of sunlight to penetrate the windows, but also protects a large* |X)i1ion of the 
front from the dements. Such issues of climatic suitability in Paine’s architecture can help to 
further identify authorsliip at Nostdl.
In order to fully understand Paine’s central block, we must strip away the later A dim fabric. 
Although the fabric of the central block was reutined, determining the layout of the house, 
Adam made additions to it which included a vestibule and new wing, as seen in his various 
architectural drawings (cat. 198-225), and most clearly illustrated in Jean Godwin’s composite 
plan of the house (fig. 23). From these drawings we can see that Paine’s house consisted of a 
rectangular central block, with a tripartite elevation, cornice strip, and hipped roof. The 
windows remain square and within ;in architrave in the attic; the windows remain rcct;ingular 
on the pkov nffle, and surmounted by small alternating trkingukir and segmental pediments; 
and the central aedicular door at ¡mod nixie level is also retained. Tliat the present loggia, 
attached to the east front, was not in existence is apparent from Adam’s drawing for its
T 'AS " 7 11S 1 4/152 /55' La”  • •  Sir Rowland Winn, »  t o o «  o f N andi „Kitchen pavilion at Nostell, no date. i>ot»ieu, re.
162 Pa'haPs,he 4‘h Baronet hKl not liked ,,us feature ^  this may account for its absence from Nostdl.
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addition.163 *The east front basement level was rusticated, but iastead of windows and a door 
Ixlween the stairs, there were five arches forming an arcade.163 The double external st;iirs 
leading to the¡mod nM e were a tighter curve than Adam’s executed stairs, IxHng more like the 
horse-shoe-shape stairs on the south front of Kedleston Hall. Paine’s st:iirs are depicted in his 
presentation drawings of the 1760s (cat. 27-28 and fig. 19).16S With regard to the oraunent of 
the front, his drawings reveal that the present balustrading w.is not included, and neither was 
the cartouche in the tympanum of the pediment. The most apparent change from Paine’s time 
is that the south-east pavilion -  a mirror image of Paine’s remaining south-west pavilion -  w.is 
demolished by Ackim. The south front of the house retains Paine’s central Venetian window, 
but on the north front tliis was replaced by ;tn alternative Vendi;in window when Ackim added 
his north-east wing and extended the Billiard Room outwards.
Paine’s early plans of the basement and ¡mod nixie reveal that Nostdl -  like Wanstead, 
Houghton and Holkham -  always liad a solid central block, akin to a seventeenth-century 
house, with quadrant links and pavilions. The combined use of a Palladian footprint, and a 
more conventionally English plan, is surely a naturalisation of Italian design. The house would 
liave been cold lead it included an open atrium as in the Villa Mocenigo design. As previously 
discussed, this plan was not by Paine. He did, however, continue to build and modify the 
exterior at Nostell so tliat it would be appropriate for the Yorkshire climate.
Paine’s year-long tour of Italy from July 1755 can help us to understand his use of naturalised 
Italian motifs.166’ Little is known of this trip as even the ever-watchful Robert Ackun, whose 
Grand Tour overlapped with Paine’s, made no mention of his presence.167 Paine’s subsequent 
writings reveal he was no advocate of directly imitated Italian architecture:
We have received some real advantage from Palladio, and other Venetian masters, 
whose works were studied with great application by our countryman Inigo Jones; yet 
experience daily convinces us, that the houses Ixiilt by the great masters, [listed as
1«  Cat. 8 8 .
16' This can be seen in Paine's elevation of the east front for tlx* fourth volume o f VUntil* BrUmtiae. Woolfe, I. 
and Gandon, J. VUntil*Btilevvia* IV (London, 1767), pis. 72-73.
if>3 One possible influence for Paine's use of horse-shoe stairs may have been the Queen's I louse at Greenwich.
166 Colvin, H.M. A Bkfjtfibiai D klkttvy ( f  Biilish A nhitals KiOO-im\ 4th ed. (1954; N ew  Haven and London, 
2008), p. 767; Ingamells, J. A D id k m y tf British a  tilrish TmdUts m ltd y  /7)/-/<5r/)(New Haven and London, 
1997), p. 731-
167 Leach, P. Ja n s Peni>(London, 1988), p. 26.
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Palladio and other Venetian masters] are very ill adapted to our climate, still worse to 
present inodes of living, and consequently are not proper models for our imitation.1“
Paine makes a clear point here. Primarily, he stipulates that, though admirable on its own 
terms, the architecture of Palladio was unsuited to the British climate. England is colder th;m 
Italy, so any dogged imitation of its architecture -  that which provided airy, shaded space to 
combat the searing Mediterranean heat -  would lx  unwise in the colder English climate. He 
writes that it is ‘ill adapted to our climate’, and, as such, should not lx  directly copied, and it is 
not a proper model’ Ixcause of these climatic concerns. Pane is making a point which 
privileges pragmatism over strict imitation, and this became one of the chief characteristics of 
his design practice, as we shall see. Of artists who did slavishly imitate Italian principles he 
wrote:
An artist who travels, and makes proper observations, undoubtedly may lx  the Ixtter 
for it; but if by travelling, he imbibed wrong principals in his ;ui, and a blind veneration 
for inconsistent antiquated modes, and in the pursuit of such studies abroad, 
consequently neglects to make himself acquainted with the various necessiry 
conveniences requisite for the country in which he is to exert his talents; such an artist 
may be said to be a man of taste, but he will harclly lx  considered as a man of 
judgment.1"'
Thus Paine advocated practicality and adaptation rather than ‘blind veneration’, and he directly 
criticises the architect who does not adapt his own designs for the ‘country in which he is to 
exert his talents’. Paine’s designs were, as Eileen Harris explains, ‘intended, as more proper and 
convenient models for imitation in England than examples from Greece or Rome’.17" In 
accordance with this, Paine’s designs allow light to permeate the interior of a building, while 
simultaneously sheltering it from bad weather. A perfect example of this is the shallow portico 
and wide pediment at Nostell. It is possible that Paine’s distaste for the Ixnefits of travel had 
been promoted by the context of the Seven Years War (1756-63) involving much of Europe, 
though it did not include Italy. More likely, it seems that Paine prized social practicality and
i<w Paine,.). Plan;, E la alia s a il Sections <fN drierwnardGatlamis H ass (L ondon 1767), p. ii. 
i® Ibid.
1711 Harris, F.. British A nhitatnrd Becks evil Writers: 1556-17B5 (Cambridge and N ew York, 1990), p. 3 4 7
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That Paine was an architect who favoured convenience over orthodox Italian motifs is widely 
recognised.17' Remarkably, however, this interest in climate has never been related to Nostell. 
The design of Nostell, moreover, was criticised throughout the twentieth century1' for 
precisely those aspects inspired by Paine’s climatic interests. Yet this interest in climate goes 
some way towards explaining the executed form, as well as establishing a new naturalised 
stylistic identity, Paine’s attitude towards climatic practicality is ;in import;int tcx>l when 
analysing which aspects of the front of Nostell were his own.
Vitruvius states that the architect should consider climate when building, adapting the structure 
to the location.171 Palladio did not do this, presumably as his own work was confined to It;üy. 
In Paine’s Nostell, we can see a derivative of Italian architecture, where he established a new 
naturalised form of familiar designs. Paine’s drawings for Nostell which most clearly belie his 
interest in climate date, unsurprisingly, from the 1760s. It is likely that these drawings are a 
direct result of liis visiting Italy and developing his interest in climate. They show exil ai n 
clianggs to the design, producing a more liandsome and climatically practical house -  Paine’s 
¡deal version of Nostell. Some of these were executed, but most were not -  despite this, 
however, they are useful in understanding the house prior to Adam’s alterations.
The first of Paine’s drawings for Nostell from the 1760s is a set of two presentation drawings. 
One depicts a plan of the / mod  n ix ie  and an elevation of the east front of the house (cat. 27), 
and the other depicts the west and south elevations of the house (cat. 28).l7‘ These drawings 
may have been produced for the 4th Baronet himself. It is more likely, however, that they are 
the drawings that Paine sent to the 4"’ Baronet in 1761, when he explained tbit he had Ixen 
required by ‘Our Surveyor General [Thomas Worsley]’ to produce ‘a large Set of the Plans 
Elevations & Sections of yr House [...] which he was to produce to his Majesty [George *17234
ui Ibid.; Leach, P. ‘Paine, James (bap. 1717, d. 1789)’, O xfcnlD id ianycfN ctkn iB ktfxfty'(Oxford, 2004; online 
edition May 2009), http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/artide/21131, accessed 5 March 2012.
172 in the 1930s and 1940s Ralj>h Dutton described Nostell as ‘a bleak rectangular building [.. .1 the only ornament 
of its façade being a top-heavy pediment’. Dutton, R. TheEtrfish Caotry House, 3rd ed  (1935; London, 19*19), p. 
74. And in 1973 Gervase Jackson-Stops described Nostdl as ‘heavier and squatter in proportion titan Palladio's 
published villa designs’. Jackson-Stops, G. Ncstdl Priay PofaiweiLondon, 1973), p. 11.
173 Schofield, R. (traits.). Vitntius aiA  nhituliovdondon, 2009), p. 166.
174 Unfortunatdy lx*h of these drawing; ltave previously Ixen incorrectly catalogued, and labeled as showing a 
different front of the house titan the ones which they actually do show.
climatic comfort over Italian aesthetics, wishing instead to formulate a more appropriate,
indigenous version of the classical form.
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III]’.I7S Paine’s built central block is unchanging in the drawings, but the pavilion roofs have 
been altered. In the first drawing, the pavilions have a hipped rcx)f and a pediment, and in the 
other they have simple pedimented rcxrfs. Both of these drawings differ from the pyramidal 
roofs with dormer windows that had Ixxn executed. The links are also altered, with the arcade 
replaced by a solid curved corridor with square windows and a rectangular dcxir -  this design 
would obviously liave provided more shelter than the executed ojxn arcade. In Ixith drawings, 
a string-course has been added to the pavilions, and the windows on the ¡xam  nixie of the 
pavilions have been clianged from squire to rectangular. That the drawings were prcxluced in 
1761 explains wiry any proposed changes were not executed. There would have Ixvn little time 
to persuade the 4th Baronet of the necessity of these changes, and then ctirry than  out, as Paine 
was busy with the interior. Only four years later -  presumably before this had Ixvn 
accomplished -  the 4th Baronet died, bringing Paine’s employment at N ixstell to tin end.
Paine also prcxluced a set of tliree engravings for Nostell, depicting various changes to the 
design for the fourth volume of V lineile llnkootae in 1767 (fig. 12, 19, 24). They consist of 
plans for the basement level and the u b ile -  which tire unchanged from the executed 
fabric -  and an elevation for the east front. In the elevation we see Paine’s ideal Nostell, 
although this could never have been realised as it was published in 1767, two years after the 5lh 
Baronet’s succession and the dismissal of Paine. The elevation shows considertible ciianges, 
compared to previous drawings, not only to the design for the pavilions -  as in the drawings of 
1761 -  but also to the central block including the addition of six chimneys crowning the sky­
line, and a cartouche and garlands in the pediment.17'' The arcade is also removed from the 
links -  as had been done in the drawing of 1761 -  and from between the two external 
staircases on the central block. On the central block Paine replaces the arcade with a dcx>r and 
four square windows, again providing the interior with greater shelter. The removal of the 
arcade, and its replacement with windows, is similar to the changes made by Adam in this area 
a decade later.177 In addition, the roofs of the pavilions are replaced with shallow pediments 
with chimneys; in the basement Paine added rustication and square windows; ;md in the puoi)
7  7 AS ™  1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /1/2 Later from ja m *  Paine ,o  Sir Rowland Winn, 4» Baronet o f Nostdl re 
the Surveyor General showing drawings of Nostdl to  King George III 19 March 1761 In u J  i 
explains to the 4th Baronet that lie was obliged to produce a set <>(' i 1 s L1 LT’ ‘unc
perusal of King George III. ® *  pr<Sentat,on <>f Nostdl for the
176 The chimneys were lxiilt and were most likely port of the oriein-i! ............. ...
architecture, and had simply never been included in any of Fame? drawing, prior u n d o n e  '**'** *  cbmcN,ic
177 A s we shall see, it is possible tint Adam took inspiration from this drawing by Paine.
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The arcade in Paine’s link was ultimately bricked up, leaving a blind arcade with small 
segment:d windows at the top of every other arch providing greater shelter to the interior (fig. 
25). It is unlikely that this was done by Adam, as he had intended to demolish lx)th of Paine’s 
links and pavilions. Moreover, two drawings by Paine (eat. 25-26) suggest that he had lxen 
responsible for this alteration before 1765. These two drawings are alternative designs for 
filling in the arcade in the link, and like Paine’s drawings for V itnaiin Britca via a IV they show 
a rusticated wall surface, balustrading :dong the rcxrf line, and the edge of the central block. 
One major difference from VitnBins Brikoonan is that a blind arcade remains. It would seem 
that Paine was not able to remove the arcade altogether -  as he might have liked -  but he was 
able to fill the arches in.
Conclusion
On his succession in 1722, the 4"' Baronet’s house was not commensurate with his wealth. His 
funds were plentiful enough to rebuild a magnificent country mansion. Nostell was intended to 
adopt a form -  partly inspired by Palladio -  with a central block, quadrant links and pavilions. 
In 1736 Paine was commissioned to construct the house in accordance with designs by 
Moyser, but his role changed gradually, allowing him to take control of the design. Analysis of 
Paine’s characteristic architectural forms, his interest in climate, and the extant house, lias shed 
new light on the authorship of the etirly design and construction of the house. Chapter one has 
suggested which facets of the house wore designed by Moyser, and which facets were designed 
by Paine, thus explaining how the executed fabric came into Ixnng.
riffle  the windows are changed from square to rectangular. The link arcades tire also removed
in favour of a Doric colonnade, ;ind the links are topped with Ixilustrading :ind statuary.
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ChaptcrTwo. Paine’s Interior(1747-65)
Introduction
With the fabric of the cent nil block nearing completion in 1747, anti the pavilions already 
underway, Paine and his pitron turned their attention to the interior of the house, (diaper two 
will explore what the layout of the house and room usage can tell us alxiut the 4"' Baronet’s 
intentions with regard to his new home. And it will explore how Paine managed to provide an 
interior Ixfitting its role. Moreover, through analysis of his drawing*, chapter two will uncover 
the various elements of Paine’s executed interior that were concealed by Adam’s later fitting- 
up, and thereby attempt to clarify the first interior at Nostell.
L Loyalty at local level; creating an Interior fit fora puipose
It has been established that Nostell Hall did not provide an adequate or comfortable house. As 
well as establishing a focal pant for the wealth and pnvvr of its owner, the new house 
required :in interior that could function as a comfortable and elegant family home. The 
domestic interior was the perfect setting in which to exert influence, and according to Vickery, 
the ‘embellishing of interiors was understcxxl as an exercise in family prestige’.I7H While this is 
doubtless tin important feature of Paine and the 4"' Baronet’s motivations in creating the 
interior at Nostell, there are other important considerations. Although his life clianged 
drastically during this pericxl, with the failure of his political hopes ;ind the loss of his wife, the 
genesis of the house dates from a time when the 4th Baronet clearly sought social recognition, 
and the house must be seen in this context. How did this etirlier ambition impose upon the 
executed interior, and had the 4"’ Baronet’s ambitions produced a fabric tcx> grand for the 
eventutil interior that was to lx* executed?
A house, carefully planned, could provide the 4"' Baronet with a forum in which to extend 
hospitality to the local community.19 The inclusion of various reception rooms, a state 
aptrtment, and tin upper and lower hill would surely fulfil ;my imaginable social requirement. 
In addition, the process of building and decorating fulfilled the social demands expected of a
17« Vickery, A. BdMnlChwlDan- AI HammGea^anE >j/rffi/(Nevv I laven and London, 2009), p. 1 3 3 .
179 Ibid., p. 135.
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landowner through local patronage ;ind charity. Generosity must lx.* seen as a means of 
contributing to a family’s overall political credit and visibility within the community.1”" 
Expenditure was expected to promote loyalty, and by establishing himself as a Ixnevolent or 
paternalistic social leader, a landowner could form a reputation for Ixing concerned with the 
labouring poor.1”1
An important load influence over the layout and interior at Nostell was the newly built seat of 
the 4th Baronet’s friend Lord M:dton -  later l sl Marquess of Rcxkinghttm -  at Wentworth 
WcxxJhouse, begun a year earlier titan Nostell, in 1735. The 1M Marquess of Rockingham died 
in 1750,1H2 but there is evidence that the4lh Baronet remained acquainted with his heir, the 2"a 
Marquess, who liad inherited aged only 20,w because the 4lh Baronet’s eldest son -  later the 5lh 
Baronet -  textk up residence in one of Rockingham’s local houses, Bads worth Hall, following 
his marriage.184 Both Wentworth Woodhouse :ind Nostell were influenced by Colen 
Campbell’s various designs for Wanstead published in VUntil* Britcovia* (1715-25). 
Wentworth Woodhouse, like Nostell, had wings attached to the central block by links, great 
reception rooms, a state apartment, and ;tn upper ;ind lower hall. The Lower Midi at Nostell, 
and the Pillared Hall at Wentworth Woodhouse provide the clearest connection between the 
two houses, as lx)th are rectangular, lxxh following the central tixis of the house, and lx>th 
have a low ceiling, ;ind two rows of Doric columns supporting the upper register. Moreover, in 
her diary Catherine Cappe recorded that the Lower H:dl was used in the 1760s for entertaining 
the local tenantry at Christmas time.1”'5
Rockingham was further involved with his load community through the provision of 
economic stability, lx*ing not only a grcit house builder, but also a large landowner over ‘many 
diversified estates’.1”6 He created a vast economic empire that included income from 
agriculture, building, a breeding stables, a coal mine, kind drainage, and brick ;ind tile works. 
From Rockingham’s example, we can see that the lcx;d landowner was expected to Ixdster the
|H0 Chalus, F.. E lHe Wonai inE tfjish Pditiai Life c l 754-1790(Oxford, 2(X)5), p. 173-
|HI Lewis, J.S. ScuvdtoFemiePctriciism Getilr, Clas ctilliJilks inL (ieGeoqjrPi liritainOiew York and London, 
2003), p. 87.
w2 Farrdl, S.M. 'Wentworth, Charles Watson-, 2nd Marquess of Rockingham (1730-1782)’, Oxjtni Didiaiuy r f 
N d k t t i  Buffiffy’(Oxford, 2004; online edit ion January 2008), h ttp .//www.oxforddnb.com/ view/ ;irt icle/ 28878, 
accessed 5 March 2012. 
i«  Ibid.
|H1 Cappe, C. Memits c f the L cteMrs Cdberov Ccfpe (L ondon, 1822), p. 97.
1HS Ibid., pp. 80-94.
'*• Hoffman, R.J.S. TheManjui&A StitfyrfLoniRakh^oanl730-1782(NewYork, 1973), p. 13.
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local economy, and in accordance with this, the Nostell archive is peppered with vague 
references to the daily wages of trades people and labourers, m;tny presumably sourced from 
the local area. Obviously Rockingham was not a typictl landowner, and his influence may, in 
part, account for the 4th Baronet’s grandiose -  possibly unrealistic -  ambitions. But local 
employment had always been provided by the Nostell coal mine, and the very process of 
building would provide additional employment, both during construction and the subsequent 
staffing of the new facilities within the house ;md its satellites, such as stable, gatehouses, and 
menagerie. With regard to the interior, there is arcltival evidence of numerous tradesmen ;md 
artisans with more specialist skills 1x4ng employed from within Yorkshire, Robert Barker, a 
cabinet-maker of Coney Street in York, was consulted about bookcases;187 William Sykes of the 
local Bracken Hill Quarry provided stone for the house;188 Maurice Tobin of Leeds provided 
solutions for lighting;189 John Elwick of York provided cloth;19" and let us not forget that 
Thomas Chippendale -  thought to have worked as ;tn apprentice cabinet-maker at Nostell 
during Paine’s era -  was from Otley and came from a family of joiners.191
i i  Ambitious plans: locating Paine’s layout within a social hierarchy
Remaining consistent throughout its design liistory, the arrangement -  if not the use -  of the 
rooms at Nostell follow Paine’s early plans, being a house composed of a circuit of apartments 
and reception rooms. We can see this from Paine’s plan of the house for the fourth volume of 
V iln ius Erikovnas (fig. 12). However, the use of the new rooms, their suitability expressed by 
decorative means, and the order in which one would encounter them can give more specific 
details both about the 4th Baronet’s intentions, and the how the house was initially decorated. 
A great innovation of the eighteenth-century house was to establish cyclical circuits of rooms -  
as opposed to the linear apartments of the seventeenth century.192 *A frequently cited example 
of this layout-type is the first floor of Norfolk House in St James’s Squire which included a 
state bedroom, dressing room, anteroom, two reception rooms and a great room in a circuit
187 WYAS WYL 1352(1) C 3 /1 /5 /1 /5 , Letter from Robert Barker to Rowland Winn, later 5lh Baronet of Nostell, 
re. cabinets for a library at Nostell, 25 Jan 1764.
I™ WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1525/15, L ist of stone supplied by William Sykes, Bracken H ill Quarry to N ostdl 
Priory, no date.
is» WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 4/3 /3 , Letter from Maurice Tobin to Sir Rowland Winn, 4lh Baronet of N ostell, re. 
lighting for Nostell Priory, 1764.
190 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1528/38, Letter from John Elwick to Sir Rowland Winn, 4th Baronet of Nostell, re. a 
bill for lace and cloth, 28 August, 1762.
191 Fitzgerald, G . ‘Chippendale’s Place in the English Rococo, Ftovitiov Hishty( 1968), p. l .
192 Girouard, M. LifeitUbeE triishCaotryHatxi A Sa idanlA  nhitectmi History (NewHaven and Loncbn, 1978),
p. 194.
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;iround the staircase.193 A variety of entertainments could lx* provided in a space of this type, 
with a little less consideration for the strict social hierarchies observed a century Ixfore with 
regard to access. As such, a circuit of rooms -  as at N ostell -  could provide tin ideal interior 
for both lavish private entertainment, as well as offering the different spaces required for 
hospitality given to various types of people.191
We can see from Paine’s plan that the intention had been to enter the house through the Top 
Hall at the centre of the east front -  providing the 4th Baronet with a gnind ceremonial 
entrance space. In this, he was emulating many other great English country houses, not least 
Wentworth Woodhouse. It was also possible to enter Nostell on the ground floor at the far 
south end, or into the Lower Hall, although this would have lacked the magnificence of 
entering directly into the light and lofty Top Hall. However, it would liave afforded a visitor 
the use of one of the internal staircases, which extend the height of the building, lending 
considerable gnindeur to the overall interior. From the Top Hall it is possible to access the 
Saloon, immediately ahead on the central axis of the house. This Ls a large, formal reception 
room of the kind lacking in Nostell Hall, and from here one might move further into ;in 
apartment Ixyond.
To the right (north) of the Saloon was a room -  now the Tapestry Room -  never implemented 
by Paine, and left its a shell on his deptirture in 1765.* I9S 1967On the left (south) of the Saloon is the 
State Dining Room which lias a Bacchic theme, allxnt with architectural features -  such its 
items of furniture and the ornamental door frames -  which create a foriuil space. This rcx)m 
would only have Ixen used for entertaining guests -  providing the 4th Baronet with the mains 
of hosting the elite -  as there was a ‘Common Eating Room’199 on the ground floor. Although 
not universal, formal eating spaces were widespratd in the 1740s and 1750s,'97 but at other 
country houses, such as Rokeby and Marble Hill, the dining rooms were decorated as print 
rooms, with prints pasted onto the walls, craiting a less formal atmosphere, and an alternative 
to the formal type of dining room we see at N ostell.
>93 Vickery, A. Behitil Octal Dens: A t H aw  in O u tsell: >g!®r/(New I laven and London, 2009), pp. 135-36. 
i*  Girouard, M. L tfe in the E rtfish CaotryHaee A S o rt coil A nhUatmi Histay (New Haven anti London, 1978), 
pp. 194-95.
19s Raikes, S. Nostell Priory Room Catalogue (Research Project, National Tmst, Yorkshire Region, 2004), 
Tapestry R oom -R oom  History 1: 1.1.
196 ibid., State Dining R oom - Room History 1: 1.1.
197 Cornforth, J. Eco{\1 Gar^ioihtenors(New 1 iaven and London, 2004), p. 47.
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The formality of the interior at Nostell dimaxes with a state apartment, which, appropriately, is 
beyond the State Dining Room, in the south-west corner of the house. It is important to 
question the 4th Baronet’s motives for including a state aptirtnxnt as he cannot have expected 
to entertain royalty.1'* The current State Bedchamber is described on Paine’s plan as the 
‘Common Sitting Room’ (fig. 12), and moreover, Paine referred to the room as the ‘Drawing 
Room’ in tin undated letter to the 4th Baronet.* 199 *Correspondingly, the room was descrilxxl by 
Lady Wentworth in 1753 as the ‘Drawing Room’,2110 and one of the two ‘prindpal Rooms that 
are finish’d’.201 20As the State Dining Room ;ind ‘Drawing Room’ were the first reception spaces 
to lx  completed they must liave Ixxn import;int to the 4th Baronet - clearly he prioritised the 
capacity to entertain. Paine laid designed this drawing room with a dual purpose, Ix-ing 
adjacent to both the State Dining Rexam, and the origin;! state bedchamber, now the State 
Dressing Room (fig. 26). It was common for import;int bedchambers to lx  adjacent to 
drawing rooms.2112 Moreover, the present State Dressing Rcxrm was the most appropriate place 
for the highest Ixxlroom as it lies behind Paine’s kirge Veneti;in window in the centre of the 
south front, a feature designed to denote the most imporLint interior space (fig. 27).
The function of the state apartment can lx  Ixtter understcxxl though analysis of ;inother 
example. A decade later Sir Nathaniel Curzon built Kedleston Hall in Derbyshire. Like Nostell, 
Wanstead and Wentworth Woodhouse, Kedleston lias a central block, links and pavilioas. 
Here, however, Paine intended to include a staircase between the hall and stiloon, on the 
central axis of the house.203 When Robert Adam took control at Kedleston in 1760, he 
removed the staircase to the west side of the house, sandwiched Ixtween the liall and state 
bedroom on the first floor. We can see from a pkin and section at the Soane Museum that 
Adam had only intended the staircase at Kedleston to extend as f;tr as the state apartment on 
the first floor, leaving access to the semi-state guest rooms on the second floor via the adjacent 
backstairs (fig. 28-29). This arrangement was altered prior to construction, and the principal
i*  Although not exclusivdy referred to  as state roonrs in the primary source material, the current State Dressing 
Room is regularly referred to as the ‘state bedcliamlxa-’ in various archival items, including Joseph Rose’s day 
accounts, and the 1818 inventory o f the house. WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /4 /2 , Accounts from Joseph Rose to  
Sir Rowland Winn, 5lh Baronet of Nostell, 1766-1777; C 4 /1/ 15-15A, Inventory of the Nostell estate on the death 
of John Winn, 19 August 1818.
199 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1566/6 , Later from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, 4lh Baronet of Nostell, re. 
three designs for newels for N ostdl, no date.
2<>9 Account of Lady Wentworth's trip tlircxigh Nottingham and Yorkshire, September 1753, London, British 
Library, Ref. 46,277, Vol. V, p. 20.
201 Ibid.
202 Comforth G. EctiyGeayfanbterias (New' Haven and London, 2004), p. 53.
2<u Paine, J. Plan, EkntiasatlSaliascfN cH enaicnlG & tlenm ’sHases, 2"' vol. (London, 1783), pi. XLIV.
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staircase was extended to the semi-state rooms on the second flcx)r, necessitating a 
rearrangement of the decorative plasterwork. Presumably Sir Natltaniel was reluctant to force 
his secondary, but still prominent, guests to access their beddiambers via the backstairs, and 
this tells us something about the way in which the state apartment at Kedleston was used. If 
the second storey provided guest accommodation then it would appear that the state 
apartment of bedroom and boudoir on the first floor was incorporated into the circuit of 
reception rooms on that floor. Indeed, the lxxicloir is adjacent to the saloon, and the state 
Ixdroom is adjacent to the dining room, and according to Leslie Harris, Sir Nathaniel had 
insisted that the state Ixdrcxxn take its present location,ay1 allowing its use as a gallery for his 
collection of paintings. It would appear that this was a space for entertainment, and the same 
cam be presumed of Nostell, where the state apirtment, and possibly the secondary -  crimson 
-  apartment were initially intended to lx  p.irt of the circuit of reception rooms on the southern 
side of the house.
Beyond the state apartment, or alternatively to the left of the Top Hall, is this seconckuy 
apartment. This is comprised of the Crimson Bedroom and Breakfast Room, and is one of the 
few areas in Paine’s interior where the purpose of a room is not entirely clear. In Paine’s pkin 
for Vitnaiis B iitanrias this range of rooms, in the south-east corner of the house, was labelled 
its an apartment (fig. 12) and its location on the south side of the house implies that it had 
always been intended as the second guest apartment. But there is evidence that the Breakfast 
Room had a dull purpose, being decorated en suite with the neighlxxiring bedchamber -  as its 
dressing room -  but, according to Catherine Cappe, it had also been used as a private morning 
room by the 4th Baronet.21)5 It is likely that he used the Breakfast R(X)m as it was across the Top 
Hall from Itis own apartment -  in the north-east corner of the central block -  and this room is 
traditionally called the Breakfast Room for tliis reason.
Despite the formality of the internal arrangement at Nostell -  with its Top Hall, Saloon, :ind 
state rooms -  there was still a desire for privacy and comfort. We can see this from the way in 
which one of the guest rooms was regularly used as a morning room. By the time the 4th 
Baronet was making use of the house, he was a widower, and he was using the interior in a 
more sedate, private manner, explaining why he appropriated a guest dressing room and used it 
as Itis private morning room. Of course, the family’s personal use of the house must have
ax Harris, I.. RvhcrtAchnuvtlKaletfai TheM ckn^cfaNe>CkfsiaiAiiK/apiapCLonckxi, 1987), p. 49.
2(« Cappe, C. Menvirs cf theL cteMrs CctheritvCcfpe(L(ndc>n, 1822), p  83.
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always been intended to lx* less formal, its we atn see from the private rooms on the north side 
of the building, along with the 4lh Baronet’s personal apartment. Despite more detailed 
decorative schemes in the southern guest apartments, it is likely that the northern rex>ms for 
the family were executed first -  quickly and with less ornamentation -  in order that the family 
could move into the new house as soon as possible -  which perhaps explains why the 4"’ 
Baronet’s apartment lias since Ixen entirely redecorated.2"6 We can see from the plan in 
V itnt its Britcuniats (fig. 12) that this apartment had ;dways lxvn intended as such, and remains 
to this day a private apartment, being used as the Drawing Room and the Little Dining Room. 
Further evidence for the location of the 4th Baronet’s apartment can lx* seen in :in inventory of 
lx-cls from 1763,* 20 in which his rex Mils tire listed on the first floor, whereas the southern half of 
the central block was occupied with guests’ quarters, the remainder of the northern side still 
being a shell in 1765.
We can also see from Vitneiis /Irikovnas (fig. 12) that the rooms in the north-western corner 
of the house were also intended as ;in apartment, and their location in the northern half of the 
house would suggest their use as a further family apartment. These rooms are now the Libntry 
and Billiard Room. It is appropriate that the Billiard Room -  origin;illy only half its current size 
-  was designed to be the Ixdchamlxr of the apartment as it mirrored the location of the State 
Dressing Room -  then the state bedroom -  at the southern end of the house. Further 
evidence, however, tliat this was not decorated during Paine’s era can lx? seen in the inventory 
of beds, taken at Nostell in 1763. This records tbit on the ‘Principal Storey there were only 
three beds, in three different rooms: the ‘Red Room’, ‘Sr Rowland Winns Room’, ;ind the 
‘Yellow Room’.208 And as we know that the alcove rexim, the Crimson Bedrcxxn, and the 4lh 
Baronet’s apartment were all complete at tliis date -  accounting for till three beds -  the Billiard 
Room am  not have txen fitted-up in 1763.
There is no archival material relating to the undecorated rooms, with the exception of the 
Billiard Room, for wliich there is grapliic evidence -  in the form of laid-out w.dl-elevations -  
that Paine changed his mind and designed ;in unexecuted library in this location in the early 
1760s. That Paine regretted this, however, can lx  seen in the fourth volume of Vitnuiis
206 Raikes, S. Nostell Priory Room Catalogue (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2004), Little 
Dining R oom -R oom  History 1: 1.1, and Drawing R oom -R oom  History 1: 1.1.
207 w y AS WYL 1352(1) A4/1539/16, Inventory of lxd s at Nostell, 26 March 1763.
Ibid.
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Britcavias, in which the rooms revert back to form an apartment (fig. 12). The engraving for 
V iln ius Britanias was produced in 1767, two years after Paine was dismissed. Of the two 
alternative laid-out wall-elevations for this library, one is in Paine’s hand (cat. 65) and the other 
-  as will lx  discussed later -  is possibly in the hand of Thomas Chippenckde (cat. 66). Both 
library designs were meant for the current Billiard Rocxn as they b a ll  contain Paine’s Venetitin 
window -  later demolished by Ackun -  which mirrored the Venetian window on the south 
front.
The redesignation of tliis space into a library -  however briefly it was pkinned in this form -  is 
indicative of the patron’s intentions. The inclusion of libraries was increasingly fashionable at 
this period, displaying a classical education.2"9 The 4,h Baronet’s adult son, Rowland, appears to 
liave lieen deeply concerned with the trappings of gentility -  the library was seen as a 
laboratory for the production of the knowledge of tmtiquity, ptindering to the most cn txge  
attitudes of the mid-eighteenth century.2"’ Libraries were not rare, but nor was their inclusion 
automatic.* 211 Integrated shelves for lxxiks had been used in institutional libraries such as the 
Bodleian since the early seventeenth century.212 *The earliest domestic libnuy to lx* treated as an 
architectural interior, with integrated shelves rather than furniture set agiiust the walls, was 
William Adam’s library for Arniston in Scaland, which was published in the third volume of 
V iln ius Sa tiasm  The Amiston libnuy is a five- by three-bay room, articulated by Ionic- 
pilasters. Such architectural libnuy design became fashionable during the eighteenth century, 
and an early English example is by William Kent at Houghton Hall.214 Paine was evidently 
familiar with the genre of the arcliitectural library design when he made his design for a libnuy 
at Nostell, and the design illustrates Paine’s ability to combine architecture and interior design, 
making use of integrated architectural shelving.
There are three extant letters from a cabinet-maker in York, Rolx*rt Barker, discussing the 
library,215 although significintly his letters are not addressed to the 4lh Baronet but to his eldest 
son. On 25 January 1764, Barker wrote ‘Sir, I have according to your order made the nearest
2«Jackson-Stops, G. and Pipkin, J. TheErtfishCcutiyH ase A G m tlTarQ London, 1985), p. 198,
Colt man, V. FehialiifitheA itujia NaiEmidsminBritnin 7 T /b 8 0 0  (Chicago and London, 2006), |)p. 1 7 -3 9 .
211 Jackson-Stops, G. and Pipkin, J. TheE tfjish C at tty  H a te  A G m nJTarllandon, 1985), pp. 198^211.
212 Girouard, M. Life in the E ttfisb Ccurtty House A SockianlA nhitectiml History (New  Haven and London, 1978),
p. 166.
2U Cornforth, G . E a iy Gecffjcmltlerias(New Haven and London, 2004), p. 69.
211 Ibid.
211 Raikes, S. Nostdl Priory Room Catalogue (Research Project, National Tnist, Yorkshire Region, 2004), Billiard 
R o o m -Room History 1: 1.1.
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Calculation I possibly c:in of the Book Case which you will see at the conclusion of the 
Letter.’216 There was no other library proposed in 1764, so Paine’s laid-out wall-elevations can 
probably be dated to this year. This is a sudden change in room usage at a time wben the 
patron -  the 4lh Baronet -  is described as ‘the honoured invalid’.217 Presumably this was at a 
time when the 4lh Baronet was not able to supervise the building project, and it is s
inclusion of a library was to the taste of the younger man, and that the drawings illustrate the 
intentions of the next patron. Considering that the 5lh Baronet ended Paine’s employment on 
his succession in 1765, it is not surprising that Paine should have reverted to the 4,h Baronet’s 
plan to decorate the Billiard Rexam as an aptulment, when he drew plans for Vitruvius 
Britannicus in 1767. It is tempting to interpret this as Paine’s commentary on the 5lh Baronet’s 
new scheme.
There are no drawings from this period for the Top Hall, the Tapestry Room or the current 
Library (the room adjacent to that in which Barker’s projxxsed libnuy was to lx* housed), so it 
appears that Paine had not completed his designs for the interior by 1765. While Paine had 
conceived the idea of the Top H;dl Ixing a formal entrance, the purpose of the other 
unfinished rooms was not fixed All we know' is that the south side of the house had always 
been intended its public, and the north side as private. In VUntil* Hiikooia* (fig. 12) the 
room adjacent to the Billiard Room, now called the Libnuy, is labelled as it dressing room. As 
previously mentioned, however, the Billiard Rcx>m had reverted lxtck into a family Ixxlrcxim by 
this time. Had the Billiard Room lxen fitted-up as a library in the ettrly 1760s, then the 
dressing room next door would not have been needed In addition to this, the Tapestry Room 
could not have been intended as a dining room, as VUntil* BriUovia* indicates, as Paine had 
coastructed the State Dining Rcxm on the other side of the Saloon, and two dining rooms of 
the same size would not liave been required.
Although it Ls not possible to know what Paine would have done with the rcxxns now called 
the Library and Tapestry Room, if, indeed, he had even coasidered the matter lxfore 1765, 
enough of P;iine’s interior was executed to understand how the house would have functioned 
It lias Ixen suggested here that the original intention for the interior at Nostell was to provide 
a formal house, capable of elevating the social status of the family, but following the various
2K. WYAS WYL 1352(1) C 3 /1 /5 /1/5, Letter from Rolxal Barker to Rowland Winn, later 5"> Baronet of Nostell, 
re. cabinets for a library at Nostell, 25 Jan 1764.
217 Cappe, C .M tv im cftheL cleM tsC rtlxriivC cffeiL on ibn , 1822), p. 87.
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changed in the 4"1 Baronet’s life the house actually provided a compromise between two 
extremes. The division between the north ;ind south ends of the house, with the separate 
public and private rooms, us well as the dual use of the Breakfast Room, indicates the 4th 
Baronet’s eventual desire for a happy medium between ceremonial routes, and comfortable 
private apartments.
iil- Style and innovation: the State Dining Room as a case study
The 4Ul Baronet’s life clianged coasiderably Ixtween 1736, with the start of construction, and 
1747, when the interior decoration began, having tin obvious effect on the patron’s 
motivations regarding the house. It is important to consider how this shift altered the interior 
at Nostell, and therefore how the interior came to lx* fitted-out us it was. It lets lx-en argued 
that there was a disparity in intention lxlween 1736 and 1747 -  formal versus domestic, 
although, crucially this did not mean tliat Paine created tin interior that was any less spectacular 
or innovative titan he would have done had the 4th Baronet won a suit in the House of 
Commons, and Iris wife not died. Each room is decorated in accordance with its particular use. 
These issues can be illustrated by a detailed analysis of Paine’s lxst preserved room, the State 
Dining Room, including the wall and ceiling treatments, a chimneypiece, and the furniture, till 
in a Bacchic style.
The Nostell interior has been criticised us ‘flaccid and perfunctory [...] tired Palladian tricked 
out in Rococo’,218 but if we examine the style of the interior more closely, irrespective of any 
aesthetic prejudice, the innovation of Paine’s work becomes appirent. Paine made use of the 
French ¿mt? pUtonsqie style -  a fanciful, asymmetrical orntunenhil style originating in 
seventeenth- and etirly eighteenth-century France, a derivative of the French rocaille 
ornamentation that evolved during the reign of Louis XIV.2|,) French interiors of this kind 
were to become more commonplace, but Nostell was probably the etirliest house in the north 
of England to include them. In England, tin interest in the French-style grew alongside that of 
the Italian,22" and it became a hybrid style used inside Palladian buildings, with French-style 
plusterwork concentrated on ceilings, whereas in France the emphasis had been on decorative *219
2>H Mowl, T. and Earnshaw, B. A nlm iarRcxni) Anhitatioxx Pditks anlSociety in InianlcnlE> }iail 1710-1770 
(London, 1999), p. 313-
219 Edwards, R. TheSlxi1erDictianycfE)}jishEi<niitiov(\.ac\<\on, 1964), p. 423.
22" Thornton, P. A itbaticDdxr. TheDcmsticIttericr 1620-19J0(London, 1984), p. 88.
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wall panels.221 The innovative French-style interior at Nostell could lx* due to the 4"’ Baronet’s 
taste, but it is more likely the result of Paine’s involvement with the St Martin’s Lane* Academy, 
under the tutelage of Hubert Gravelot, which had predisposed him towards the French interior 
decorative style.222 The 4"' Baronet had doubtless accepted Paine’s French-style designs -  
irrespective of their novelty compared to neighbouring houses such as Wentworth 
Woodhouse223 -  precisely because of their inherent innovation. He was undoubtedly still 
concerned with issues of taste. Paine’s French-style interior work is most clearly evident in the 
State Dining Room (and particularly the ceiling), with asymmetrical ‘C-scroll’224 *foliate, linatr 
decorative motifs (fig. 30), although it also makes use of architectural features in a Palladian 
style. In this room the beauty a id  complexity of Paine’s interior decorative style is Ixst 
illustrated, not only because it remains intact but :tlso because there is more archival material 
pertaining to this room than any other in the house.
Paine’s drawings for tliis room consist of laid-out wall-elevations (cat. 29), designs for the 
ceiling (cat. 3D, and a design for a siddxxtrd table (cat. 34). There are also further designs for a 
sideboard table, and a mirror frame, in an unknown liand (cat. 32-33); :ind laid-out wall- 
elevations for the room -  mast likely in the kind of a carpenter -  showing the carved features 
as executed (ait. 30). It is not known whether this drawing follows Paine’s design or whether it 
was independently produced. The former seems likely as each aspect of the design integrates 
harmoniously with Paine’s cltimneypiece.223
Paine’s ornamentation depicts a Bacdiic theme, which is appropriate for a dining room. As 
such, the State Dining Room is an excellent example of how decoration was informed by 
function. Paine may liave Ixen fitting-up a house for a patron who had in effect abandoned all 
public ambitions, but it was, nonetheless, a house which had lx*en built and arninged airlier. 
And the dining room was an arena for polite conviviality and social display.226 Bacchic 
elements are included in the ornamental ceiling, the ckx>r cases -  topped by panels of foliate
221 Worsley, G. Classiai A ntitedioe in Britain TheHenicAtf.’(Nev.r Haven and London, 1995), p. 206.
222 Leach, P.Jams 73»» (London, 1988), p. 19.
22i  At this time the eighteenth-centnry portion of Wentworth Woodhouse which had already Ixvn decorated was 
done so  in the Neo-Palladian style, although it was later to receive decoration in the Rococo and Neo-Classical 
styles as well.
221 Wilson, M. T/.vE ifjishC aottyllcuvctilits i-ieiis/wff (London, 1977), p. 8-1
22^  Peter Leach claims that these more traditionally Palladian features o f  Paine’s interiors -  which c.m also be seen 
at the Doncaster Mansion House -  are the result of occasional stylistic immaturity. Leach, P .J a n s /Ven-t London, 
1988), p. 147. And dial all of these features, including the chimneypiece, do conform to the ‘immaturity’ of 
Paine’s use of Palladianism and suggest that they were indeed till designed by him.
226Jackson-Stops, G., and Pipkin,}. TbeE irfid} CaotryH aee A Grant T a r (London, 1985), pp. 122-23.
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plasterwork -  and the cornice -  which is ornamented with vines :ind satyr motifs.227 Paine also 
used Bacchic themes in later dining rooms, such as at Felbrigg Hall in Norfolk, dating from 
1752, where the plasterwork depicts lioas’ pelts, garlands of leaves, ;ind hunting equipment.228
The ceiling in the State Dining Room at Nostell his a foliate border and central pinel 
depicting Ceres -  the goddess of agriculture -  and four putti hawking, ploughing, fishing and 
building a fire. Minus these figurative details, Paine’s drawing for this ceiling is as executed (cat. 
31), and that these apparently central features are missing from the drawing c:tn lx.* explained 
by Paine’s lack of confidence in drawing the human form. In a letter of February 1749 to the 
4th Baronet, Paine wrote ‘I ;un but a young student in figures or that Part of Drawing’,2"  and 
these figurative elements of the ceiling were presumably designed by someone else unknown. 
On 11 January 1748, Paine liad previously written: 'I will use my Ixst endeavour to send you 
down the ceiling for the [State] Dining Rm, Abt the time Mr Rose returns from the north’,230 
from which it is quite apparent that the gifted local plasterer, Joseph Rose, contributed the 
figurative work. But there is no evidence whether he w:is responsible for the design of Ceres 
and her putti, and their origin is uncertain.
Paint sections have been used to determine the origiml colour scheme in the State Dining 
Room,231 and it lias been decorated by the Nation^ Taist accordingly. The only additions to 
Paine’s scheme are the Neo-Classical arabesques in pink wall panels, and the overdexx 
medallions, which were added later by Adam.
It lias Ixen claimed that Paine did not genenilly design furniture.232 Amongst other things, 
however, he made a design for sideboard tables for the State Dining Room (cat. 34). These 
continue the Bacchic theme, with a central ram’s head and garktnds, and a very similar 
sideboard table moreover, appears on Paine’s laid-out wall-elevations for the room, albeit with 
unexecuted panelled walls and ceiling (ait. 29). The sidelxxircLs were executed and remain in
227 Although the ornamentation here is Bacchic and of a delicate French-style, the use of such solid door cases 
was Pallaclian in style, usually dating from 1720 to 1740. Beard, G. TheN cikni Trust Bock (ftheEitfishH aee 
/tfaiar (London, 1990), p. 175.
22«Jackson-Stops,G., and Pipkin, J. TixE tfjish CaottyJlase. A G m nlT artLondon, 1985), p. 125.
2N WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1525/54, Letter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, 4Ih Baronet of Nostell, re. 
Kitchen pavilion at Nostell, 30 February 1749.
23<> WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1622/11, Letter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, 4"' Baronet of Nostdl, re. 
building materials for Nostell, 11 January 1748.
2’i Raikes, S. 'Nostell Priory Room Catalogue (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2004), State 
Dining R oom -R oom  History 1: 1.21.1.2.
232 Leach, P.. Jans P aw  (London, 1988), p. 145.
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sitii, and it is possible to understand the origias of their design, as they are similar to a 
sideboard table for Lord Orford by William Kent, which had Ixvn published in Sene Design <f 
Mrlrigpjones co ilM r WmKat (1744) (fig. 31). It is likely that Paine had seen this publication as 
Kent’s table also uses a foliate design and a central satyr’s mask.213
Paine’s design for a sidetxxird table is indiaitive of his control over the interior. An unexecuted 
design for a sideboard table by an unknown draughtsman also survives (cat. 33), and it would 
seem that Pane’s designs were executed in favour of those by this craftsmen. Moreover, there 
is a drawing for a mirror frame in the same hind (cat. 32) which is similar to the pier glasses in 
the State Dining Room, but not representative of the executed design, demonstrating that here 
again Paine provided his own design. In 1755 he wrote to the 4th Baronet, ‘Inclosed you’ll 
please to receive the Drawings for the Pier Glass in your Dining room’.233 Sadly this drawing 
does not survive, but without question it would have articulated the executed mirror frame 
more closely than the extant drawing by an unknown anonymous draughtsman.
Paine’s remit extended to ensuring that the dining chairs were designed to match the rest of 
the room. On 29 November 1750 he wrote to the 4U> Baronet that he had ‘finished the 
sketches on the other side at the time I promised you ik sent them to one Dulx>y for 
Estimate’.233 *He refers here to three extant drawings of chairs, the first of which is sketched on 
the back of the letter (ait. 35), and two others on small separate pieces of piper (cat. 36-37). 
On the verso to the third sketch Paine wrote: ‘The right hand side of this Chair with red 
Moroco Leather bottom at ,£3/15s, the left liand side with ditto Bottom £ 3 /3s’.236 Morocco 
leather was popular in dining rooms as it could be wiped clean and did not absorb odours.237 It 
is not known whether the 4th Baronet took Paine’s advice regirding the leather as the set of 12 
chairs in the State Dining Room do have red leather seats, but their frames are of an unknown 
date.238 There is some debate as to whether these chairs are nineteenth-century imitations, or 
whether they were recycled from Nostell Hall. Indeed, there are ‘12 Dutch chairs’ listed in the
233 Vardy.J. SaivDisignifMrhi^pJavsailMrWmKai, uithsoncAclbtiauiDesigs(London, 1744), pi. 41.
2>1 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1588/3, Letter from James Paine to  Sir Rowland Winn, 4,h Baronet of Nostell, re. 
State Dining Room at Nostell, 16 February 1755.
2.35 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1590/1, Letter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, 4th Baronet of Nostell, re. 
State Dining Room chairs for Nostell, 29 November 1750.
2.v, WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1590/3, Drawing of a dining cliair in the kind of James Paine, no date.
237 Gilbert, C. ‘New Light on the Furnishings of Nostell Priory', Fim itiw H istayi 1990), p. 54.
2-« Raikes, S. Nostdl Priory Room Catalogue (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2004), State 
Dining Room -  Room History' 1: 1.9.1.2.2.
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inventory of 1722,239 but there is no evidence as to whether it is these chairs that survive in the 
State Dining Room.
The architectural features of the room me Palladian in style, as one would expect of Paine, :ind 
include the doorcases and the picture frames, which ;tre topped by broken pediments,21" ;ind 
the chimneypiece which is supported by tapered term and berm stiles. For this chimneypiece it 
is possible that once again Paine used Kent and Gibbs for inspiration.231 It is the central feature 
of the room, mid the subject of correspondence between Paine and the 4"' Baronet,232 proving 
Paine’s authorship despite a lack of graphic evidence:
In my last I gave you an acct that laid sketched the Lower Part of yr Dining rm m  
Chimney Piece at large, but Very Conscious of my inability for Drawing those terms so 
large, Correct enough for a Carver (as I am but a young student in figures or that Part 
of Drawing) I have got them painted in size which will Greatly Facilitate the Carver’s 
Operation.2'3
We know that the chimneypiece mentioned in this letter is the same one which survives in the 
State Dining Room as Paine mentions the figures of Ceres and Bacchus. These features me 
also recorded in Lady Wentworth’s diary,234 which must Iiave liecn complete when she visited 
Nostell in 1753. Indeed, Paine had written to the 4"’ Baronet in 1749 that he ‘hopded] very 239*41
239 WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 4 /1/2, Inventory of the lidongings of Sir Rowland Winn, 3rd Baronet of Nostell, made 
on his death, 15 May 1722.
24,1 Although these picture frames take an architectural Palladian form, they are ornamented with French C-scroll 
motifs. These frames express an interesting half-evolved state, taking Ixxh the form of a ‘William Kent frame’, 
and the Rococo frames o f the 1730s and 1740s. The style of Willi;un Kent's frame’s is well explained in the 
following: Jacob, S. The A it (fthe Future Franz A rtists, Prim s a tl  the Fmnvf>qfPatriots iuBritain (London, 1996), 
p. 61. So here again the design must be attrilxited to Paine as it makes use o f his ‘immature’ style which Is Iroth 
Palladian and French.
241 In Iris TratiseanCuHA nhitatm: William Chambers pointed out that the ancients had lived in a warmer climate 
than Britain and that they had no need for chimneypieces This excesses the eighteenth-century anxiety over 
finding an antique precedent for the diimneypiece, and the reason that Gibbs’s chimneypieces in his Bock at
A nfjitatiovwere so influential. Gilbert, C. and Wdls-Cole, A, TheFcshiatHeFirePktB lGOO-l&IO(Leeds, 1985), p. 
5.
242 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 ,1525/51, Lclter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, 4lh Baronet of Nostell, re.
lamps and marble for Nostell, 13 February 1749, WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1525/52, Later from James Paine to Sir 
Rowland Winn, 4th Barona of Nostell, re. diimneypiece for the State Dining Room at Nostell, 20 January 1749, 
and WYL 1352(1) A4/1564/1, Later from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, 4th Barona of Nostell, re. 
chimneypiece for the State Dining Room at Nostdl, 10 March 1749.
244 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1525/54, Later from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, 4,h Barona of Nostdl, re. 
Kitchen pavilion at Nostell, 30 Fdmiary 1749.
244 Account of Lady Wentworth’s trip through Nottingliam and Yorkshire, September 1753, London, British 
Library, Ref. 46,277, Vol. V, p. 20.
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soon to get yr Side of the Dining Room furnishings made & will send them as soon as 
possible’,215 which suggests that the rcxim had Ixen completed a few yuirs Ixfore Lady 
Wentworth’s visit. But unfortunately Paine makes no mention of whether the figures ‘painted 
in size’ for the carver were his own design or that of someone else.
The Bacchic theme integrates well with both the Palladian architectural features and the 
French-style plasterwork ceiling. Paine intended this ceiling to lx  executed by the local 
plasterer Joseph Rose, as we liave seen from his letter. French interiors are genendly 
considered to lx  incompatible with Palladian architecture. This is kirgely because of William 
Hogarth’s lampoon of Lord Burlington, which he entitled ‘Man of Taste’.216 This is not the 
case, however; as Giles Worsley observed, ‘some of the finest exponents of French interiors, 
particularly, Daniel Garrett and James Paine, [emanated] from Lord Burlington’s circle’,217 and 
during the eighteenth century it was considered to lx  a modern alternative to Palladianism.218
iv. Paine’s role uncovering the original interior
Paine’s characteristic French style is enormously helpful in disentangling the authorship of the 
interior. However, much of Iris original work has been concealed by Robert Adam ;md later 
architects. As with the State Dining Room, ;uicl in order to understand how each room came 
into being, it is necessary to assess the interior decoration. It is, therefore, crucial to examine 
Paine’s surviving work, and to uncover speculatively that which is concealed, in order to reveal 
the interior of the 4th Baronet’s era. Moreover, such an exploration of the kirgely lost pre- 
Adam interior will also develop a greater underst;inding of James Paine the architect and his 
various craftsmen, who were important -  if overlooked -  figures in the history of Nostell.
It appears that cliimneypieces were increasingly important to Paine, us there are 16 extant 
drawings for cliimneypieces, grates and fenders in the Nostell drawings collection (cat. 67-82), 
all in the bind of unknown draughtsmen, probably sent to Nostell as advertisements of *2467
2« WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1591/1, Letter from James Paine to  Sir Rowland Winn, 4"' Baronet of Nostell, re. a 
picture and decorative items for the State Dining Room, 10 March 1748.
246 Worsley, G. Ckssiai AnhitaliaeinBrilcmt Tbehivict^ANew Haven and London. 1995), p. 208.
247 Ibid.
24« Mowl, T., and Earnshaw, B. A nlm larR cam  A nlMdiov, RJüks a tlScadviii hiÙBtl ( itili i& otl 1710-1770 
(London, 1999), p. 14.
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particular craftsmen’s work.219 From the 1760s onwards, Paine maintained a private group of 
craftsmen for chimneypieces alone,23" since for Paine the choice of particular craftsmen was 
evidently paramount. In his Plats, Elaatias  coil Salkrs and Other Ormn&ts (fthe M atm n JIase 
ct Doncaster he reports that he employed Thomas Perritt -  the leading plasterer in York -  and 
his apprentice, Joseph Rose (Senior).231 It is likely that he also used them at N ostell,232 as he did 
at Cusworth Hall.2,3 Perritt had worked for Lord Burlington at the York Assembly Rooms,249 *51 25*479
and it may have Ixæn tlirough Burlington that Perritt came to the 4"' Baronet’s attention. There 
is direct evidence for Rose’s involvement as in 1766 he submitted a final bill of 
‘£69/15s/4d.’,233 and although there is no evidence of Perritt at Nostell, it is certainly likely 
that he was involved, as Rose’s apprenticeship with Perritt only started in 1738,230 and Rose 
was still a young craftsman in 1747. Perritt and Rose are known to have worked on a number 
of commissions together,2,7 including the plasterwork medallions in the Long Gallery at 
Temple Newsam for the 7th Viscount Irwin, which are related to those in the north and south 
staircases at Nostell.2^
The two principal staircases at Nostell are built symmetricilly -  with one each side of the 
central axis -  and extend from the basement to the glass roof-lights. Like the State Dining 
Room, the staircases remain as P;iine left them (fig. 32-33), and they were described in 1763 by 
Dorothy Richardson as ‘Stone with Iron Banisters the sides and top stucco, with white 
ornaments; it is lighted from the Top’.239 Like this succinct description, Paine’s two structural 
drawings for the staircases depict the work its executed: the first shows the ceiling of the north 
staircase, the roof-lights of which are exactly as executed (cat. 40),2<,° while the second shows 
laid-out wall-elevations for a staircase (cat. 39) from which the second and third (lights of stairs
249 Knox, T. National Tmst Catalogue of Architectural Drawing; as Nostell Priory (Research Project, National 
Tnist, Yorksliire Region, Incomplete in 2002) [6].
25« Leach, P. 'Paine, James (bap. 1717, cl. 1789)’, O xfa tiD W attycfN akn iB kffrphy (Oxford, 200-1; online 
edition May 2009), http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/artide/21131, accessed 5 Mttrcli 2012.
25t Paine, J. Maas, Eleutian, Satian, ctdctherOnnrralscf theMc9m>hII(iGehdaif>KtothcC(*}xnti(»i(fDcmster 
(London, 1751), p. 3-
252 Beard, G. ‘The Rose Family of Plasterers’, A pdb  85 (1967), p. 266.
255 Beard, G. CnftsnenariltterkrDeaontianinE/{Janl 1660-1820(Hdmburgh, 1981), p. 185.
254 Ibid.
255 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1603/27, Letter from Joseph Rose to Sir Rowland Winn, 5"1 Baronet of Nostdl, re. 
his account, 2 January 1766.
25« Beard, G. C nfkrrm adhtm crD ecaztiaiinE tfjaitl 7650-)«20(EdinlxirgJi, 1981), p. 275.
257 ¡bid.
25« Ibid.
259 Dorothy Richardson’s Diary, 1761, Manchester, JohnRylands, Ryi.EngMssl 122, Vol. I, fol. 11-17, p  12.
2® Raikes, S. Nostell Priory Room Catalogue (Research Project, National Tnist, Yorkshire Region, 2(X)4), 
Staircases-Room  History 1:1.5.1.1.1.
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are similar to those executed.261 Only the ornamentation was altered in execution -  although 
not significantly -  with the omission of the executed medallion portraits (fig. 34), and it is 
these roundels -  so similar to those in the Long Cuillery at Temple News;un -  which suggest 
Perritt’s involvement. There are two possible explanations for this omission. One is that, as 
discussed above, Paine was not confident in drawing the human form. Another is that the 
medallions are characteristic of Perritt. There tire further drawings for the metalwork 
balustrades (cat. 43-50), and two for the plasterwork. Of the latter, one depicts a mirror frame 
for a ltmding (cat. 42), and the other is a design for an octagonal jxinel of stucco on the ceiling 
(cat. 41).
The north staircase is decorated with the eagle crest of the Winn family, roundels containing 
family portraits, and hunting trophies. As in the State Dining Room, the choice of ornament 
was again determined by function, since the north staircase was the family staircase -  it led to 
the family bedchambers in the attic, and the 4"’ Baronet’s apartment on the piano nixie 
According to Cappe, the 4"' Baronet was very fond of hunting, and hence there are hunting 
trophies included here.262 *265There are also two small portraits of King Henry VIII and Queen 
Elizabeth I, the first is possibly a reference to the anti-monastic policies of Henry VIII -  which 
made Nostell available to the Winn family26’ -  and the second to the founder of the Winas’ 
fortune, George Wynne, Elizabeth I’s Draper.26' This decoration appears to make dynastic 
allusions as well its signifying the purpose of the space.
The plasterwork in the south staircase is quite different, Ixang less ornate and made up of 
foliate decorative patterns as appropriate for an impersonal space -  the visitors’ staircase 
leading to the state rooms. The division between the public and private halves of the house 
had always been evident, most notably from the plasterwork. It lias Ixen suggested that this 
arrangement was inspired by a plan for Devonshire House,26’ and it may explain the inclusion 
of two symmetrical stairwells -  tin arrangement more commonly found in Baroque
261 Raikes, S. Nostell Priory Room Catalogue (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2CXM), 
Staircases-Room  History 1:1.4.11.1.1.
262 Cappe, C. Memoirs (ftbel.cteM rs CahernvCcfpeQLondon, 1822), p. 81.
2«  Raikes, S. Nostell Priory Room Catalogue (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2004), 
Staircases-Room  History 1: 1 .31.112.
2<vi Brockwvll, M.W. Cctcicffccf tkei^ktioxsailctherW aksrfA >1 mtheCdlediat</LcnlSt. OsiubUi N itidl Prkry 
(London, 1915), p. 36.
265 Peter Leach lias established that the 4lh Baronet did not settle the arrangement for the staircases at Nostdl until 
after he had purchased a plan of Devonshire House in Piccadilly in 1739, and that the staircase layout at N ostdl is 
based on this plan. Leach, P. Jams Pei)r (1.ondon, 1988), p. 203.
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architecture. Naturally, Paine’s decoration was informed by rcxxii function -  as dictated during 
the time of the 4th Baronet’s political ambition -  with accordingly v:iriant ornamental 
vocabularies. This is evidence that he was treating separate rcxms as individual entities. 
Suddenly it is clear why some of Paine’s rooms, such as the State Dining Room, were lavishly 
fitted-out, ;tnd others, such as the family apartment (discussed Ix-low) were less so.
Drawings by Pane also survive for the mehilwork balustrade in the staircase. These consist of 
four elevatioas for balustrades (cut. 43-46), and four elevations of single balusters (cat. 47-SO). 
Paine wrote to the 4"1 Baronet about tltree of these metalwork designs, explaining ‘the first is 
that executed at Lady Bell Finches [Isabella Finch was the aunt of Lady Burlington who had 
written to her about the 4lh Baronet petitioning parliament for a seat] the Second is the 
Column you proposed which I ltave practised, [...] the third is an Invention of my own’.“  
This letter explains Paine’s various stylistic sources for the banister designs: one lxing copied 
from another house; one Ixing designed by the 4"' Baronet; and one lxing Paine’s own 
design.26 67 *Although highly detailed, none of these drawings correspond with the executed 
banisters, which were installed in the north staircase in the summer of 1747. Henry Allen -  the 
4th Baronet’s estate manager or steward -  wrote to him on 13 June 1747 that ‘the m;in who is 
to put up the Banisters on the North Stare Case will lx* down in a fortnight or three weeks and 
these with all the Hand Rails to get Ready for him Mr Paine desires your Honour would la  
him have the drawing for the North Stare Case’.2'" This probably explains the absence of the 
final drawing, and so despite Paine humouring his patron with a drawing of his own idea for 
the banisters, the executed design was by Paine himself. Similar metalwork by Paine cm lx* 
observed at the Doncaster Mansion House, Hickleton Hall, Wadworth Hall, and Felbrigg Hall. 
The blacksmith respoasible for the banisters was Thomas Wagg of London of whom Paine 
wrote to the 4th Barona in December 1747: ‘Mr Wagg Says he Can make the Bannister 
Agreable to the Sketch’,2l") while in a later letter of Febru;iry 1749 Paine wrote, ‘Wagg the Smith
266 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1566/6, Letter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, 4,h Baronet o f  Nostdl, re. 
three designs for newds for N ostdl, no date.
267 The precedent for this style o f foliate ironwork was the dissemination of French ironwork pat terns during tlx  
reign of Louis XIV. These were published in A N ae Bake c f D nuit& by Jean Tijou in 1693. who had come to  
England to work at Hampton Court withTalmanandSt Paul’sw ith  Wren. By the time Tijou left England in 1712 
a firm tradition of French ironwork liad been established here. Harris, J. Deaonihe Itvniuk fitm CatenpantySaow  
Baks: 1610-1836(London, I960), pp. 1-6.
26k WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /1 /1 , Letter from Henry Allen to  Sir Rowland Winn, 4"> Baronet of Nostell, re. 
progress of building works, 13 June 1747.
269 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1566/12, Letter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, 4,h B; 
banisters and newds for Nostdl, 31 Decemlx-r 1747.
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mutters that lie don’t hear from yr Honr’,270 271*implying tliat his account had not been jxiicl. as 
well as corrolxirating the date of the production of the N ostell banisters as 1747-48.
It is (Kid that the north staircase was completed first, as the southern rooms -  the guests’ side 
-  were the most comprehensively decorated before 1765, and included the State Dining Room, 
the state apartment (discussed later) and the crimson apartment. As previously mentioned, the 
Crimson Bedroom was the second-most important guest’s room (fig. 35), ;ind along with its 
adjacent dressing room (now the Breakfast Room) (fig. 36) is located in the south-east corner 
of the central block. Only one of Paine’s drawings ctn definitely lx* associated with the 
Crimson Bedroom, and this is an unused alternative ceiling design (cat. 59), ;md the attribution 
of this drawing has only been deduced from the scale of the room and the depth of the ceiling 
cove. In addition to tills, one of Paine’s laid-out will-elevations may show the Crimson 
Bedroom (cat. 56) although this Is less certain -  it depicts a room of similar scale, and the 
shape of the door frames and ceiling cove are comparable. There are also two will elevations 
in Paine’s hand, wliicli contain alternative window surrounds and appear to lx  for this 
aptrtment (ait. 57-58). The drawings bear little relation to the extant rooms with the exception 
of the cornice in the laid-out wall-elevations, but many of Paine’s cornices in the house take 
the form shown in this drawing. Both of these will elevations depict a similar cornice, albeit 
with variant decoration. Both can possibly be attributed to the crimson apirtment because of 
the fenestration, the size and shape of the walls, and the deep ceiling cove. Each contains 
alternative window surrounds, one Ixing splayed (cat. 58) and the other stepped (cat. 57). 
Although the splayed window surround was characteristic of Paine, it was the stepped 
alternative that was executed in the Crimson Bedroom. It is not known if stepped window 
surrounds were used in the Breakfast Room as they were unrecorded when the room was 
destroyed by fire in 1980."' We do know that the ceiling and chimneypiece in the Crimson 
Bedroom wore replaced by Adam,"2 and the chimneypiece from the Breakfast Room was 
removed to the second storey of the house.27*
270 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1525/51, Letter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, 4lh Baronet o f Nostell, re. 
lamps and marble for Nostell, 13 February 1749.
271 Raikes, S. Nostell Priory Room Catalogue (Research Project, National Tnist, Yorkshire Region, 2004), 
Breakfast Room -  Room History 3: 3-1.
222 Raikes, S. Nostdl Priory Room Catalogue (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2(X>1),
Crimson Room -  Room History 1: 1.1.
22t Hussey, C. ‘Nostell Priory- II: The Property of the Trustees of the Late Lord St Oswald', CaotryL ife (25 May 
1952), p. 1574.
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The Crimson Bedroom lues always Ixjcn used for guests, and the current Ixd is datable to the 
mid-eighteenth century, possibly Ixing Paine’s original.271 In the 1970s, remnants of red 
wallpaper were found here, and the room has Ixen redecorated accordingly."’1 Although this 
colour scheme was part of Paine’s original design,27'’ Richardson records that lx>th rooms were 
decorated with ‘yellow Silk Damask’* 275677 as Paine had redecorated the aptirtmcnt in yellow in the 
1760s.278 This yellow colour scheme was preserved until 1980, when a fire in the Breakfast 
Room caused considerable smoke damage to the adjoining rooms, ;tnd large-scale conservation 
;md redecoration were essential.279 *Moreover, when conserving the ceiling of the Crimson 
Bedroom, the National Trust used Paine’s alternative ceiling design (cat. 59). The origin;d 
ceiling was lost in the fire but the drawing provided the National Trust with an authentic, :dlx*it 
alternative, Paine ceiling design.
As discussed above, it seems likely that the family rooms -  in the northern half of the house -  
were implemented first, allowing the 4lh Baronet to move into the new building as quickly as 
possible. This woidd explain why the north staircase was decorated first, but sadly little is 
known of the less spectacular decorative scheme in these rooms, ;md it would lx* impossible to 
recreate these P;une interiors as there is very little evidence relating to their production, ;tnd no 
surviving drawings. There is one extant drawing for an elegant dothespress, which may have 
Ixen designed for this area of the house (cat. 84). The drawing dates from Paine’s era at 
Nostell and includes ddicate foliate ornamentation in the French style. But it is not in Paine’s 
kind, and is more likely that of a craftsman or cabinet-maker. An item of such grandeur, 
however, would have been appropriate for the patron’s private aixirtment. The only written 
account of Paine’s design for the 4"’ Baronet’s apartment is from Dorothy Richardson’s di;iry. 
She described a ‘Bed Cliamber’, now the Drawing Room, and a ‘Dressing Room’, now the 
Little Dining Room, both decorated with ‘Crimson Flock Paper’.2"" No remnant of this paper 
exists because, as will be discussed in the second part of this thesis, Rolxrt Adim and Thomas
27i Raikes, S. Nostell Priory Room Catalogue (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2004), 
Crimson R oom -R oom  History 1: 1.10.1.1.1.
275 Ibid, 1: 1.2.1.1.1.1.
276 By the 1740s wallpaper was highly fasliionable and no longer considered to l x  a d xap  alternative to textiles. 
Saumarez Smith, C. E tflea lhC atuyD ain ticn  Desi& iatltheDtmsticIttericrmEtifaiiiLondan, 1993), p. 127.
277 Dorothy Richardson’s Diary,1761, Manchester, John Rylands, Ryl.EngMssl 122, Vol. 1, fol. 11-17, p. 14.
278 Raikes, S. Nostell Priory Room Catalogue (Research Project, National Tnist, Yorkshire Region, 2004), 
Crimson R oom - Room History 1: 1.2.1.1.2.
279 Ibid., Breakfast Room -  Room History 3: 31.
a» Dorothy Richardson’s Diary,1761, Manchester, John Rylands, Ryl.EngMssl 122, Vol. I, fol. 11-17, p. 14.
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Cliippendale transformed the 4"’ Baronet’s private apartment into a green dressing rcxxm for 
the 5Ul Baronet and a blue dressing room for his wife.2“1
It is well documented that Chippendale returned to Nostell under Atkim once he was 
established as a superior London cabinet-maker.281 82 But it is also thought that he had been 
apprenticed at Nostell under Paine,283 when he is thought to have worked for various members 
of the local Yorkshire gentry: the 4"' Baronet at Nostell, Henry Lascelles at ILtrewcxxl and the 
Fawkes f:unily at Farnley.281 *287There is even a drawing at Nostell, ckiting from Paine’s era, which 
has Ixjen attributed to Chippendale on stylistic grounds,283 Ix-ing laid-out wall-elevations for a 
library, replete with elegant shelving (cat. 66). Gervase Jackson-Stops litis pointed out that the 
Venetian window in this drawing shows that it was intended for what is now the Billiard 
Room, and as such, the drawing mast date from Paine’s time at Ncxstell, since Atkim 
immediately implemented a library elsewhere.281’
Cliippendale was linked with Paine in other ways as both were connected with the St Martin’s 
Lane Academy,28' ;ind later in life Cliippencktle dedicated his D inner- to which Paine was the 
only architect to subscribe -  to the Earl of Northumberland, one of Paine’s major patrons.288 
Moreover, there is an extant drawing by Paine in the Victoria and Allxrt Museum which 
depicts Chippendale’s shop-front on St Martin’s Lane,28’ and there exists a plausible tradition 
that Cliippendtle crafted the Nostell dolls’ house as tin apprentice’s project (fig. 37).2’*1 Tliis 
dolls’ house is also an important tool when examining an interior by Paine, as it uses realistic 
architectural features, such as the cartouche in the tympanum of the pediment, and a 
traditional Palladium chimneypiece in the hall. By including these features it appears that the 
dolls’ house had been designed by someone with architectural knowledge, quite possibly Paine 
himself.291 The continuation of colours and materials through sequences of rooms in the dolls’
281 Raikes, S. Nostell Priory Room Catalogue (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2(X)4), Little 
Dining R oom -R oom  History 1: 1.1.
282 Harris, E. TheFioiititvcfRdxtl A rinm(Lonc\on, 1963), P. 93; Stillman, D. TheD eatthvW ak cfRabat A d m  
(London, 1966), p. 88; MacQuoid, P. A HistorycfEttfùhFunitue& onâon, 1988), pp. 268-69, 317, 338-39; 
Harris, E. TheGoiiacfRdvrt A ihm  His11 tenets(Ne\v Haven and London, 2001), pp. 200-201.
2« Fitzgerald, G. ‘Chippendale’s Place in the English Rococo’, FiovUiovIiistoyi 1968), p. 1.
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2*’Jackson-Stops, G. The Tiunov H oms ( f  Britain (London, 1985), p. 661.
287 Leach, P.Jams P m v(London, 1988), p. 25.
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2« Ibid.
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house provides -  in miniature -  a contemporary example of eighteenth-century decorative 
schemes.292 On the first and second floors are two apartments, one fitted-up with yellow silk, 
the other with red, in a similar fashion to Nostell itself, which tilso suggests that Paine designed 
it.
Paine was certainly responsible for designing a numlxr of smaller elements of the interior, 
including plasterwork (cat. 31, 40-42, 59), metalwork (cat. 43-50), chimneypieces (cat. 83), 
furniture (cat. 34, 53-54), and most notably of all, a Ixd in :in alcove (cat. 53). This drawing for 
a bed -  seen in the alcove of the State Dressing Room -  is signal by Paine tint! attests to his 
Ixlief in significant items of furniture being integral to an architect’s responsibility,293 *most 
especially with regard to furniture for such an important space as the state apartment.
For the State Bedchamber there is one architectural drawing, ;in elevation of the chimney will 
(cat. 51) in which the chimneypiece, door frames, ceiling cove, cornice, dado, and skirting are 
all similar to those executed.291 The plasterwork of the ceiling decoration in this room is in the 
French style, typical of Paine, and similar to that in the State Dining Room. But instead of a 
Bacchic theme, here we find representatioas of musical instruments, suggesting that this room 
was intended for musical entertainment,'" although we know that it was not specifically 
designated as a music room, as Lady Wentworth described it as ‘ye Drawing Room Furnish’d 
with a Bad Green half Damask’ *x’ The existence of this ‘b id’ green silk was corroborated in 
1761 by Ricliardson who wrote: ‘3d The Drawing Room; hung with Green Silk Damask with a 
Gold edge.297 She placed this room third on her list, having descrilxd the Saloon first, a dining 
room second, and fourtlily a bedchamlxr,29* so the third room in this sequence could only 
have Ixen Paine’s drawing-cum-music room. Lady Wentworth was evidently unimpressed with 
Paine’s decorative scheme here as she refers to a ‘Bad Green half Damask’,299 although there is 
no further evidence as to why the silk was deemed unsuitable. All drawing rooms were
292 Ibid, p. 275.
*»V& A,Roam Art(itilD (siguriH (tf9lh’sE>rfaiiHLont\on, 1984),pp. 201-202
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299 Account of Lady Wentworth's trip through Nottingliam and Yorkshire, September 1753, London, British 
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expected to be lavislily decorated, nnd this may explain why it was redecorated with 
Chinoiserie wallpaper and green japanned furniture in 1771.31111 The most elaborate exunple of 
a contemporary drawing room in the French style is Matthew Brettingliam’s Wliite and Gold 
Room at Petworth (fig. 38 /"  created as the drawing rcx)m adjacent to the State Bedchamlxr 
for the King of Spain. Here the sumptuous French ornamentation extends to the panelled 
walls ;ts well as the ceiling. Brettingham load produced this design shortly after purchasing it 
Ixxtk of French designs.3"2
Dorothy Richardson descrilxxl Paine’s state bedchamber as fourth in the sequence of rooms: 
‘A Bedchamber hung with Crimson Flock Paper the Bed & Chairs Crimson Damask’,3"3 
although the red colour scheme atn no longer lx  seen. The cornice, however, is similar to that 
in the neighbouring room, :md its such, am be attributed to Paine, but the remainder of the 
room, including the chimneypiece and the bed alcove, were redesigned by Adun in 1771.30 1203 3045*7
The bed alcove can lx  seen in Pane’s airly plan and in his drawing for the fourth volume of 
VUntil* Britcovm* (fig. 12), and the use of :in alcove was, unsurprisingly for Paine, a French 
fasliion. At Nostell it is another sign of Paine’s training at the St M atin’s Lane Academy, 
whose artists were respoasible for the promotion of the French-style.31* The only remaining 
drawings specifically for this room are for the alcove itself, three of which a e  in Pane’s hand 
(cat. 52-54) and one is by an unknown draughtsman -  a crude representation of a Ixd in ;in 
alcove, and probably produced by an upholsterer,3"" since it is inscribed with an estimate of 
‘£20’. Pane’s drawings constitute a plan and elevation of the alcove itself (cat. 55), an elevation 
of a Ixd in an alcove (cat. 53), and tin elevation of an alternative canopy in an alcove (ait. 54). 
This last drawing is only the top portion of a lager drawing -  torn away -  and probably part of 
a full elevation of a Ixd. Collectively, these drawings a e  of the utmost importance as they 
show the plan and elevation of Paine’s original executed alcove, although, it is impossible to 
know if tiny of these designs were executed, as the current Ixd is a later addition.3"7
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301 Ibid.
302 ¡bid.
303 Dorothy Richardson’s Diary',1761, Manchester, John Rylands, Ryi.EngMssll22, Vol. I, fol. 11-17, p. 13.
304 Raikes, S. Nostell Priory Room Catalogue (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2004), State 
Dressing R oom - Room History 1: 1.31 11.
305 Croft-Murray, E. D eantnePdiln# iiiE trfanl 1537-1837, Vol. 2 (London, 1970), p. 39.
•«Jackson-Stops, G. 'Pre-Adam Furniture Design at Nostell Priory1, FiovUiovllkkry(\97A\ p. 27.
307 Raikes, S. Nostell Priory Room Catalogue (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2004), State
Dressing R oom - Room History 1: 1.4.2.2.3T.
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Paine took delight in composing every part of an individual interior, :ind his work can shed 
light on the development of a fully integrated mode of interior design, in which every facet of 
the room was carefully designed by the architect. Several of Paine’s laid-out wall-elevations for 
rooms at Nostell do this (cat. 65, 38, 39, 60-62, 64), ;ind within these drawings every element 
of the room is detailed. The decorative ornament is so prescribed that the craftsmen would not 
have had any opportunity to design independantly. At this time, interior design was spurred on 
by the publication of catalogues of designs, example of which are William Kent’s Saw  Design 
( f  M r I tig) Jons coil Mr Wm Kent of 1724, Batty Langley’s The City and Caotry Bidkkrs cot/ 
W crknus Ttusioy c f Design of 1740, and William Delacour’s First Bock c fO m m a l of 17417* 
These publications provided inspiration to interior designers, and it is clear that Paine relied 
heavily on the work of William Kent for a numlxr of the decorative features at Nostell. John 
Cornforth tells us that Willuun Kent was the first to combine the skills of ;ui architect and ;tn 
interior designer, and produce laid-out wall-elevations. He had trained as a painter,*19 and then 
became an architect under the tutelage of Lord Burlington. Kent ‘achieved a new balance 
between architecture and decoration in England’,* 310 and we can see that Paine continued in this 
vein at Nostell. In 1742, even Ixfore the house was habitable, Paine was pktnning the interior, 
as we can see from a vast shipment of furniture sent to the 411’ Baronet, ktrgely composed of 
wood and metalwork items, but seemingly for an array of different rooms.311 Five year later 
decoration Ixgan, and in 1748 Paine wrote to discuss small items including kunps and an ‘Ink 
Stand Dish’,312 showing that these fine details were already under consideration before the 
rooms for wliich they were intended can liave been completed.
While the 4th Baronet’s contribution to the design process is documented, as previously 
mentioned, it is unlikely that he was responsible for the choice of a French-style interior. He
.**< Cornfortli, J. EaiyCatgcoiIitcrkrs (New Haven and London, 2004), p. 199.
3® Ibid., p. 78.
310 jbid.
311 This shipment included ‘No. 1, a large Chest 20ft 81n 2. Scrutoer 14ft OIn 3. a Mahogany table 10ft 4. a 
Spinnet 16 ft 5. a Large Chest 23 ft 6. a large picture 61 ft 7. a picture case 10ft 8. and 9. Glass Cases 17ft 10. a 
Case 10ft 11. a Case 1ft 4 In 12. a Mahogany table 2ft 13. a Japan table 6ft 8In 14. a Case 1ft 6ln 15. a Case lft 16. 
a table 7ft 8In 17. a Scnitoer 19ft 18. a Case with Clock 4ft 19. a Corner Cubbert 4ft 7In 20. Case Wh Glass 1 ft 
71 n 21. ditto lft 6ln 22. a Mahogany Cardtable 6ft 8In 24. a Skreen w’h Comnz 2ft 7In 25. the black Clock case 
26. Fenders 27. a Stove& cc 28. a Copper & c 29. Stove backs 30. Miss Cliarlot swing Iron 31. bases &c o ’th beds 
32. Ladles & c 33- a basket 34. a case 8ft 35. Window Curtain -  15 bundles of chairs two settees & a Easy Cliair 
no In 2,3 &c’. WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1563/3, Letter fromjames Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, 4lh Baronet of 
Nostell, re. items delivered from London to Nostell, 1 July 1742.
312 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1528/15, Letter fromjames Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, 4lh Baronet of Nostell, re. 
purchase and delivery of furniture and Ixiilding materials, 13 December 1748.
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had travelled tlirough France during his Grand Tour,313 Ixit it was Paine’s influence -  and 
ultimately that of the St Martin’s Lane Academy -  that accounts for the style of the Nostell 
interior from this period. There is one area of the house however that does not conform with 
Paine’s characteristic interior style, the Lower Hall (fig. 39). That this space was ideal for 
entertaining guests such as tenants -  in imitation of Wentworth Woodhouse -  has already been 
suggested, and here we can also observe the 4lh Baronet’s desire to preserve elements of his 
dynastic heritage ;ind the monastic rexxs of Nostell itself. There are two exhint drawings 
relating to the basement floor, one of which is laid-out wall-elevatioas for the Lower Hall (cat. 
38). It is likely that this design was executed airly, as the room was used as the principal 
entrance to the house until the Top Hall was finished in the 1820s.3" According to Lady 
Wentworth’s diary, the Lower Hall was also the location of the famous Thomas More portniit 
(fig. 40) as airly as her visit in SqXemlxr 1753.3IS Only a decade later, the painting was 
discovered to be a copy of the original Holbein, as we can see from H Zouche’s letter to 
Rowland Winn, later the 5'1' Baronet. He wrote:
Another and perhaps a Ixiter raison for my giving you this trouble is to ask, Sir, 
whether you liave ever seen Mr Wtilpole’s “Anecdotes of Painting” & c; if you have, 
you would there perceive the genuineness of Holbeins celebrated picture in Your 
Father’s possession protessebly disputed.316
The punting, despite its origin, makes a suitably historic decoration for the Lower Hall, 
although the room itself takes the form of an Egyptian hall, and is hirgely as Paine proposed in 
his laid-out wall-elevations. In the latter, we am see the central columas, the chimneypieces, 
and the iaside of the original arcade on the aist front -  the only faiture of this drawing not to 
liave been produced was the ceiling rose.31'  Both from the laid-out will-elevations and the 
extant rcxim we am see why the first guide lxxik to Nostell informed its visitors that the room 
evoked Nostell Hall, the Mediaeval Priory,318 although this atmosphere is more forcibly
313 WYAS WYL1352(1) A 1/4 /28 , Account sheet of Sir Rowland Winn, 4th Baronet of Nostell, 1722-27.
3H Raikes, S. Nostdl Priory Room Catalogue (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2(XVi), Top 
Hall -  Room History 2: 2.1.
313 Account of Lady Wentworth’s trip through Nottingham and Yorkshire, September 1753, London, British 
Library, Ref. 46,277, Vol, V, p. 20.
316 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1524/6, Letter from H Zouch to Rowland Winn, later 5lh Baronet of Nostdl, re. the 
Holbein printing of Thomas More at Nostell, 13 Novanber 1763.
an Raikes, S. Nostdl Priory Room Catalogue (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2004), Lower 
H all-R oom  Hist o p  1:1.3.1.1.
318 Winn, R.D.G. NcstdlPriay, Yorkshire. A PnpatycfTheN ctiaii Trust, 5"' ed  (1953; London, 1958), pp. 7-8.
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achieved with the inclusion of Elizabethan and Jacobean o:ik furniture recycled from the older 
building.319 As is appropriate in a room for this purpose, and in this location, there is nothing 
French alx>ut the interior of the Low«- Hall, which makes use of a compartmental ceiling, an 
obviously Angjo-Palladian motif. But Paine cleverly prevented this transition from j;irring by 
continuing the sandstone colour of the Lower Hall in the stucco work ;ind joinery of the 
staircases.32"
The other surviving laid-out wall-elevations for the basement flcx>r illustrates a water closet 
(cat. 64) expressing the detail with which Paine designed the interior of the house himself. T his 
was located at the back of the Museum Room -  also by Paine -  and was originttlly the 
footmen’s room.321 The room usage in most of the basement was directed by Paine, and 
includes the Servants Hall, the Butler’s Pantry, the kitchen, now the Staff Room, the 
housekeeper’s room, now the Pantry, and several IxxlchamlxT.s, now used as National Trust 
offices.322
Other less formal rooms at Nostell include those in the attic, and Dorothy Richardson 
descrilxxl many Ixxlchambers at Nostell, too numerous to lx; confined to the ¡mud tcbile level, 
and decorated with a variety of materials and colours.323 These included: ‘Crimson Flock Paper 
[...] Yellow Silk Damask [...] Green Flock Paper [...] Red and White Paper [...and] yellow 
silk’. However, it is not possible to discern from this diary which rooms she was referring to. 
For rooms in the attic, there are two laid-out wall-elevations by Paine (ait. 61-62) and one by 
an unidentified draughtsman (cat. 63), each of which am lx? identified from the inclusion of its 
half-height, square fenestration. While these drawings prove that Paine did provide interiors 
for the attic floor, they contain no ornament:il embellishments, as is appropriate for these less 
formal rooms.
The Saloon was similarly undecorated. As the principal reception room in the house the 
Saloon would presumably liave Ixen fitted-up in an opulent manner, but was perliaps less of a 
priority in later years (fig. 41). There is only one arch itectu ral drawing by Paine -  laid-out wall-
31» Symonds, R.W. ‘Pre-Chippendale Furniture at Nostdl Priory, CaottyL  //¿(April 1952), p. 1248.
320 Bristow, l.C. A nhitalioxiCdarm  BritishItlerias: 1615-1840(New Haven and London, 1996), p. 61.
321 Raikes, S. Nostdl Priory Room Catalogue (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 20(h), Ground 
Floor -  Room Histories.
322 Ibid.
323 Dorothy Richardson's Diary,1761, Manchester, Jolin Rylands, RyLHngVlssl 122, Vol. 1, fol. 11-17, pp 14-17.
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elevations -  depicting the Saloon (cat. 60) although it is difficult to know whether this shows 
the Saloon as executed as it was subsequently remodelled by Adam.'2' Numerous drawing? for 
the Saloon by Adam, held at Sir John Soane’s Museum ;ind within the Nostell drawing? 
collection, fully describe Adam’s executed scheme which remains in sii/L The extant cove is 
characteristic of Paine,323 but this cove unlikely to lx* his design owing to Adam’s extensive 
remodelling between 1767 and 1776.^  The only other means erf understanding Paine’s Saloon 
is from Dorothy Richardson’s diary in which she wrote that ‘at the top of the first flight is T1 a 
large Room hung with Crimson Flock Paper, with a handsome marble Chimney Piece & Slab, 
& the Furniture Crimson Silk Damask1.324 *627 She describes the Saloon as having red wallpaper, 
but there are no remnants of this. Moreover, there is no way of knowing whether the 
chimneypiece that Richardson descrilxs is one of the remaining two in the S;ikx)n. In his early 
pirns for the principal floor of Nostell (cat. 8), Paine showed only one chimneypiece in the 
Saloon, at its north end, but in the later presentation drawing, which lias lxen dated to 1761 
(cat. 27), he provided two. As Richardson only descrilxs one chimneypiece, it is likely that 
Paine built only one, and tliis second must have Ixen added by Adam. Indeed, there is only 
one cliimneypiece depicted in Paine’s laid-out wall-elevations which is thought to lx* for the 
Saloon (cat. 60). It is likely that tills room was insufficiently gnind for the taste of the 5th 
Baronet. Hence it was substantially remodelled as the fashion for the main parlour of a great 
house was to have panelled walls,328 *30in the form of the White and Gold Room at Pet worth. At 
the very least the Saloon should have Ixen hung with silk to provide a suitable background for
. . 429mounting pictures.
The death of the 4"’ Baronet brought a sudden halt to Paine’s decoration at Nostell, and as the 
5th Baronet decided not to proceed with Paine’s scheme it was left incomplete. In her diary of 
1761, Dorothy Richardson recorded ‘several unfumishd Rooms’,3*’ which were presumably the 
rooms, predominantly in the northern half of the central block, which were still shells in 1765:
324 Raikes, S. Nostell Priory Room Catalogue (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region. 2004), Saloon 
-  Room History 1:1.1.
3« Ibid., 1:1 .311 .
326 ibid., 1; i . i .
327 Dorothy Richardson's Diary,1761, Manchester, John Rylands, Ryi.EngMssll22, Vol. I, fol. 11-17, p. 11.
328 Cornforth, G. Early C a tk in I)ta n s  (N ew Haven and London, 2004), p. 40.
3» Ibid, p. 95.
330 Dorothy Richardson’s Diary’,1761, Manchester, Jolm Rylands, Ryl.EngMssl 122, Vol. I, fol. 11-17, p. 14.
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the Top Hall, the Billiard Room, the Library and the Tapestry Room.™ The paint expert, Ian 
Bristow, who examined paint sections from the interior at N as tell in 1981, found no 
underlying decoration in the Top Hall predating the Adam scheme,™ which strongly suggests 
that none ever existed.
Conclusion
With the fabric of the central block nearing completion in 1747, work on the interior w.is then 
begun. It appears that the initial intention had been to provide a grandiose private home in the 
northern half of the house, ;ind apartments suitable for provieling hospitality in the southern 
half. But the house never functioned n this way, as we can see from the 4"' Baronet’s use of the 
Breakfast Room. The layout of the central block -  and to ;tn extent the general room usage -  
had been dictated by the fabric of the house, designed in the 1730s when the 4"1 Baronet was 
had been more ambitious. When the interior was decorated in the 1740s and 1750s, he was a 
more sedate widower. However, tliis did not result in an inferior interior, as Paine’s work was 
stylistically innovative, and suited to the individual rooms it graced. This much is apparent 
from Paine’s best preserved interior in the French-style State Dining Room. It is dear that 
Paine liimself was responsible for most of the interior at Nostdl, including the princip.il items 
of furniture such as the state bed. Despite the removal of one of the 4"' Baronet’s principd 
motivations for rebuilding -  his social ambition and possibly also his political ambition - it 
would appear that the requirements of the pitron and the creativity of his architect were well- 
matched. 312
331 Raikes, S. Nostdl Priory Room Catalogue (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2(XM), Billiard 
Room -  Room History 1:1.1, Library- Room History 1: 1.1, Tapestry Room -  Room History 1: 1.1, Top H all-  
Room History 1: 1.1.
332 ibid., Top Hall Transcripts.
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Part II. The 51'1 Baronets N ostell(1765-85)
Chapter Three. An Adam interior (1765-76)
Introduction
The first part of this thesis described how Sir Rowland Winn, 4"’ Baronet of Nostell, employed 
James Paine to build a Palladian house between 1733 and his death in 1765. His son, Sir 
Rowland Winn, 5th Baronet of Nostell (1739-85) hid grown up amid this ardiitectural activity. 
On his succession in 1765 he employed Robert Adun to redecorate the interior of Nostell, and 
later to redesign the fabric. Adam remained in employment at Nostell until the 5"’ Baronet’s 
sudden death in 1785.333 The phase of design and construction under Adam and the 5"’ 
Baronet will lx* the subject of the second part of this thesis.
Few British architects liave been more written about than Adam, and on the subject of his 
interior at Nostell there is a collection of impressive scholarship.334 As a result chapter three 
will not analyse every aspect of Adam’s interior. Iastead, it will continue the themes explored 
in chapters one and two, asking why and how the extant house came into lx*ing. Questions of 
why Adam was employed; how liis interior was implemented; and the extent to which Adam’s 
reinvention of the house successfully catered to the needs of its second-generation patron will 
be addressed. Moreover, it will lx  argued that, like his father, the 5"’ Baronet’s ambitions were 
the driving force beliind the reinvention of the house, ;ind it will lx* necessary to assess the 
extent to which the aesthetic and social functions of the house were related. Adam was the 
mast modish architect of the day, and it will lx* argued that his contribution appears to have 
been sought in order to lend the house and family a degree of fashionable polish.
Next, in order to understand the process by which the extant interior was created, the ways in 
wliich Adam changed Paine’s interior will be explored, based on aruilysis of the fabric and the 
surviving architectural drawings. But it will be argued that like Paine, A dun worked in
333 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 1/5A /10, Correspondence on the death of Sir Rowland Winn, 5,h Baronet of Nostdl, 
1785. These are largely letters erf' condolence addressed to Sabine Winn from friends and family, Ixit there are also 
letters discussing the expeditious sale of their house in London.
334 The most detailed scholarship on t lx  Adam interior at Nostdl is: Raikes, S. 'Nostdl Priory Room Catalogue’ 
(Research Project, National Tmst, Yorkshire Region, 2004); and Harris, E. TheGaius ( f  Ratal A den  His htcrias 
(New Haven and London, 2001), chapter 12.
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collaboration with others, princip-ally craftsmen such as Joseph Rose, Thomas Chippendale 
and Antonio Zucchi. And through consideration of Adam’s relationship with his patron, and 
by comparing this to the way in which other craftsmen were treated, it will lx* possible to 
further underst;ind the design hierarchy at Nostell and broach previously unanswered 
questions of attribution.
i. An architect of taste and fashion: motives for reconceiving N ostell Priory
Sir Rowland Winn, 5lh Baronet of Nostell, led ;in extravagant existence. The expensive 
continuation of his father’s building project at Nostell is therefore unsurprising. From the age 
of 17 he was educated in Vevey and Lausanne, Switzerland,3* during which time his tutor, 
Isaac Dulon, reported that he made exceptional progress in the French language.3* At first he 
was timid, and never academically gifted, but he tcxtk great pleasure in music, theatre and 
drawing.35 637 With such interests in the tuts it is understandable that he -  like his father -  had a 
desire to build. The principal problem that Dulon reported to the 4"' Baronet was 
extravagance.338 As discussed in diapter one, it was known for some gnind tourists to spend 
lavishly, and Rowland appears to liave taken to this with enthusiasm, developing a life-long 
habit for profligacy while in Lausanne. The younger Rowland spent lavislily on clothes and 
hospitality, and indulged Iiis passion for horse racing.339 *342This interest continued throughout the 
5th Baronet’s life -  albeit without any success330 -  and he added a riding school to his 
grandfather’s stables at Nostell, commissioning Adam to redesign the building.3"
He required an extravagant wardrobe, and from Switzerland Dulon noted that Rowland ‘was 
not splendid enough to go in fine company’.3'2 Indeed, one of the most costly acquisitions was
335 Todd, C. ‘A Swiss Milady in Yorkshire: Sabine Winn of Nostdl Priory’ YakshiwA rdxedqjaiJam  t i l l  (2005),
pp. 205-6.
336 WYAS, WYL 1352(1) A4/1530/15, Letter from Isaac Dnlon to  Sir Rowland Winn, 4th Baronet of Nostdl, 
regarding his son's progress, 9 September 1758. With regard to this, Christopher Todd notes: ‘Indeed when one 
reads the many letters he wrote in French throughout the rest of his life, one cannot help lx« lx- struck by bis 
fluency and the ease with which he writes in the language, even if he shows scant regard for verb endings and 
especially the subjunctive.’ Todd, C. ‘A Swiss Milady in Yorkshire Sabine Winn of Nostdl Priory1 Yakshire 
A rdxaJcffcdJamti T7 (2005), p. 206.
337 ibid.
338 Ibid.
339 ibid., p. 207.
31" Ibid.
33i Jackson-Stops, G. NcstdIPriay, YakshaeiLondon, 1973), p. 30.
342 Todd, C. 'A Swiss Milady in Yorkshire: Sabine Winn of Nostell Priory1 YakshbvA rdxid i^a i /<toni 77 (2005),
p. 206.
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an embroidered coat. Moreover, rather th:in allowing his servant to tend to him, he took-up 
the expensive Swiss habit of employing a wig-maker to dress his liair, something he continued 
when he returned home.345 It seems that his fine tastes, and corresponding expenditure did not 
decrease when he returned to England. Catherine Cappe met the future 5"1 Baronet in 1763, 
and again in 1764, describing him as: ‘elegant in his person and manner, specious in 
conversation, and insinuating in his address: his lady was trilling in her turn of mind, and in her 
temper, violent and imperious; at once, covetous and extravagant’.344 Cappe’s testimony 
adheres to Dulon’s reports of a spoilt and extravagant young man, deeply interested in fashion 
and very little else. And this was echoed in his luxurious fitting-up of Nostell.
It was in Switzerland that Rowland met his future bride, the older, and already married, Sabine 
Louise. She was the only child of Jacques-Philippe d’Hevert, Baron de Saint-Legier, the French 
governor in Vevey, to whom Rowland had taken a letter of introduction on his arriviU in 
Switzerland.345 Following the death of Sabine’s husband, Gabriel May, Dulon was instructed to 
infonn the 4th Baronet of the attachment.346 Although she was worth .£70,000, the 4"' Baronet 
strongly objected to the marriage on the grounds that a foreign wife, with pcx)r English, would 
be an embarrassment.3’7 It therefore seems unlikely that Sabine’s money was the key to the 5th 
Baronet’s building works at Nostell. Marriage was often considered a ‘social duty since it 
would widen the ‘social contacts’ of the family,348 not least for a family with political 
aspirations. But the convenience of a wealthy bride would be negated by the nuisance of all her 
contacts being abroad. Moreover, the first half of the eighteenth century saw greater strictures 
placed upon female conduct. This is echoed by an increase in instructional publications on 
conduct specifically for women.349 Sabine would not have been familiar with the typical 
conduct of English ladies, and this -  along with the language birrier -  was likely to lx* the 
cause of social awkwardness. The 4Ih Baronet asked his son to reconsider, reminding him that 
‘without connections and means a man will make but a mean figure in this country350
w  ibid
3M Cappe, C. Alarms <fthe life Mrs Catherirv Ccffre (L ondon, 1822), p. 85.
343 Todd, C. ‘A Swiss Milady in Yorkshire Sabine Winn of Nostell Priory Yorkshire A nfruJctfal la m tiT l  <2(X)5) 
p. 205.
346 ibid., p. 208.
317 Larsen, R.M. (ed.). Mack aril Mistresses: Cdcbntitf> jOO Vats o f Worrai cod the Yorkshire Caotty 
2004), p. 78. ' '
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3« Beckett, J.V. Tlx-A ristoam yinEr^ail 1660-1914 (.Oxford and Cambridge Massachusetts, 1986), p. 103.
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Although increasingly common -  as with the 4"1 Baronet and his wife Susannah -  a love match 
was not automatically expected to lx; the correct one,™ ;ind doubts would have Ixen 
exacerbated by Sabine’s nationality.™ It appears, ;tnd with gcxxl reason, tliat the 4"' Baronet 
was concerned about the tide of xenophobia that was prevalent in all facets of English culture 
during the eighteenth century.* 35253 The English national identity was considered a safeguard 
against the ‘other’,353 *especially with regard to their fair of the French, the ‘prime exponents of 
autocracy and Catholicism’.™ Although the panic over Jacobitism was largely quelled by the 
second half of the eighteenth century -  indeed, it was not to affect Adam’s popularity despite 
his Scottish origins356 -  the long-standing political connections between the French and 
Scottish should not lx  overlooked. Sabine was destined to lx  unpo|xikir for nothing other 
than her nationality, just as the 3rd Earl of Bute, political adviser to King George III, Secretary 
of State (1761-62) and Haid of the Traisury (1762-63) was widely disliked owing to a fair that 
h e -  as a Scot -  would encourage the King to expand his power by unconstitutional mains.357
Despite opposition, the marriage between Rowland and Sabine tcx)k place on 4th December 
1761, after the 4th Baronet laid travelled to Switzerland especially to negotiate the terms of the 
union.358 Following their marriage the young couple returned to England.359 360The 5"' Baronet 
did not inherit until his father’s daith in 1765 despite claims made by his cousin that the heir- 
apparent had expected his father to step aside as soon as he returned from Switzerland.36" So 
the young couple divided their time between Badsworth Hall -  some four miles from Nostell,
35) Baird, R. Alistuss cftheHcuse Greet L cites a ilG notlliases  (London, 2(X)3), p. 8.
352 The 4th Baronet remarked that tils son’s attraction to Sabine ‘was only an amusement’. Larsen, R.M. (ed). 
M ath a il  Mistresses.- Cdebztiif> 300 Years tfW a m ia n i the Yorkshire Cazrtry H a te  (York, 2004), p. 78. Rowland’s 
brother called it ‘that disagreeable affair’ and his aunt Mary wrote that people involved with such matches ‘are lost 
to the world & never make any figure in life’. Todd, C. ’A Swiss Milady in Yorkshire: Sabine Winn of Nostell 
Priory Yorkshire A rdxBckffaiJarmi 77 (2005), p. 209.
353 Sudan, R. Fair Exotics: ErgishXenphobic Streets inErtfishL Haiti on 1720-1850(Philadelphia, 2(X)2), pp. 6-7.
353 ibid.
335 Schwdzer, K.W. ’English Xenophobia in the 18h Century: The Case o f Lord Bute’, Irtan tien iR a tavcf Sottish 
Studies, Vol. 22 (1997), p. 8.
356 puffy, C. The '45(London, 2003), pp. 543-44.
357 ibid., pp. 6-7; Schweizer, K.W. ’Stuart, John, 3rd Earl o f Bute (1713-1792)’, Ox/ittlDkliatB)• (fX c tia ti 
Bicfftphy’(Oxforef 2004; online edition October 2009), http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/26716, accessed 
5 March 2012.
358 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 1 /4 /8 , Letter from four of his daughters to Sir Rowland Winn, 4lh Baronet o f Nostell, 
r e a d in g  the marriage of their brother Rowland, 28 November 1761. This letter was written to the 4lh Baronet 
during his trip to Switzerland.
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a property of the IVkirquis of Rockingham361 -  and London, where they lx>ught a house at 11 St 
James’s Square in 1766.362 It was in this town house that their two children, Esther ;ind 
Rowland, were torn  in 1768 and 1775.'363
Following the birth of her son, Rowland, in 1775, Sabine remained largely at Nostell.361 *She 
still found conversation with non-French speakers difficult,363 *and it must to* questioned how 
welcome she, as a French-Swiss woman, was made to fed by society in London. She was ;ilso 
an overly protective mother.316 This was not unheard of, as Frances Irwin, 9"' Viscountess of 
Temple Newsam preferred to remain in the country with her daughters. Unlike Sabine, 
however, Viscountess Irwin suffered no social difficulty caused by xenophobia. It is possible to 
see from the many letters that the 5th Baronet wrote to S;ibine -  in French -  that he spent large 
amounts of time away from Nostell,31,7 often attending to domestic matters on her l)ehalf,VlH or 
his own health. He suffered from mysterious headaches, bilious attacks, ;ind gout in his hands, 
often taking him to doctors in London ;tnd Bath. Sabine’s health, though not perfect, was 
better than that of her husband,369 *and she remained at Nostell to care for her children and 
tend to domestic matters. It is dear from her letters in the Nostell archive that Sabine was not 
interested in the building works, and spent much of her time in the management of her 
servants, and the concoction of homemade remedies,37" an occupation perhaps motivated by 
her husbttnd’s ill health.
The combination of the 5,h Btironet’s absence, and Sabine’s disinterest, necessitated the 
employment of a Clerk of Works, Benjamin Ware. On 26 August 1766 Rolxxt Adam informed
Ibid, p. 97.
362 Harris, E. The Game cfRdxtl Acton //¿ /t/m ars(N ew  Haven and London, 2(X)1), p. 199.
363 Todd C. 'A Swiss Milady in Yorkshire: Sabine Winn of Nostell Priory1 YakshitvA rxixnk^aiJaoni 77 (2(X)5),
p. 2 1 1 .
364 Ibid.
363 Conversation for Sabine was not easy; -as one mutual acquaintance pit it, ‘they did nothing Ixit laugh at each 
other',’. Larsen, R.M. (ed.). Mack anl Mistresses: Cddnttir^dOO Vais (fW crm t aril the Yorkshire C aotryt lane (York, 
200-4), p. 78.
36t) The 51I1 Baronet’s ‘widow stopped the work at Nostell and shut herself away with her children... N ow  in 1785, 
she turned away visitors and notably refused an invitation from Charlotte for her diughter to spend some time in 
London’. Todd, C. ‘A Swiss Milady in Yorkshire: Sabine Winn of Nostell Priory1 Yorkshire A n ix itittfa ijtttm ij]  
(2005), p. 220.
■367 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 1 /5 A /3, Letters to Sabine Winn from Sir Rowland Winn, 5lh Baronet (if Nostdl, 1766- 
84. From these letters we can see that the 5'1' Baronet spent a great deal o f time away from Nostdl.
36« Todd C. ‘A Swiss Milady in Yorkshire: Sabine Winn of Nostell Priory YakshirvA rtJxukfja iJaon i77 (2005), 
p. 213.
369 Ibid., p. 216.
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the 5th Baronet that 'Since I came to London I saw Mr Rose and told him I had engaged Mr 
Ware for you. I have fixt his wages for you at Eighteen Shillings per Week, which is the same 
that I pay him myself in Town’.'571 That Ware’s pay was so generous demonstrates how very 
useful he was, and most of the Nostell correspondence from the Adam office was sent to him.
Despite problems with his health, the 5lh Baronet considered it his duty -  as his father had 
done -  to stand for parliamentary office. And like his father it is not known if these political 
hopes were directly related to the building works, or merely another element of the man’s 
ambitions. His political career, however, was to lx.- ill-fated. That he sUxxl as MB for 
Pontefract connected him with one place, his constituency and his local seat, and as such the 
building work at Nostell can perhaps lx1 seen as a means of promoting loy.ilty through 
stimulating the local economy, as it had under the 4“’ Baronet. This maint that the London 
house was no longer the family’s home. Nostell became the principal f;unily residence, and the 
improvement works can also lx  considered within the context of personal comfort and 
aggrandisement.
As a burgage borough,371 72 Pontefract had two main pitrons, George Morton Pitt :ind Lord 
Galway. They worked together to canvass the local community and held the majority Ixtween 
them.373 But in 1766 John Walsh bought Pitt’s burgages, and after persuading Galway to follow 
his lead, Walsh put an end to the expense of canvassing. Inst aid faggot votes were cist shortly 
before the election.3^4 Naturally the ‘voteless populace’ of Pontefract were not pleased, and 
persuaded the 5th Baronet of Nostell to stand in the general election against Walsh in 1768.375 
According to the Whitdxil E a rn g Pat, on 21 March -  the day of the election -  the mob 
prevented voters for Walsh from reaching the polls, and consequently Galway and the 5"’ 
Baronet were elected.376 As a result, on 24 November of the same year, the result was declared 
void by the House of Commons and Walsh was duly given the 5lh Baronet’s seat.377 Although
371 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1562/27, Letter from Robert Adam to Sir Rowland Winn, 5th Baronet of Nostell, 
regirding the employment of Benjamin Ware, and architectural drawings for Nostdl, 26 August 1766.
372 An estate in wliich the right to vote was only attached to particular tenants in accordance with their 
occupation.
373 The History cfPcriicimt on CD-ROM (Cambridge, 1998), 1754-1790:1-1754-33.
374 The Histay cf Pcaikvmt on CD-ROM (Cambridge, 1998), 1754-1790: 1-1754-33- Faggot votes were allowed
through loopholes in the law. Such votes were cast by men who owned property in title, Ixit for which the entire 
value was owing, for example in a mortgage, and as such should not, in princijxd, have had any right to the vote. 
373 jbid.
376 Todd, C. ‘A Swiss Milady in Yorksliire: Sabine Winn of Nostell Priory’ YcrhshitvA n jxu lq ja i /a n t i  77 (2005), 
p. 213.
377 ibid.
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the 5lh Baronet had been unsuccessful in holding the salt for Pontefract he remained popular 
in the town. The inhabitants celebrated liis birthday in 1769, the same year tliat they founded 
the ‘Free and Easy Society’, a dining club for his supporters/78 Unfortunately this popularity 
only lasted until 1774 when the 5th Baronet demanded the freedom to choose his own fellow 
candidate but was refused. Despite lavish spending he was unsuccessful in Ixith the 1774 and 
1784 elections;* 379 The Lack Iitd ligm r  reported that the 5"’ Baronet had spent ,£20,000 on 
electioneering in Pontefract,38" a sum that certainly contributed to Sabine’s financial difficulties 
during her widowhood.
The 5lh Baronet’s change of fortune embittered him and resulted in a change of his political 
affiliations. He turned away from the Whigs and sought tin audience with the Tory Prime 
Minister, Lord North,381 bringing him into the same political pirty as Robert Adam. Ackim had 
been a Tory MP for Kinross in 1768,382 but it cannot have been this sliared politics which 
attracted Ackim to the 5lh Baronet as he was employed at Nostell from 1765, and in the 1760s 
the 5lh Baronet was still a faithful member of the Whig p,irty. As such it is necessary to 
consider alternative motivatioas which prompted the 5lh Baronet to select Ackim as his 
architect.
James Paine had worked faithfully for the 4lh Baronet for over 20 years. But on his patron’s 
death in 1765 he was dismissed by the 51" Baronet in favour of Ackim. T hankfully Paine’s 
departure was amicable as he was much engaged elsewhere at Kedleston Hall.383 *Moreover, 
there is a copy of Paine’s Plan;, Elaations coil Solicit;, cfNdblenvn coil Gertlamis H a a s  in the 
library at Nostell in a contemporary binding,381 clearly Paine and the 5'" Baronet had parted on 
amicable terms, signifying that the 5Ih Baronet laid not behaved ungraciously. But why did the 
5th Baronet coasider Adam to lx  a more suitable architect than the long-serving Paine, and 
rather than reacting to what he may hive seen as his father’s staid attitudes -  by employing a 
fresh architect -  were there real issues of taste involved in Adam's employment?
-v* Ibid.
379 Ibid., p. 214.
380 Ibid
381 Ibid.
387 Anon. Obituary of considerable Persons; with Biographical Anecdotes’, Gatlennis Mq$cxn(March 1792), p.
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38i Edward Polten, o f the National Trust, has suggested tliat this 
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A brief review of Adam’s background and life make it clear why the 5lh Baronet should have 
been impressed by him. Rolxat Adam (1728-92) was an intellectual and ambitious man, a 
product of the Scottish E nlightenment, the second son of William Atkim™ the leading Scottish 
architect of Iris generation.™ According to his obituary, Robert Adam was educated at 
Edinburgh University among some of the finest minds of his generation, including David 
Hume and Dr Adam Ferguson,*' and following William Adam’s death in 1748, Robert was 
created a partner in the family’s architectural firm by his eldest brother John.™ In Adam’s early 
architectural schemes John Summerson lias recognised William ‘Kent’s staccato quality... 
[with] hints of the ‘movement’™ wliich the Adams were later to place so high in the scale of 
architectural values’,385 67*90 and therefore Adam’s style -  later to make him so famous -  had ;ilready 
begun to evolve before his Grand Tour.391 392Certainly this period of Adam’s architectural career 
was thoroughly successful as it afforded him invaluable tniining :ind a fortune of £5,000.W2 
This sum was used to finance his Grand Tour -  something that he ;ind the 5"' Baronet had in
385 Colvin, H.M. A Bic#xfimi Dictionoy cf British A nhiteds 1600-1810, 4,h ed (1954; New Haven and London, 
2008), p. 55.
386 Fleming J. Rdxri A ckmcmdhisdraWLondon, 1962), p. 3.
387 Anon. ‘Obituary of considerable Persons; with Biographical Anecdotes’, Gatlenan's Mc#tzi>v(M;irch 1792), p. 
282.
3«8 Colvin, H.M. A Bicgzphiart Dictiany cf British A ixlMtecls 1600-1810, 4lh ed (1954; New Haven and London, 
2008), p. 44.
386 Adam, J. and Adam, R. The Waits inA nhitaliov <fRdxri ctilJans A dsm(L ondon, 1773), preface, p. i.
390 Summerson, J. A rzhitalioe in Britain 1530-1830,91’ ed. (1953; Newllaven and London, 1993), p. 393.
391 At Blair Adam, William Adam’s estate, there remains a large collection of drawings lay Robert A dun dating 
from 1749 until 1756, the year in which he left Scotland for his Grand Tour. West Register House, Rdxri A domt 
ham 1728-1978.- TieDrniir&Jranthe Cdlalkn rt Blear A cion(Edinburgh, 1978), pp. 2-3. It would seem that he 
had been encouraged to draw, and the architecture and landscape of lowland Scotland provided ample inspiration. 
Tait, A .A. Rdxri A cion a il S alien il The Pidwesqce Dim»# (Edinburgh, 1972), introduction. Indeed, the collection 
includes schemes to improve Blair Adam. West Register House, Rdxri A cloud ham 1728-1978: The Ditaut# firm 
theCdlaliairt BlcorAcloniEcMxa^x 1978), jap. 10-11. Doubtless Adam’s enthusiasm for drawing was partly a 
result of his father’s profession, and he joined the architectural practice in preference to his university education. 
But in addition, the unsuccessful Jacobite Rebellion of 1745 laid forced a number of draughtsmen loyal to the 
Stuart cause to take refuge in Scotland, helping the profession to flourish. Tait, A.A. Rdxri A cion The Crntitv 
Mini firm the sketch to thefit ashal cbmiif> (L ondon, 1996), p. 5. William had developed liis own drawing style, of a 
sturdy baroque character, influenced by Vanbrugh and Gibbs, while Roliert Adam’s earliest technique was quite 
different from liis father’s. We can see from the collection at Blair Adam that the majority of lús youthful 
drawings display a romantic, picturesque style. Tait, A .A. Rdxri Acton coil Sailcoil The IHcliovsxpe Dntcit# 
(Edinburgh, 1972), introduction. Adam’s drawing changed dramatically during liis time in Italy Ixit he retained an 
interest in the picturesque. When liis collection of Ixxiks was auctioned at Cliristies in 1818 by liis youngest 
brother William, it included four volumes by Reverend William Gilpin (1724-1804), the clergyman and 
schoolmaster who had published a definition of the picturesque. Watkin, D.J. (ed.). Sdcs Carte# ts cfL ihnoics cf 
Emm 1 Pasas. Vol. 4: Arcliitects (London, 1972), p. 177.
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common -  although Adam’s tour was undertaken not for pleasure but for further experience 
of Classical architecture and architectural motifs.w
When Adam left Edinburgh in 1756 he was a successful architect, but his Grand Tour 
provided an ‘international gloss’/ 91 He made a three-year tour of Italy under the tutelage of the 
French :utist Charles-Louis Clerisseau,39 495 3967*402and the drawing style tbit Atkun cultivated in Irnly 
was less contrived than his earlier picturesque style, conveying an elegantly realistic -  ;dlx-it 
sketch-like -  result/'*’ It was tliis, combined with a new-found knowledge of antique 
architecture, which enabled A dun to develop his own architectural style when he returned to 
England, in 1759, returning to London rather than Edinburgh, to set up his architectural 
practice in Lower Grosvenor Street/9’ He set straight to work, ignoring ;iny sentimenhd desires 
to visit his family, but he was joined by his younger brothers James and William, and by two of 
their sisters, who kept house for the brothers/'* They remained in Lower Grosvenor Street 
until 1772, when the Adam office moved to the ill-fated Adelphi buildings on the banks of the 
River Tliames/99
The Adam office provided designs in delilxTate contrast to the severe Palladian style tbit had 
dominated England for 30 years,1"" providing the 5th Baronet with the ability to alter his 
father’s house in a manner stylistically contrary to Paine’s work. The A dun brothers instigated 
a new fashion by producing a greater arsenal of architectural motifs and varied interior plans, 
largely inspired by wbit Adtm had seen in Italy,"1 and was rcxtted in variations of form, with 
ovals, arches, niches and columns providing the ‘movement’1"2 that afforded a sense of spatial 
mystery and arcliitectural innovation. In addition to these stylistic innovations, in the time 
leading up to A dun’s employment at Nostell, his career, and social standing were also
393 Oresko, R. (ed.). The Woks in A nhitedumcfRchat atijams A b/mCl.ondon and New York, 1975), p. 17.
394 Tait, a .A. Robot A cion TheCnxtùeMinlJiantheskctchtotheJvishilciztiiii^d.ondon, 1996), p. 5.
395 ibid., pp. 5, 10; Colvin, H.M. A Bkfftfhkd Did laity (/British/I nhitats 16(X)-1B-10, 4lh ed. (1954; New Haven 
and London, 2008), p. 44.
396 Tait, A .A. The A cimBnthos inRonv DntiiitfJruntbeGnMTTaodLondon, 2008), pp. 63-65.
397 Tajt, a .A. Robot A cion The CmtkeMinh Jhm the sketch to thefuishalilnaiii  ^(L ondon, 1996), p. 5.
w  Wilson, M. TbeE irfishCao/ryHatvctil its Fwisliittf (London, 1977), p. 105,
399 The Adelphi was a failed speculative scheme to build and sell London townhouses which caused considerable 
financial distress to the Adam family. Tait, A.A. Rchrt Aden The Cnxtite Mini Jhm the sketch to thefotsbaJ chub# 
(London, 1996), p. 5.
400 Wilson M. TheEc^hhCaoityHaseailits Fmishiiffi(London, 1977), p. 105.
4<" Harris, E. The Gaits cfRdbat A dun His Iitcrkts( NewHaven and London, 2001), Introduction, pp. 1-17.
402 AdamJ. and Adam, R. The Waits mA nhiteditecfRobot (tnlJansA d*»(London, 1773), preface, p. i.
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flourishing. Between 1760 and 1764 he worked at 15 different country houses,1"' ;ind his 
patrons during these five years included six men with the nink of duke or marquis, 16 with the 
rank of earl, viscount or lraron, and nine with the nink of lord, baronet or knight;"" one of 
whom, the 6"' Earl of Coventry, was to carry the pall at Adam’s funeral."15 Cletrly Adam was 
moving in elite circles, and perhaps this was a group which the 5"' Baronet of Nostell w-.is keen 
to join. Adam’s patrons held no common politie.il or social affiliations, other th:in their 
architectural patronage, but they were till well thy.
The vogue for Adam’s style overcame politiad consideratioas. Following his employment of 
Adam in 1765 the 5th Baronet, as previously mentioned, was to make strenuous efforts to 
acquire a seat in the House of Commoas. Although his patronage at Nostell smacks of social 
ambition, there does not seem to be any uniformly Whiggish aesthetic in place as the A dun 
style does not allow for this. If the 5lh Baronet’s loyalty to the Whig jxuly had never Ixen 
recorded it is unlikely that it could be established through analysis of his house.
So the Adam style was indicative of an aesthetic fashion that superseded political affiliation. 
Adim himself claimed that his architectural style was entirely origin;il, writing in the preface to 
The Works in A nhitecturecfRobert cad Jeans Acton that: ‘We have not trod in the path of others, *40
w  King, D. The Catplde Waits cfRchrt ailjams A don toil Uriidlt A iiw(Qxford and Boston, 1991), Vol. 1, p. 
412.
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nor derived aid from their labours.’106 Presumably, Adam I relieved that his success was due 
solely to liis own genius -  something the 5"' Baronet was keen to utilise for his own personal 
glorification. Despite this claim to complete originality, Adam recognised the enormous effect 
that his Grand Tour liad load on his design capacity, and he was ;in advocate of foreign travel 
in the study of architecture. He wrote to his sister that ‘in order to become a great man, five or 
six years well employed in Italy is the only Receipt’.1"7 In addition to this, he stated in the 
opening lines of Iris first published work Ridrncfthe P das ( f  the EnpenrD kriiiuoui Sjxictm in 
D cim tia
The buildings of the Ancients are in Architecture, what the works of Nature are with 
respect to the other Arts; they serve as models which we should imitate, :ind as 
standards by which we ought to judge: for this reason, they who aim at eminence, 
wither in the knowledge or in practice of Architecture, find it necessary to view with 
their own eyes the works of the Ancients which remain, that they may catch from them 
those ideas of grandeur and Ixsiuty, which nothing, perhaps, but such ;in observation 
cm  suggest.
Here Adim is emphatic in telling his reader that all gcxxl architecture evolves from the antique, 
and that ;ill good architects should therefore have experienced it. He continues by discussing 
the problem that ‘scirce any monuments now remain of Grecian or of Roman magnificence 
but public buildings’,1"" and that it was also necessary for him to view domestic examples, and 
hence he published his drawings of Diocletian’s palace at Spalatro in order to provide the 
British public with their first taste of domestic antique architecture. Through this specifically 
domestic publication Adam legitimised his own interior decorative work, m;iking him the 
perfect candidate for the fashion-conscious 5Ul Baronet to employ. The domestic genre of 
Adam’s publication was its only novel feature, however, as architectural treatises and print 
books flourished in England from 1715 onwirds; with Turkish power over south-east Europe 
beginning to recede, travelling to this area became safer,"" and works such as Robert Wcxxl’s 409*
«6 Adam, J. and Adam, R. The Waks hiA nMaiiovcfRdxrt (ttlJetnsA rhwd.ondon, 1773), preface, p. i.
Cooper-I lewitt Museum, New York. Rchrt A clvnaiiHis St)ie CityDudlieniCaotryHaecs (New York and 
Oxford, 1982), p. 9.
«« Adam, R. Riais cf thePciavcftheEtifxnrDkxktuoul SpcictminDdmtiatLanAon, 1764), p. 1.
409 Ibid.
-no Dutton, R. TheE>fjishCamttyHaee, 2nd ed. (1935; London, 1943-44), p. 74.
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The Ruin; cfPcitnm  (ihendseTedmre, in the desert of 1753 1*4$ in to  appear.1" But it is surely no 
coincidence that Adam -  ;m aspiring country house architect -  should set himself up in the 
public gaze as the nation’s foremost expert of the domestic antique. Indeed, the Adam office 
clerk, John Austin, sent a copy of the ‘Book of Spalatro’ to Nostell in 1771,112 shortly before 
Adam was commissioned to provide architectural alterations there in addition to his interior 
decorative work.
The timing of Adam’s publication was crucial to his success, as well as the 5"' Baronet’s 
attraction to him as a suitable architect. If connoisseurship ;ind the ‘science of taste’ was rooted 
in Italy and Greece,* 41213 *4167the 5,h Baronet must have Ixen acutely aware that his own Gr;ind Tour 
liad not extended to the Mediterranean, and with Adam’s help he would lx* able to compensate 
for this. We know from the 5lh Baronet’s letters of 1764 to a York cabinet-maker, Robert 
Barker, about the library at Nostell, that he was keen to Ixgin making his own clianges to the 
house."1 These letters provide evidence that the 5th Baronet was considering the work he 
would undertake at Nostell as airly as 1764 -  the same yair that Adam published Rian; ( f  the 
PcicaecftheErrperorDiodetianct Spddtro inD dm tia  It is likely that the young man -  scxrn to lx* 
the 5th Baronet -  was affected by the new vogue for Adam’s Roman Neo-Classicism.
A Greek revival had started in the eighteenth century,115 accelerated by archaeology and 
publication, and promoted in England by the Society of Dilettanti.116 The 5th Baronet wis not a 
member of the Society of Dilettanti, but this does not dilute their influence. Indeed, the 
Dilettanti’s authority was pervasive."7 Easier trade, as well as travel and general access to the 
Greek arcliipelago came with the foundation of the English Levant Company in I586.1m This 
facilitated an interest in antique collectables, and during the seventeenth century avid collectors 
Ixgan to buy antique marbles.119 Then in 1732 the Society of Dilettanti was founded as a club
hi Wood, R. TheRianscfPcinyn dhauise Tabnm in the cisert (L ondon, 1753), title page.
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for ex-grand tourists and soon they were offering financial support for the study ;ind 
excavation of antiquities,12,1 testifying to a sincere academic interest in the antiquity of lx>th 
Greece ;ind Rome. This was largely the result of the work of a low-1 x>m German scholar, 
Johann Joachim Winckelmann. Patronised by the Elector of Saxony, Winckelmann travelled to 
Rome and became involved with the excavations at Pompeii ;ind Herculaneum.420 21 42Prior to his 
trip, in 1755, he liad published Rtfleetiom cnthelnitctian (fChuk Works in l }d>ii>f> an!Saij)tioi\ 
for which he had acquired some fame for his scholarly work,122 and through his publications 
Winckelmann kid raised the awareness of the Society of Dilettanti, but it was his Open Idler on 
t!x>Disaxerus rmckct Uaukouon  of 1762, and two years later his Report on the new discoveries 
made there, that had the greatest impact.423 Winkelmann’s Openldter was lx>th an attack on the 
Neapolitan management of the arcliaeological project, as well as an explanation of how the 
writings of Vitruvius could be Ixtter understood through comparison with the remains at 
Herculaneum and Pompeii,424 and being quickly translated into French,424 and then English -  
blowing for wider dissemination -promoted a fashion for both Greek and Roman motifs 
descrilxxl therein, as well as establishing a craze for historical awareness.424’ Winckelmann had 
provided a serious and scholarly foundation for interior design.'2'
In his publication of the Ruins ( f  the PckxB ( f  tlx? E n fm r  Diodetian ct Spdattv in D dm tia  -  a 
copy of which was sent to Nostell -  Adam was directly feeding into this new fashion for Neo- 
Classicism, and in a letter to his sister Janet Adam on 30lh March 1757, A dun expressed his 
wish to travel to Athens, ‘taking Clerisseau & my two Draughtsmen with [u]s two, we would 
furnish a very tolerable Work to Rival Stuart & Revett in 3 months time ik return home laden 
with Laurels’.428 *Here Adam articulates his desire to publish his own work on antique Athenuin 
architecture intended as a direct rival to the A itiejiaties <f A then; by Stuart and Revett, which 
had been funded by the Society of Dilettanti in 1751, and the first volume of which was finally 
published in 1762.129 Adtm’s dream of a publication on Athens was never realised, and instead
420 Ibid., p. 6.
421 Ibid., p. 25.
422 Ibid., pp 24-27.
424 Leppmann. W. Wiid’dnnndondon, 1971), pp. 179-80.
424 Ibid., p. 180.
424 Ibid., p. 181. They w e  translated into French at tlx* expense of Count de Caylus, an enemy of the Nea|x>litan 
st;tte, who saw an opportunity to embarrass them.
426 Betsky, A. BiiUh^Sex: nm norm crMalm* ant the castmJianfsecurity (New York, 1995), p. 123.
42? Ibid.
128 wiebenson, D. Sams cf Grok RaiuiA idrtalioviLoncbn, 1969), p. 108.
4» J  Mordaunt Crook, The Gmk Raini: N eoGlassiai A ttituhs in British A nMaltte 1760-1870 (London, 1972), p
14.
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he produced his work on Spalatro. As previously stated, the purpose of this work was to 
establish himself -  at a time when fashion demanded archaeological awareness of an arcliitect 
-  as the foremost expert on antique domestic architecture, a field which liad hitherto been 
overlooked.430 But Adam delayed the publication of the Rians?*1 presumably in order to 
elongate the divide between the A ilkptitics ( fA  than and his own work, thereby allowing the 
public thirst for further archaeology to be refreshed before he published his own lxx>k. And 
with regird to liis commission at Nostell, this seems to have worked in his favour, not only 
because the 5lh Baronet was sent a copy of the Ruins, but also because it coincided with 
Winckelmann’s Report on Herculaneum. As such the Rid in was published at a moment of 
heightened archaeological interest -  this would not have gone unnoticed by the fashion­
conscious 5'h Baronet of Nostell. Certainly this Is a plausible contributing factor to his 
employment of Adam.
Giles Worsley tells its that in his architectural designs, Adam mack.* little use of the motifs he 
recorded from Spalatro: ‘arcliaeological accuracy was not an important consideration’.432 He 
used motifs from antiquity to inform his own style, rather than following the Palladians in their 
dogged imitation of it. Equally, however, Worsley is at paias to stress that Neo-Classicism was 
not a new feature of British architecture as it had been in evidence since the time of Inigo 
Jones, and though domiaint during the second half of the eighteenth century -  as we can see 
from the popularity of Robert Adam -  it was never comprehensive.433 43The Rians, therefore, 
should be seen primarily as a means of generating publicity for the Adam brand.
Adam had always been an ambitious man. While in Italy he had jxised as a gentleman rather 
than an architect, and even years later, during a successful career, his principal portrait depicted 
a fashionable and learned gentleman rather than tin architect (fig. 42) -  someone more likely to 
have made friends with the 5th Baronet of Nostell. In Italy Adam had insisted that his family 
write to liim not as Robert Adam, Architect, but ‘Robert A dun Esquire’ or ‘Rolx*rt Adam 
Gentil-homme Anglois’.'3' But, as previously illustrated, liis profession as an architect had 
brought him into the social orbit of the elite. Indeed, he did form a close friendship with the 
5th Baronet during his employment at Nostell, as is clear from Adam’s letter of thanks, written
430 Wiebenson, D. Saous of Gmk Raini A njiitaliiivdondon, 1969), p. 43.
431 Ibid., p. 14.
432 Worsley, G. Classiai A idriatiov in Britain The Heroic A g?(N ew 11 aven and London, 1993), pp. 260-61.
433 ibid., p. 245.
434 Fleming,.! Robert A demand hisa>tic(London, 1962), p. 2.
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when the 5lh Baronet secured the Adam family’s loan of .45,000 t;iken in 1772 to ease their 
financial difficulties following the failure of the A del phi scheme.1” Atkun wrote that, ‘I did not 
doubt But our very sincere friend Sir Rowland Winn would join with us in that Bond as a 
Collateral Security5.436 It is clear that the nature of Adim’s friendship with the 5,h Baronet was 
such that financial assistance was not only forthcoming, but expected as by this time the 5th 
Baronet had joined the ranks of Ackun’s various siruirt patrons.
It is worthy of note tliat the 5lh Baronet was always keen to deal with the interior design at 
Nostell as a priority, ;ind architectural alterations were not commissioned until later, in 1776, 
when the interior was complete.437 43890This may lie because Atkun was famous for his interiors and 
the 5"1 Btironet was utilising him accordingly, but it is more likely however, that the 5th 
Baronet’s desire a house fitted-out in the famous Atkun style. Who, specifically, the intended 
audience can have txen we do not know.
The 5"’ Baronet died unexpectedly when his carriage turned over on 20lh February 1785,'” 
leaving his wife in considerable financial difficulty, and bringing a sudden lialt to Atkun’s work 
at Nostell. The London house -  exclusively used by the 5lh Baronet since the birth of his son -  
was sold off quickly, and within the Nostell Arcliive there is a letter ckited ‘March 29"': 1785’,'V) 
only a month after the 5"1 Baronet’s death, concerning the sale of the London house, and 
illustrating the seriousness of the financial situation. The letter Is from a ‘Mr Leach’, who wrote 
to an unknown party that
Her Ladyship lias a Letter in her possession from Mr Christie to Sir Rowland, [6"‘ 
Baronet of Nostell] whom her Ladyship informs me, if there is no mistake she learns 
the House was sold for £6,930. Now her Ladyship would have the rest of the Money 
that shall lie wanting procured, and the Mortgage satisfied in his lawful Demands.""
•1« WYAS WYL 1352(2) C3/1/5/2/7, Later from Robert Adam to Sir Rowland Winn, 5lh Baronet of Nostdl, 
regarding the security for a lam taken after the failure of the Adelphi speculation, 22 August 1772.
4# Ibid.
437 WYAS WYL 1352(2) C3/1/5/2/11, Letter from Robert Adam to Sir Rowland Winn, 5,h Baronet of Nostdl, 
regarding the end of the interior decoration, 15 Fdaruary 1776.
438 Tbel. aik reported that On Sunday last died suddenly at Retford, in Nottingliam, on his road to
London, Sir Rowland Winn, Bart, of Nostell in this county’. Todd, C. ’A Swiss Milady in Yorkshire: Sabine Winn 
of Nostell Priory, YakshirvA rdxeckffcdjatiti 77 (2005), p. 220.
439 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A1/5A/10, Correspondence with family and friends on the death of Sir Rowland Winn, 
5>h Baronet of Nostdl, 1785. Within this collection of letters are hdd those discussing the sale of the 5lh Baronet’s 
house in London.
440 ibid.
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Not only was the house at 11 St James’s Square sold within a month, but Sabine was anxious 
to receive the proceeds. Perl laps such financial difficulty was inevitable after 50 years of 
building works, but it seems that Sabine’s problems continued well after the 5"’ baronet's 
death. Adam final account of 1785 for ‘£247/ 15s/5d.’,411 remained unpaid, and he was obliged 
to remind her of it as late as the ‘911' Sept’m 1788’. "2 Sabine was thus forced to rely heavily on 
her solicitor, Shepley Watson in Wakefield, for the rest of her lonely life."' Adam’s work at 
Nostell was ceased in 1785 due to financial necessity as well as the loss of its most enthusiastic 
supporter and exponent.
ii. Turning to Adam: a new interior for the 5"1 Baronet
It is not the intention of this thesis to perform a detailed analysis of each individual room of 
Adam’s interior, and his alterations will lx* discussed in a more thematic vein. Thus far we have 
considered why alterations were deemed necessary, but how and with which decorative motifs 
was Paine’s interior masked? In wlrat ways do Adam’s structural alterations to the interior 
manifest themselves? And how did these change the function of the house1
That the interior at Nostell was the 5th Baronet’s priority demonstrates his interest in the 
modish interior style. James Paine had already provided interiors for much of the house, and 
areas such as the state apartment were of the highest quility."1 While much of Paine’s interior 
was incomplete, it is essential to assess which areas of Paine’s executed work were altered; why 
this was done; and why large-scale structural alterations were necessary.
Style theL ibnoy
On Adam’s employment at Nostell in 1765 he immediately commenced with the Library."' 
This room appears to have held considerable importance to the patron as an emblem of 
learning and taste. The Library is, therefore, tin appropriate room through which to consider 4123*
441 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1551/3, Letter from Rdxrt Adam to Sabine Winn, giving a reminder of his account, 
c.1785.
442 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1551/1, Letter from Robert Adam to Sabine Winn, giving a reminder of his account, 
9 Septemlxr 1788.
443 Larsen, R.M. (ed). Makk ailMistrusts. Cdihzti>f> .VX) Yens cf Warmi a il the Yorkshire Ccutlry HaeetYork, 
2004), p. 82.
444 Dorothy Richardson’s diary, 1761, Manchester, John Rylands Library, RYLEngMssl 122, Voi. 1, fol. 13.
444 Beard. G. Rdvrt Adatis(7a0/^7/a«5(Edinburgh, 1981), p. 10.
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the raisons for the change of style that came with A dun's employment, ;ind the resulting 
reconception of the interior at Nostell.
In 1764, prior to Ins succession, the 5lh Baronet had started making desigas for a library, 
liaving made contact with the York cabinet-maker Robert Barker in 1 7 6 3 ."6 But there is no 
evidence as to where this intended libniry was to lx* located The Adun Libniry (fig. 43) was 
Ixgun in 1 7 6 6 ,1,7 just months after the 5,h Baronet’s succession. Although most of the letters 
from the Adun office that relate to the Library tire dated 176 7, the uuiiest is dated 28 August 
1766. This is a letter of introduction for Benjamin Ware -  Adam’s Clerk of Works at Nostell -  
to the 5lh Baronet liimself. Here Adun also explains that he liad sent the drawings for the 
Library and Dressing Room with Ware,"8 and refers to laid-out wall-elevations for the room 
(cat. 85). Work could not liave commenced before the tirrival of the Clerk of Works so this 
scheme was the first to lx  designed.
We know from Ihiine’s plans for the house that he intended the current Libniry -  which he 
had left a shell in 1765449 *4512-  as half of a family apartment (fig. 12), and as the other room within 
tliis proposed apartment -  now the Billiard Room -  reflects the alcove Ixtlcluuiilxr of the 
state apartment on the southern side of the house, one must assume that the current Library 
would have been the dressing room to this grand family alcove bedchamber.1,0
Adam’s extant drawings, sent to Nostell from 1766. Along with the r o o m  itself these express a 
cliange in function -  no longer was the room to lx* used as a mere dressing room. Inst aid  it 
was to lx  a magnificent book room, and Adam’s drawings depict the room exactly as 
executed,141 being composed of: the laid-out wall-elevations sent in August 176 6  with Wtire 
(ait. 85}, designs for the window shutters, drawn on a letter from Adun to Ware of 14"’ 
Octolxr 1 7 6 6  (cat. 9 6 } 442 an elevation and details for the chimneypiece (ait. 8 7-9 3 ) sent with a
4»6 \VYAS, WYL 1352(2) C3/1/5/1/6, Letter from Rolxrt Barker to Rowland Winn Esq., regirding tlx 
availability of wallpapers, 2nd January 1763-
4i7 WYAS, WYL 1352(1) A4/1568/2, Letter from Rolxrt Adam to Sir Rowland Winn, 5lh Baronet of Nostell, 
regarding the arrival of Benjamin Ware, 28 August 1766.
4» Ibid.
+» Raikes, S. •NostdJ Priory Room Catalogue’ (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region. 2(X>1), Library
-  Room History 1: 1.1.
4« From his plans, we know that Paine had intended to include a library, in the north-west wing.
451 Raikes, S. ‘Nostdl Priory Room Catalogue’ (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2(X>i), Library
-  Roan History 1: 1.1.
452 WYAS, WYL 1352(1) A4/1525/35, Letter from Robert Adam to Benjamin Ware, regirding drawings for tlx
Library, 14 Octolxr 1766.
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letter from Adam to Ware on 2[U| December 1766;454 a detail of the mouldings over the 
chimneypiece on the verso of a letter sent from A dun to \V;ire on 23rtl May 1767 (cat. 92); a 
design for the doorframe (cat. 94); and there is also a pktn of the Library ceiling held at the 
Soane Museum (cat. 86) which is listed in an undated ‘Memorandum of Mouldings left at Sir 
Rowland Wynn’s at Nostill’.45' The surviving drawings express very clearly what Adun 
intended for the room, with integrated, architectural shelving for lxx)ks.
Adun transformed a room that would have lx*en comparatively pkiin into a modish Neo- 
Classical interior, suitable for masculine entertaining, iruiking it a worthy setting for the 5"' 
Baronet and Sabine’s portrait by Hugh Douglas Hamilton (fig. 44).'55 *This portrait was 
originality intended for their London house at 11 St Janes’s Square,156 :ind expresses the 5"' 
Baronet’s pride in his new Library at Nostell.457 *459Moreover, the size of the Library is greatly 
exaggerated in the portrait, emphasising the architectural magnificence of the space. Raikes has 
suggested tliat the Library was produced ‘almost as ;in extension of his [the 5lh Baronet’s] 
private apartment’, as it was located next to, and designed immediately Ixfore, his new dressing 
room, which was located witliin the current Billiard Room.45M This is further evidence that the 
Library was of coasiderable personal importance to the 5'" Baronet, but, as was typical of 
double portraits in the second half of the eighteenth century, the emphasis of the pose is the 
emotional relatioaship between spouses.'59
The collection of books -  and appearing to be educated -  was of the utmost importance to the 
country gentleman of eighteenth-century Engkind, as ‘his classical education was at the r<x>t of 
his appreciation for the art of antiquity, just as much as his belief in political liberty.’46" And we 
know that the 5U' Baronet highly valued his reputation as a fashionable member of the social
« 3  WYAS, WYL13520) A4/1525/28, Letter from Rolxai Adam to Benjamin Ware, regarding drawings for the 
Library, 2 December 1766.
45-4 WYAS, WYL 1352(1) A4/1528/61, Memorandum of drawings left at Nostell, no date.
«5 in 2000 Alastair Laing established that the portrait of Sabine and the 5lh Baronet is by Hugh Douglas 
Hamilton. In the archive he found an account for 'two small whole length Portraits on  one Canvas’, at ‘Guineas 
32’. Laing, A. ‘Sir Rowland and Lady Winn: A Conversation piece in the Library at Nostdl Priory’, A¡xilo(2000), 
p. 15.
•45r. Raikes, S. 'Nostell Priory Room Catalogue’ (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2004), Library
-  Room History 1: 1.10.4.2.
457 The Douglas Hamilton portrait of the 5,h Baronet and his wife is now located in the Library at Nostdl.
4»  Raikes, S. ‘Nostell Priory Room Catalogue’ (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2(XM), Library
-  Room History 1: 1.1.
459 Retford, K. The A rt ifD ansticL ife FanilyPatmUite mE tflea lkn u tityE  tyfuiU  New I laven and London, 
2 0 0 6 ), p. 49.
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elite, explaining his interest in the en mode Adams style. Moreover, as discussed in chapter 2, 
the inclusion of tin actual library -  a designated room for the storage of Ixxiks on integrated 
shelving -  was a relatively new concept, with Robert’s father, Willi;un Adam’s libmry at 
Amiston,161 and Willkim Kent’s library at Houghton,162 Ixing notable examples. It has Ixxome 
clear tliat William Kent influenced Adam, though Adam largely dismissed Kent its a 
‘beginner’.'61
There is no extant drawing, or reference to, an over-arching design for A dun's interior scheme 
at Nostell. Like the Library, each room was conceived individually, but within the compass of 
Adam’s modish Neo-Classical style. This surely suited the 5"’ Baronet, who required the 
completion of his father’s house -  already partially decorated by Paine -  ;ind the inclusion of a 
library was evidently paramount. It would seem appropriate, then, to consider Adun’s work at 
Nostell not as a reconception of the original house, but as a definitive shift in taste -  the 5th 
Baronet presumably knew and liked Adun’s style, giving him free reign to execute his first 
design for the Library.
Taste urns n itty  the stele qxolmti coitTep licit
The immediate inclusion of Adam’s new Library at Nostell is evocative of the 5th Baronet’s 
preoccupation with fasliion and taste. Despite this, there are clear instances at Nostell where 
the Adam style is overlooked in favour of monetary considerations -  both the 5lh Baronet 
showing-off his wealth, and A dun’s preoccupation with income. We know that the 5lh Baronet 
spent £20,000 to maintain liis political interest, and perliaps physical expressions of wealth 
were as important to him as Issues of style. Adun’s interior decoration at Nostell was intended 
not simply to complete Paine’s work, but to reconceive a considerable portion of the house, 
and it is significant, therefore, that changes were made to rooms which had already Ixen 
decorated by Paine. The crimson apartment and the State Dining Room were largely left 
untouched,161 but the state apartment was very much altered. 4612*
461 Cornforth, J. EartyG eoqjm htaias(NewHaven and London, 2004), p. 69.
462Jackson-Stops, G. and Pipkin, J. TheE>fjisb C avityH aee A GrandTar(London, 1985), p. 200.
464 Adam, J. and Adam, R. The Wales itiA nhitectaecfRabat end Ja n s A d m  (L ondon, 1773), preface, p. i. 
w  In the crimson apartment, only minor plasterwork repairs were required byjoseph Rose during Adam’s time at 
Nostell. Raikes, S. ‘Nostell Priory Room Catalogue’ (Research Project, National Tmst, Yorkshire Region, 2004), 
Breakfast Room -  Room History 1: 1.2.2.1.1; Crimson Room -  Room History 1; 1.2.2.1.1 and 1.3.2.1.L Adam 
also designed a new marble chimneypiece for the Breakfast Room, and the design was included in one of Adun’s 
undated lists, as wdl as his letter of 21 January 1773. WYAS, WYL 1352(1) A4/1528/61, Memorandum of 
drawings left at Nostell, no date. WYL 1352(1) A4/1528/62, A list ol mouldings and sections sent from Nostell to 
London, 1773- N o drawings for alterations to either room survive. In ackiition, to tlx- State Dining Room, Adam
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The state apartment -  the State Bedchamber, the State Dressing Room :ind the State 
Bathroom -  was hung with Chinese wallpaper after 1771, Thomas Chippendale liaving written 
to the 5'h Baronet on 21 March 1771 that ‘there are 36 Sheets of the India piper and the 
Person they belong to will not sell them separate nor will he take under 15s a sheet’.^  Here 
Chippendale was referring to the Chinese piper which still hang, in the state apartment -  it 
was customary to call Chinoiserie wallpipers ‘Indian’, as they were imported by the East India 
Comprny from the later seventeenth century.166 They had first arrived in Europe having lx-en 
gifted to Spanish and Italian traders to secure contracts.167 At Nostell 18 sheets of this pi[xr -  
decorated with hand piinted flowers and birds on a light green ground -  were used,1'* having 
been delivered from Cliippendale's warehouse ‘by the Leeds Waggon’ in April 1 7 7 1 . Pauline 
Webber and Maryle Huxtable of the V&A, who conserved the piper have argued as follows:
The design of birds and flowering trees with a lower margin of plants and rocks 
suggests that it is pre-1750. Further information gained during its conservation i.e. 
excise stamps which have been found on the piper from the State Bathroom -  JP 
relates to the first quarter of the 18th Century [...] We also found Chinese words 
written -  directly where the design should lx  executed.170
The piper at Nostell is of a genuine Chinese origin, but it is second-hand, and was not 
commissioned by the 5th Baronet. Even second hand, Chinoiserie pipers were so expensive 
that they were rarely affixed to walls, but rather hung on wooden frames so that they could lx* 
transported.' ' *46579
added arabesques in pink wall panels, and overdoor roundels by Zucclii. There are no surviving drawings for 
these additions either, but b a h  are datable to 1777. Raikes, S. ‘Nostell Priory Room Catalogue (Research Project, 
National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2004), State Dining Room -  Room History 1: 1.2.1.1.2 and 1.2.1.2.1.
465 WYAS, WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /3 /2 3 , Letter from Thomas Chippendale to Sir Rowland Winn, 5"> Baronet of 
Nostell, regarding the availability of India wallpaper, 21 March 1771.
466 Beard, G. Th’N ctkn i Trust Bock cfTheEirfishH aseltiairiLondon, 1990), p. 165.
467 Hoskins, L. (ed.). ThePcfemlWdl The Hist a y  Patens atiTedrnqus r/UY///*f«-( London, 1994), p. 42.
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469 WYAS, WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /3 /2 6 , Letter from Thomas Chippendale to Sir Rowland Winn, 5th Baronet of 
Nostell, regarding a delivery of India wallpaper, 27 April 1771.
47u Raikes, S. Nostdl Priory Room Catalogue' (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2004), State- 
Dressing Room -  R oan History 1: I.2.2.2.5.
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It seems that the 5,h Baronet had been keen to redecorate the state apartment from the 
beginning of his baronetcy. We know from Chippendale’s accounts tliat only two years after 
the 5lh Baronet’s succession, Paine’s green damask in the State Bedchamber was removed to a 
bedroom on the second floor,'72 and following this -  even before the paper was provided -  
Chippendale produced green and gold curtains for the State Dressing Room,171 anticipating the 
style of the interior. Although implemented by Chippendale, it has previously been held that 
the Chinoiserie theme in the state apartment -  both the paper and furniture -  was conceived 
by Adam,'74 but there are no known letters to or from A dun concerning the Chinoiserie paper 
or furniture. He seems only to have taken direct responsibility for the repair of the 
plasterwork; '"s the insertion of new chimneypieces in the State Dressing Room and 
Bathroom;’76 and the remodelling of the alcove in the State Dressing Room,472 *677 *as will lx* 
discussed below. One must wonder, therefore, whether the inclusion of the Chinoiserie theme 
was actually Adun’s idea at all. The paper ;ind furniture were all supplied by Chippendale, he, 
working in a style with which he had dear f:unili;irity -  ‘Chinese Chippendale’ -  as we know 
from plates within The Gertlemm and CcbiM-Mck.eTs Director™ Adam’s interiors at Nostdl are 
otherwise definitely Neo-Classical, and bespoke in character. Chinoiserie was falling from 
fashion during the 1760s,'79 and everytliing else about Adun’s work was en u#i>. Indeed, 
lacquered furniture designed by Adam was very rare,'*" and it seems unlikely that he would
472 Raikes, S. 'Nostdl Priory Room Catalogue’ (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2004), Suite
Bedroom -  Room History 1: 1.2.2.1.
474 Ibid., State Dressing Room -  Room History 1: 1.4.2.1.1.
474 Ibid. State Dressing Room -  R oan History 1: 1.1 and 1.10.2.1.
474 Joseph Rose’s account includes repairs made to dado and window jambs in the State Dressing Room in 1767, 
and the ceiling, cove, cornice and capitals in 1769. WYAS, WYL1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /4 /2 , Account from Joseph Rose 
to Sir Rowland Winn, 5lh Baronet of Nostdl, 1766-1777. Rose also billed for repairs to the ceiling in the State 
Bedchamber in 1767.
476 The cliimneypiece in the State Bathroom was installed by Adam in c. 1769-71. Raikes, S. ‘Nostell Priory Room 
Catalogue’ (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2004), State Bathroom -  Room History 1: 
1.6.1.1.1. There is a drawing for ornaments to  the frieze of this chimneypiece in the hand o f an unknown 
dgliteenth-century draughtsman (cat. 131). The chimneypiece in the State Dressing Room was designed by Adam 
in 1767. The drawing for this was sent to  Ware at Nostdl in June 1767, but it no longer survives. WYAS, 
WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1523/49, Letter from Robert Adam to Benjamin Ware, regarding drawings for the State 
Dressing Room, 23 June 1768. Both of these chimneypieces are o f a clear Neo-Classical style and seem to lrave 
been designed separatdy from the Chinoiserie theme.
477 Adam sent a drawing to Nostdl for the alteration of the alcove in the State Dressing Room in June 1768. This 
drawing no longer survives. Ibid.
4™ 'Chinese Chippendale’ furniture was not taken from genuine Chinese precedents but Chippendale included 
several prints in this style in the G allem n a id  Cdinl-Mewer'sDinUcrin 1754. Honour, H. Chhriserie The Vision/' 
CcthaiiLondon, 1961), p. 137.
479 The hdght of the Chinoiserie style was the 1740s and 1750s when it was used alongside the French style. 
Beard, G. The W ok cfRobert /l ¿¿tm(E dinburgh, 1978), pp. 1-2.
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have advocated the inclusion of second-hand wallpaper in a style that did not fall within his 
itrsenal of motifs.
There is no record of why a Chinoiserie theme was chosen for the state apartment, and the 
most plausible explanation is that the 5"’ Baronet had Ixen persuaded by Cliippendale. Green 
and gold curtaias kid already been commissioned, after which Cliippendale may have come 
across the paper for sale, and seeing an opportunity to produce a whole set of lacquered 
Chinoiserie furniture to match, offered the paper to his wealthy patron. It is possible that the 
5lh Baronet had been captivated by the reputation of Chinese papers for Ixing lavish ;tnd 
valuable,481 482*;ind as such it would seem that in the state apartment expressions of wealth were 
allowed to override issues of interior decorative fashion.
Tliis theme of money is central to the interior decoration at Nostell. Even A dun seems to 
liave Ixen swayed by it, and is apparent from his use of stucco. Stucco had Ixen widespread 
during the reign of King Henry VIII, and then enjoyed a resurgence of popularity during the 
middle of the eighteenth century.182 This revival was stimulated by Adam’s frequent use of the 
medium, requiring numerous costly working drawings for ornamental details. And the more 
detailed a plasterwork ceiling design, the more working drawings Adun could produce. It is 
therefore tempting to consider Adirn’s heavy use of stucco in his ceiling desigus as Ixnng 
motivated by the income it would generate. There are netirly 650 designs for Adun ceilings in 
the drawings collection at the Soane Museum,183 but Adun justified this blatant abuse of his 
own artistic integrity by writing in the preface of The Works in A rdjihiliov (/Robert coti Jeans 
Acton that, ‘we liave introduced a great diversity of ceilings, friezes, and decorative plasters, 
and have added grace and lxauty to the whole’.481 As such, Adun ceilings are considered a 
principiti facet of his genre, ;ind while they generally do express ‘grace and Ixauty’, it is likely 
their pervasive appearances in Adam interiors were prompted by finruicial as well as aesthetic 
desires.
"  FV'T  ^  thE V 60*’ ^  the fashion for Chinoiserie was waning, one pond of Chinese mper was up ,o  20 
tunes the price of a roll of flock paper. Haskins, L. (ed). ThePctxml Weil- TheHistav P n L l In  r  s
Wcilpcper(London, 1994), p. 42. '  ■ ( ttl  hd.nupa; <f
482 Beard, G. Stian aniDeaonthePiastemak mEmpeQLonàon, 1 9 8 3 ), p 1.36
“»Stillman, D. Deocntne Work efRdhert A ¿¿»»(London, 1966)'p  27
484 Adam- R :U4d Adun’-1' Thc Waks biA nhiMincfRdxrt c n lJ c ^ A  d .u aondon, 1773), preface, iV . i-ii.
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The clearest example of Adam’s use of stucco at Nostell is in the Top Hall (fig. 45), which was 
not decorated until the early 1770s. Although Paine had originally conceived the Top Hall as a 
grand ceremonial entrance -  as we can see from his pkms for the house (fig. 12) -  it cannot 
liave been considered a priority at that stage as there was an alternative entrance in the Lower 
Hull, which is filled with its dynastic allusions and the Thomas More f;unily portrait -  the 
family was probably still using the door on the ground flcxx of the south front of the house, as 
the 5lh Baronet’s father had done.1*1
The majority of the architectural drawings for the Top Hall, till of which propose stucco 
ornamentation, were sent to Nostell with a letter from Adam’s London clerk, John Austin, on 
7lh July 1772.'*’ A surviving memorandum lists 26 drawings (of the surviving 41 drawings for 
the Top Hull), all of which are dated la June 1772.,H7 This memorandum must, therefore, lx; 
the list of drawings to which Austin referred in his letter (cat. 140, 142-163, 165-67).IKH
In a letter of 1774, to the 5th Baronet, Adam did refer to an alteration to the plasterwork design 
for the Top Hall,1*9 but his original design for the ceiling, which was sent to Nostell in 1772, 
shows the stucco work as executed.485 *7990 491The only elements of the desigi which were not 
executed were the figurative panels over the windows, doors and chimneypieces.191 Despite 
this Adam would have made a considerable profit from this scheme from producing such a 
large number of drawings for the detailed plasterwork design. Evidently he was a shrewd 
business man -  and the executed scheme in the Top Hall is physictl evidence of this.
It is apparent from the interior decoration in the state apartment and the Top Hull that money 
was key, both its generation, and the appearance of surplus.
485 Dorothy Richardson's diary (1761) Manchester,.Iohn Ryiands Library, Ryi EngM ssll22 Vo!
11- 12.
m  WYAS, WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1525/41, Letter from John Austin to Benjamin Wi 
Top Hall, 7 July 1772.
487 WYAS, WYL 1352(1) A4/1528/60, Memorandum of drawings for Benjamin Ware, no date
** The ckmin^  lisuxi 111 lhis memorandum are all presentation and working drawings illustrating ornamental 
details for the Top Hall.
489 WYAS, WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /2 /1 0 , Letter from R d xtl Adun to Sir Rowland Winn 5"> B u 
regirding drawings for the Top Hall, 27 September 1774.
I, fol 11-17, pp. 
ire, regarding drawings for the
laronet of Nostell,
490 Raikes, S^  jNoacU Priory Room Catalogue' (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2004), 'LopHall -  Room History
491 The figurative paneLs are most dearly depicted in Adam's laid-«it ve-,11-,
134). This stucco scheme was not completed by Adam and the room w-is ■ u  K <)p HaU (cat' 1 33-
nineteenth century’. Raikes, S. ‘Nostdl Priory Room Catalogue’ (Reseir -h i> f f  St° f5®e lU111* the c‘lrly 
Region, 2001), Top Hall -  Room History L I T  *  (R^ u - c h Pro,ea, National Trust, Yorkshire
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Stm liav
During the first decade of Adam’s employment at Nostell -  prior to 1776 when he was 
commissioned to make architectural alterations to the house -  he was undertaking interior 
design work. One exception to this was the addition of the vestibule at basement level on the 
east front which enlarged the Lower H;ill and insulated the house from the weather (fig. 46). 
The vestibule structure will be discussed in greater detail in chapter four, but it provided a new 
room in need of decorating. Similarly, after 1776, when Adun w.is supposedly making 
alterations to the fabric of the house, his extension to the Billiard Room on the north front 
necessitated a new interior (fig. 47). This structure will also lx  discussed fully bdow, but the 
interior of these two spaces -  which were both decorated by Adun -  provided extensions to 
the already sizable central block. Wliat purpose did this fill, and were these extensions just 
another example of the 5U’ Baronet’s concern with appearances?
The vestibule was an entirely new' structure added to the centnil block forming a lobby 
laetween the external door and the Lower Hall (cat. 179-1 HO). Adun sent laid-out will- 
elevations showing the decoration of the vestibule with a letter dated 4 J:uiuary 1770 (cat. 
180),492 and this was executed exactly in accordance with Adun’s drawing and remains in situ 
There are two other drawings for the interior of the vestibule: a plan for the ceiling (cat. 180), 
and an elevation for the chimneypiece (cat. 182). Although this is a small area of the house, it 
was a prominent one, to n g  decorated to o re  the Top Hall, and providing :in entrance to the 
house.193
The Billiard Room -  beliind a Venetian window on the north front of the central block -  was 
left a shell on Paine’s dismissal in 1765. On Adam’s arrival, the 5,h Baronet commissioned a 
private dressing room, liis green dressing room, in this location, next to the new Library.491 
There is an extant design for a ceiling rose diting from this pericxl (cat. 95), although the 
executed rose would liave Ixen demolished when the Billiard Room was extended and
’ L'"a' AUS,i" IO " * ■ * « * •» * * . for the
«  The interior o f Che nojoriiy o f Ihis room rohoes , 1«  spar*.. |iontu, M  Wer| „  r f  lhe L o w  Ha], |he 
S t T T l «  r “  * R *“ a * KCO I™ '™  o f  grief work, a a * *  ¡ ¿ £ 5  , Z
; r toR^“ i‘7 f 00m Ca,a,08UC' <"<SHKh Prc|ra- Tn«. Yorkshire Region, 2004* Billiard
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redecorated in the 1770s,194 and we can see from Adam’s 1776 pkin for alterations to the house 
(cat. 204) that the extended Billiard Room was intended to function as a vestibule between the 
central block, the Family and Music Room wings.1'*’ However, the Family Wing was 
unfinished, and the Music Room wing never built, so the Billiard Room could not fulfil this 
purpose, and was used iastead, during the nineteenth century, for storing and displaying
. . 407paint mgs.
Both the exteasion to the Lower Hall and to the Billiard Room were relatively practical, 
providing access and insulation, but these two entirely new ardiitectural additions were not 
Adam’s only structural alterations which made a profound effect on the interior of the house. 
From Adam’s plan of Nostell, we can see that other structural changes tcxik place: the 
remodelling of the bed alcove in the State Dressing Room; the addition of ;in apse in the cast 
wall of the Saloon; and the reduction of the size of the Top Hall to provide space for a larger 
apse and three small lobbies (cat. 133-134,172). These alterations, however, were not made for 
practical purposes -  as the extensions to the Lower Hall and the Billiard Room luid lxen -  
rather they were purely aesthetic.
The ‘revolution’ of the Adam style of interior decoration wis not confined to the intricacy of 
his ornamental design, but also involved liis manipulation of planning and space. This was 
manifested tlirough a variety of differently shaped rooms such as the library at Kenwtxxl, the 
saloon at Kedleston, or the hall at Syon. Although, as previously mentioned, the only 
precedent that Adam admitted was the antique, but Burlington had also Ix-en an advocate of 
differently shaped rooms, and his York Assembly Rooms, with its various ante-chambers, is 
the best example of this (fig. 48). The ultimate precedent for any such manipulation of room 
shapes comes from Roman bath architecture, and ‘Roman Baths were [...] obviously of the 
greatest importance to Adam. What interested him Ixsides classical archaeology was the 
recapture of the Roman style of interior decoration, which he rightly insisted was something 
wholly different to the marble temple architecture’.4*  Certainly Adam’s preoccupation witli the 
Romanisation of Neo-Classicism was the result of his time in Italy, as well as, most probably, *497
■«* Ibid.
4% All o f the drawings pertaining to the Billiard Room -  with the exception of t lx  ceiling rose from the 1760s 
(cat. 95) -  rdate to clianges made for the extension of the room into a Vestilxile. There are sections, details of 
masonry and stucco work, and drawings for the ceiling and frieze (cat. 2 2 4 -2 3 4 ).
497 w y a s .WYL 1352(2) C4/1/15-15A, Inventoryon the death o f John Winn, 19 August 1818.
4W Summerson, J. A nhitaiiov in Britain 15JO-18M 9th ed. (1953; New Haven and London, 1993), p. 395.
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his acquaintance with Giovanni Battista Piranesi whom he met there.1W The influence of 
ancient Rome, especially through the manipulation of room shapes, is evident in the Adun 
style, and one of the best examples of his manipulation of space is in the Saloon at Kedleston 
Hall, which is circular, has apses, :ind a coffered dome (fig. 49)."“1"
At Nostell, this Romanisation can be seen through Adam’s structural alterations to the interior 
of the Hall-Sakx>n complex ;tnel the state apartment. The State Dressing Room (fig. 26) -  
which during the eighteenth century functioned as a state bedchamlter501 -  is located in the 
centre of the south front of the central block, behind Paine’s Venetian window (fig. 27). Adam 
entitled this room the ‘Alcove Bed Chamber’,*’2 for the simple reason that the lied is located 
witliin an alcove, and it w,ts his changes to this alcove that constituted Ills structural alteratioas 
in this area.
Paine’s three drawings for the alcove show an arch supported by T use in piers (cat. 52-54). 
Raikes has deduced from these tliree drawings that Paine’s alcove measured 7 feet, 6 inches 
wide, 9 feet deep, and 11 feet, 2 inches liigh.*’3 While no architectural drawings for Adam’s 
liberations to the alcove exist, there is a reference to it in a letter, dated Is1 June 176«, from 
Adam to Ware:
By the Leeds coach tliat set out Yesterday Morning from the Blue Boar in Holburn 1 
have sent a Drawing of the alternative for the Alcove Bed Chamber and a Prize with 
the Capital & Base at large.v"
Drawings fitting this description are listed as having Ix-en returned to the Adam office on 11"‘ 
April 1773,'** although unfortunately they do not survive in the Adam office drawings
m  The i n f i l l  Piranesi *  likely >« have lieen pervasive. AcLun appears to have been friends evil It Piranesi as 
he dedicated Canpts Merits to ‘Roberto Adam Britann'. Colvin, H.M. A B ku ilJm i D ktknor c f British A nhituts 
1600-1840; 4th ed. (1954; New Haven and London, 2008), p. 44.
500 Beard believes that the Saloon at Kedleston Hall is the most Roman of Adam’s executed interiors Beard G 
Rd&l A cbnisCao/tyH atxs(Edinburgh, 1981), p. 4.
“  prqOT‘n — ■ t ™ ' ~  * * *  **»>. w *
L“ 'e’ t o " ROba' IO *“* ” * • "**“ ■« for ,he
^  * « ■  ~  » »  *
s r Ä r u,tcr fra” Robm A“ “" ,o ^ w“ -- * * • * «  * » * *  f»  ^
”  * * * *  ™ 352< 1) AV1528/62, A 1« of m ouldy »vd sraiam fren, Noadl ,o Lario* 1773.
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collection, now in the possession of Sir John Soane’s Museum. Doubtless then, alterations to 
the State Dressing Room must have taken place between June 1768 when the drawings were 
sent to Nostell, and April 1773 when they were returned to London. We know from his bill 
that Joseph Rose took down Paine’s original archivolt and piers in August 1768,'™ and 
presumably the remaining drawings were sulrsequently destroyed or sold off to someone 
unknown.
It is therefore only possible to understand the structural alteratioas made by Adam in the State 
Dressing Room through :inalysis of the existing room. That there are no records of further 
alterations to this alcove allows for the assumption that it remains as Adam designed it. The 
existing alcove is not its deep as Paine’s had been,'*17 and takes the form of a squire opening, 
topped by a thin entablature decorated with a delicate frieze of recurrent rosette motifs, and 
the piers are in the Ionic order, with bases resting on tall pedestals. The ornamental elements 
of this design are ptiinted in green and gold to match the Chinoiserie decoration which was, as 
previously mentioned, installed after 1771. It is clear that none of this work in the State 
Dressing Room was structurally necessary -  rather it was an aesthetic choice. Here Adim was 
manipulating the shape and ornamentation of the room to make it meld with the Adun style 
of liis other rooms at Nostell, and he provided a vtiriety of forms reminiscent of the Roman 
Baths.
A clearer and large-scale example of Adun’s manipulation of room shapes can Ire seen in the 
Top Hall (fig. 45) and Saloon (fig. 41) on the central axis of the house. Paine’s drawings for the 
fourth volume of V iln iu s Britanias show that he intended the Saloon ter lx  a simple 
rectangular room, and the large Top Hall to have erne small apse, feeding directly inter the 
Saloon (fig. 12), to either side of wliich are narrow backstairs. When Paine left Ncrstell in 1765 
the Top Hall remained a shell,** and the decoration in the S;ilexrn had Ixvn eJescrilxxl in 1753 
by Lady Wentworth as, ‘Furnish’d with a Bad Green half Damask’ ,*H suggesting that it wis in 
need of reeJecoration. We can see from Adam’s 1776 plans for alterations ter the fabric, that he 
added an apse in the east wall of the Saloon and reduced the size of the Terp Hall in errder ter *507
5“  WYAS, WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /4 /2 , Account from Joseph Rose to Sir Rowland Winn 5»> Baronet o f Nostell, 
1766-1777.
507 Raikes, S. ‘Nostell Priory Room Catalogue’ (Research Project. Nationil Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2(XU), State 
Dressing Room -  Room History 1: 1.2.2.1.1.
Ibid., Top H all-R oom  History 1,1.1.
*» Account of Lady Wentworth’s trip through Nottinghamshire and Yorkshire, SeptemlxT 1753 I onelon British 
Lilrrary, Ref. 46,277, Vol. V, p. 20.
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provide space for a much larger apse in the west wall ;uid three small lobbies (cat. 133-134, 
172). The largest, central lobby connects the S;ikx)n and the Top Hall, and fkmking this, the 
other two lobbies connect the Top Hall to the north and south staircases. We know from 
Paine’s plans that he had always intended the Top Hall to provide a grand ceremonial entrance 
on the JncDV while, and Adun did not change the function, following this typical eighteenth- 
century plan. The hall of the country house had Ixen an integral feature since the mediaeval 
period when an entire feudal community would gather there,''m and it seems unusual, therefore, 
that neither Paine nor Adam made this room a priority, but it was probably rendered less 
essential by the existence of doors on the south and east fronts into the basement level, 
especially following the construction of Adam’s vestibule leading into the Lower Hall.
It is possible to ascertain the date of Adam’s structural clianges in the Hall-S;doon complex 
from a letter that Adam wrote to the 5"' Baronet on 18"' August 1767: ‘I am just now busy, 
with the Designs of your H;dl & salcxin ¿4 hope they will turn exit to your liking’.'" Adun was 
lx-ginning his design for the H;dl-Saloon complex only two ytsirs after his employment at 
Nostell, but there seems to dive Ixen some delay, as it was not until 22 April 1772 that Austin 
reported to Ware that ‘I liave inclosed in the Covers the Plan & three Sides of the H:dl at 
Nostel, on the Plan is drawn the manner of framing the floor, as also inclosed is the Scan 
[same] thing of the different Timbers markd’.'12 Here Austin was clearly referring to drawings 
made for structural alterations to the Top Hall, as he described the timber supports for the 
floor of the newly arranged room. All four of these drawings survive at the house and are, as 
Austin wrote, a plan of the joists for the floor (ait. 172), and three w.dl elevations for the new 
room (cat. 135-137), and all four are dited, in accordance with Austin’s letter, 22'"' April 1772.
A design for completing the oval lobby between the Top Hall and S:d(x>n, however, was not 
provided until later, when on 27"’ September 1774 Adun wrote to the 5"' Baronet: ‘I have [...] 
made the design for the little Passage between the Hall and Salon’.'1'  From a measured plan of 
the Top Hall it is possible to see the size of the new apse and lobbies, :tnd elevations further 5123
,|(l Jackson-Stops, G. and Pipkin, J. TheErfjishCcuHiyH ase A G m n lT a riLondon, 1985), p 4 4 , and Ginxiard, 
M. L ife in theE tfjish CaurtryHam A Scad a i l  A nhitataii Histay(N  ew  Haven and London, 1978), p. 3 0 .
WYAS, WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /2 /1 , Letter from Robert Adam to Sir Rowland Winn, 5"> Baronet of Nostell, 
regirding Zucchi’s pictures, drawings for the Hall and Saloon, door furniture, and tlx- Library chimney, 18 August 
1767.
512 WYAS, WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1525/43, Letter from Jolin Austin to Benjamin Ware, regarding drawings for the 
Top Hall and work in the Saloon, 22 April 1771.
513 WYAS, WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /2 /1 0 , Letter from Robert Adam to Sir Rowland Winn, 5"> Baronet o f Nostdl, 
regirding drawings for the Top Hall, 27 September 1774.
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depict the new apse and doors onto the lollies -  the large new apse dominates the interior, 
giving it an irregular shape, and as such, the first impression that Adam intended a guest to 
form when entering Nostell was one of spatial complexity, and a reference to antique, 
specifically Roman architecture. This impression is strengthened when pissing through one of 
the small lobbies to access the saloon or staircases beyond. With all of the detailed A dam-style 
stucco work ornamentation, and the large apse, the Top Hall promotes an air of archaeological 
knowledge.
The delay in producing desigas for the Top Hall had been caused by difficulties with the 
Saloon, which took precedence as the principil reception room of the house. This was caused 
by a problem with the height of the ceiling and the depli of the cove -  this cove can lx  seen 
in two laid-out will elevations for the room (cat. 101-102). Ware had not carried out his orders 
correctly and was sent the following by Austin on 19 Decemlxr 1769:
Mr Adam received yours and desired I would write to you concerning the Sakx>n, he 
Ixing much surprised that you never observed the hight in the Section Ixfore this time, 
and by your Letter dexs not understand in what manner you have set off the Cornice, 
whether you liave set it off the same hight from the floor as in the Section & thrown 
the 3-6 all into the Cove, or whether you liave set off the Cornice 4 feet from the 
Ceiling as markt in the Section, this he desired to lx  informed of by the return of the 
Post, as also to know how much is done to the Ceiling & Cove.s' '
It is apparent from this letter that Ware had misinterpreted the depth of the coved ceiling. 
Although the surviving drawing -  laid-out wall-elevations -  is undated, it is likely that it was 
sent to Nostell Ixfore Austin’s letter in Decemlxr 1769, as it contains the feature in question 
but no measurements to mark it out in particular. The sectional elrawing referred to by Austin 
is not extant, and later, Ware corrected his error and the current Salcxtn ceiling includes a 
magnificently deep cove. It is likely that Adam wanted to know how far the stucco work had 
progressed on tliis ceiling, suspecting it would need to lx  altered, and eventually, it was 
clianged following another letter from Austin to Ware on 31 January 1770 in which he wrote: 
‘Mr Adam lias seen Sir Rowland about the Ceiling of the Saloon and they liave determined tliat
5,4 ™ S- WYL 1352(1) A4/1525/48, Letter from John Austm to Benjamin Whe­
edling in the Saloon, 19 December 1769.
regarding the height of the
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it shall l^ e lower’d according to the Section’,M5 So after ;dl this difficulty with the ceiling, and 
the first drawings having Ixjen sent as early as 1767, it was not until 1774 that the chimneypiece 
was installed,1516 and 1776 when the paintings were hung.'17
Very few of the extant architectural drawings for the Saloon depict the structund alterations to 
the room, ;tnd the majority relate to ornamental features,51” These drawings were sent to 
Nostell Ixtween NovemlxT 1767 and December 1770,S|y although iruiny were returned to 
London on 21 Jtinuary 1773,,2" and this may account for the density of drawings relating to the 
Saloon at the Soane Museum. The room is highly ornamental, as befitted the principal 
reception room of the house, but it is Adam’s structural alterations which make it special. Only 
three drawings relate to this aspect of the work. Two are the laid-out wall-elevations (cat. 101- 
102), one of which shows the full decorative scheme, and the other is annotated with lalxls 
giving directions for colours; and a pkin for the semidome in the apse. 108). There are no 
measurements inscribed on either of the laid-out wall-elevations, but the j-Jan of the apse is 
scaled ;ind also shows that Adam liad originally intended a screen of two columas across the 
apse. Although initially executed, this screen does not exist Uxlay as on 3"'July 1771 Austin 
wrote to Ware:
I suppose Sir Rowland lias told you the Alteration he intended in the Salcxin, tliat is, to 
take away the Columns in the Nich, with the Cornice & Prize over do [ditto] and the 
two pilasters only to remain.“5 *1921
Clearly the screen was built, but it would seem that the 5"' Baronet had not liked it, and 
ordered its removal, and as we know that the apse screen was removed before the end of 1771,
5i5 WYAS, WYL 1352(1) A 4/1525/2, Letter from John Austin to Benjamin Ware, regirding the lowering of t lx  
ceiling in the Saloon 31 January 1770.
5i5 WYAS, WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /4 /2 , Account from Joseph Rose to Sir Rowland Winn, 5"' Baronet of Nostdl. 
1766-1777.
5ii WYAS, WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /3 A /5 , Letter from Antonio Zucchi to Sir Rowland Winn, 5"' Baronet of 
Nostell, regarding canvasses for the Saloon and the Top Ilall, 16 August 1776.
5i» The drawing, for the Saloon include details for various mouldings (cat. 110); six dans for the stucco work 
ceiling (cat. 103-108); five cartoons for plasterwork bas-relief roundels (cat. 111-115); a plan for the placement of 
paintings (cat. 1 1 6 ); a devation for a glass frame (cat. 118); an devation for a single chimneypiece (cat. 115); a plan 
for the stuccowork in the semidome of t lx  apse (cat. 109); and a design for a table and its slab (cat. 119-120).
519 WYAS, WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1525/34, Letter from James Adam to Benjamin Ware regirding drawing* for t lx  
Saloon, 18 November 1767, and WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1525/38, Letter from John Austin to Benjamin Ware, 
regirding drawings for the Top Hall and the Library, 19 December 1770.
52» WYAS, WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1528/62, A list of mouldings and sections sent from Nostdl to  London, 1773.
52i WYAS, WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1525/18, Letter from John Austin to Benjamin Ware, regirding drawings for the 
Stables and alterations to  the Saloon, 3 July 1771.
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it must have been the first area of the Hall-Saloon complex to liave Ixvn completed 
Moreover, it is a great shame that this feature -  so characteristic of A dim - w.is removed since 
it is one of the few aspects of Roman Bath-style spatial manipulation that Burlington had not 
used before Adam.522 The only remaining architectural drawing for the Saloon is a plan for the 
apse (cat. 90) which omits the screen, and must have Ixvn made in response to the 5'" 
Baronet’s wishes, but it also depicts a section of the cornice for the chimneypiece -  not 
installed until 1774.
It would seem that these lengthy -  and surely expensive -  alterations to the Hall-Saloon 
complex, and to a lesser extent the State Dressing Room alcove, were entirely contrived by 
A dun to imbue Nostell with a flavour of Roman architecture. This was an essential feature of 
the Adam style, and therefore integral to the associations of taste that the 5,h Baronet was kevn 
to express in his home. The Romanisation of the structure of the house, through the 
manipulation of room shapes, is an aesthetic feature of the Ackun style, and provides a means 
of deserving Adam’s expertise with the antique.
id  The finest fittings: Thomas Chippendale and Antonio Zucchl at N ostell Priory
We know that the 5"' Baronet established a firm friendship with Robert Ackun, and he sent 
A dim  venison from the Nostell estate523 In order to understand why and how the extant 
house took the form it did, it is important to compare this close and friendly relationship with 
those enjoyed by other craftsmen employed by the 5,h Baronet. To do so will also shed light on 
the hierarchy of design control that was held by various contributing m em txT s of the 5,h 
Baronet’s group of craftsmen. Adam was certainly not alone in the creation of the 5"' Baronet’s 
interior at Nostell. Although his reach was extensive, he also made use of master craftsmen -  
for example the famed plasterer Joseph Rose (junior)- but some were trusted to produce their 
own designs, as was likely the arse with Thomas Chippendale’s CliinoLserie decoration in the 
state apartment. And it is the work of the cabinet-maker, Chippendile, and tliat of the painter, 
Antonio Zucchi, which express a move away from Adtm’s control of the design, and towards 
artistic collaboration. It would appear that it was not only the work of Ackun himself, but tliat
«2 This was not an original motif as William Kent had used it on tlx- frexit o f t lx  Temple o f Venus it S lo w  and 
Isaac Ware h id  used it in a design for t lx  Mansion House of 1737 which was later engraved Worslev G 
A nMaliov in Britain TheHoucA&iNew  Haven and London 1995) p 252 W • T- •
523 WYAS- WYL 1352(2) C *  1 /5 /2 /1 0 . Later from Rolxrt A d im  ’to  Sir Rowland Winn. 5"- Baronet of Nostdl 
regarding drawings lor the Top Hall, 27 September 1774.
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It is important not to over-stress the idea of autonomous craftsmen at Nostell.’21 The 
pervasive nature of Adam’s control over the design for the interiors cm lx* deserved through 
the wide range of architectural drawings that he produced for seemingly small features and 
unimportant rooms, including laid-out wall-elevations for the Muniment Room and winecelktr 
on the ground floor (cat. 184-185); designs for dcx>rs (cat. 170, 196-197); a design for a picture 
frame (cat. 194); and various designs for small unidentified sections of masonry and 
ornamental work (cat. 235-238). Significantly, the only two will elevations for NusteJl, that 
date from Adam’s era but tire not by Adam himself, record the arrangement of pictures for 
walls in the Saloon and Little Dining Room (cit. 100, 114); these were probably drawn by the 
5lh Baronet himself ,’2’
It is httrdly surprising, then, that the only craftsmen employed by Adun ;tllowvd to make their 
own designs at Nostell were both higlily skilled: Antonio Zucchi and Thomas Chippendale. 
Antonio Zucchi (1726-1795) a Venetian by birth,™’ came to F.ngland at the invitation of 
Robert Adun, and settled in London where he received Ills m;my patrons and met his wife 
Angelici Kauffman.’27 Zucchi had Ix-en employed by Aduu in 1757 to produce plates for the 
Runs ( f  the PdacE ( f  the Errpenr Diodetian ct Spciciro in Dcinctia, and became the most prolific, 
and one of the best known, of all of Adam’s subcontracted artists. We cm see from the 
Nostell archive that he was trusted to make his own designs.’28 Owing to the scarcity of 
available liistory paintings produced by master artLsts, coupled with the British scepticism of 
native painters, it was Adim’s custom to provide pictures -  produced by artists such as Zucchi 
-  witliin his interior schemes.’29 524*7
of his craftsmen, which would lend the 5"’ Baronet the appearance he required to impress the
local community, and moreover, it is of interest to the study of Robert Adun to note that he
was willing to collaborate with master craftsmen.
524 Although Adam employed the finest artisans at Nostell the social distinction between the elevated, educated 
arcliitect, and the mechanical work of the craftsman must lx- noted. These roles were social constructed and 
based upon the division Ixtween the cerebral versus the manual, as well as the social origins o f the individual.
Such had been the case since antiquity. Sennett, R. TheCrtfismti(N ew  Haven, 2(X)8), pp. 291-94.
525 Knox, T. ‘National Trust Catalogue of Architectural Drawings at Nostell Priory' (Research Project, National 
Trust, Yorkshire Region, incomplete in 2002), 1191.
52f. Croft-Murray, E. D a x n t h v i n E t f j a t i  1537-1837, Voi. 2 (London, 1970), p. 2%.
527 Beard, G. T lxN clia ii '¡'nut Bock cfTheErtfishH aivlita icrdandon, 1990), p. 215.
52» Sands, F. ‘The Art of Collaboration: Antonio Zucchi at Nostdl Priory”, The Gateau G m p R tm i, Voi. XIX 
(2011), jap. 106-119.
52>a Christie, C. The British CaurtryHane in the E itftoath CaX/f>’(Manchester, 2000), p, 217.
At Nostdl, Zucchi produced various painting for the 5"' Baronet. For the Saloon he made 
four small roundels and four large-scale recttingukir canvasses in 1776;SA" for the drawing rcx)in 
-  now the Tapestry Rcx>m -  he made nine painted panels for the ceiling, which he delivered 
himself in September 1774;™ and for the State Dining Room he made six overdoor roundels 
during the 1770s.™ It seems that not only the design, but also the decision to include roundels 
in the State Dining Room, was Zucchi’s own idea as in one of the 5,h Baronet’s many lists of 
questions for Adam he wrote about ‘the iterations Mr Zucchi wishes to make in the Dining 
Room’.™ Here the 5"’ Baronet must have been referring to Zucchi’s roundels as they were the 
cinly addition he made in the State Dining Room.
Among the collection of ext;int drawing; for the Tapestry Room -  which also include Adam's 
laid-out wall-elevations, ceiling pktn and tin elevation for the chimneypiece (cat. 121-125) -  
there are preserved five of Zucchi’s cartoons for ceiling roundels (cat. 126-130). They depict 
Flora attended by putti; Flora attended by putti and a seated female figure; and there tire three 
of Apollo with nymplis attending the Horses of tlx.* Sun.™ From the prqxtratory nature of 
these drawings it is clear that Zucchi was responsible for their design. These sketches were 
produced for the medallions in the ceiling, which were removed to the Breakfast Room in the 
nineteenth century ;ind destroyed by the fire in 1980.™ That Zucchi had control over his own 
work at Nostell is to lx* expected as he was a gentleman-artist of considerable acclaim. His 
status is best expressed through his correspondence with the 5lh Baronet, and like that between 
the 5lh Baronet and Adam it is of an amicable and respectful nature. On 9lh Octolxt 1780 
Zucchi wrote to the 5Ih Baronet:
I am very sensible for you kind inquiry after the state of my health, which indeed has 
suffered on account of the incessant application; however 1 hope the cliange of climate 
and a little repose may lx  beneficial to me -  the report you heard of the intention 1 
have to enter in the conjugal state Is not withcxit foundation, and I hope it will 53012*
530 Raikes, S. ‘Nostdl Priory Room Catalogue’ (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2(XM), Saloon 
-  Room History 1: 1.10.2.1.
531 WYAS, WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /2 /1 0 , Letter from Robert Adun to  Sir Rowland Winn, 5"> Baronet of Nostdl, 
regtrding drawings for the Top Hall, 27 September 1774.
532 Raikes, S. ‘Nostell Priory Room Catalogue (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2004), State 
Dining Room -  Room History 1: I.8.2.I.2.
533 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1619/17, List of questions for Rolx-rt Adun about t lx  building works in the hand of 
Sir Rowland Winn, 5,h Baronet of Nostell, 1772.
533 Knox, T. ‘National Trust Catalogue of Architectural Drawing at Nostdl Priory' (Research Project, National 
Trust, Yorkshire Region, incomplete in 2002), (1718-12.
535 ibid.
contribute much to my felicity, its the person who is to lx; my companion [Angelica 
Kauffman], is in every respect agreeable to my wishes -  and her merit as ;m artist, is 
sufficiently known to the world by the great numlxT of prints published after her 
works -  I shall take the liberty to send a specimen of them to your House in S. James 
Square, and shall likewise ade a print of her own |x>rtr;iit painted by Sir Joshua 
Reynolds -  and engraved by Bartolozzi -  the Layd Prints, I take the lilxrty to present 
to Lady Winn, as production of an artist of her own sex: in the mean time, 1 Ixg you 
will render my Respectful Compts acceptable to Her Ladyship -  and since I was not so 
fortumite as to assure you personally of the sincerity of my regard towards you, accepts 
by means of this letter my Ixst regards towards you, accepts by the means of this letter 
my Ixst thanks for your kind wishes.536
Although the 5th Baronet’s letter which prompted this respoase is not extant it is clear that it 
had been polite, friendly and respectful, and in return Zucchi wrote in a gentlemanly fashion 
imparting various details of Iris private circumstances which were clearly of interest to the 5"' 
Baronet. Although perhaps not social equals, they seemed to have behaved as such. Moreover, 
the 5th Baronet must have highly valued Zucchi’s role as although he produced only 19 small 
paintings and four large ones for Nostell he was very handsomely paid. There are various 
receipts for large sums of money sent to him by the 5lh Baronet,537 *and following the 5"' 
Baronet’s death his executors paid Zucchi further.536 The total recorded sum which Zucchi 
earned at N ostdl was & 1,885/ 5s/ lOVkl.
The 5th Baronet did not value Thomas Chippendale so highly, which seems paradoxical, as it is 
now the large collection of Chippendale furniture for which Nostell is most famous, and -  to 
the contemporary viewer -  possibly the clearest expression of taste within the interior. There 
are still over one 100 pieces of Cliippendale furniture at Nostell, all of which were 
commissioned by the 5lh Baronet;539 *indeed, the 5"' Baronet was one of Cliippendale’s major
536 WYAS, WYI. 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /3 A /6 , Letter from Antonio Zucchi to Sir Rowland Winn, 5lh Baronet of 
Nostell, regarding a payment by bond, and Iris personal news, 8 September 1780.
537 WYAS, WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /3 A /2 , Receipt from Zucchi to Sir Rowland Winn, 5"1 Baronet o f Nostdl in tlx  
amount of £ 100, 30 September 1767. WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /3 A /4, Recdpt from Zucchi to Sir Rowland Winn, 5,h
Baronet of Nostdl in the amount of £300, 7 October 1771. WYL1352(2) C3/ 1 /5 /3 A /3 , Recdpt from Zucchi to  
Sir Rowland Winn, 5"1 Baronet of Nostell in the amount of £121, 9 October 1771. WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /3A/7,
Recdpt from Zucchi to Sir Rowland Winn, 5th Baronet of Nostdl in the amount of £657, 12 September 1780.
5.3« On 4 April 1788 the 5"’ Baronet’s executors paid Zucchi a further £ 7 0 7 /5s/ lOVSd. WYAS, WYL 1352(2) 
C3/ 1 /5 /3 A /12, Letter from Shepley Watson, regarding money paid to Antonio Zucchi, 4 April 1788.
536 Carr-Whit worth, R. ‘Furniture Conservation at Nostdl Priory, Cao tty  Life (29 April 1993), p. 71.
patrons.51" Despite this, his letters to Chippendale were often unfriendly. The most extreme 
example of this was written on 27 September 1767, ;ind reads:
As your beliaviour Convinces me that you do not think my custom «St protection worth 
pitying any Regard to, I shall indeavour to find out some other person that will lx.- more 
grateful ik that will not use me in the manner you have done which 1 shall not Easily 
forget & must tell you that you may Expect to find me as great an Enemy as 1 ever was 
your Friend it is not to lx* Conceived the great Expence & Inconvenience you liave put 
me to by your neglect therefore as I will not lx* trifled with any longer desire you will 
send my Bill immediately & also the Damask Beds and Glasses with the Borders 
finished or not as to the other Furniture that you was made of this Letter you need not 
send them as I shall yet think well to have made me if they ;ire not finished on the time 
Ixing long Expired that you promised to send them ¿1 that you declared if they did not 
come at the time you wou’d not have one Ftirthing for them, your Behaviour to me is 
not to lx  Boren & [I] shall Like care to Acquaint those Gentlemen that 1 have 
Recommended you to & desire that they will oblige* me* in imploying some other 
person.5"
This angry letter was precipitated by the lateness of Chippendale’s furniture delivery. It is clear 
tliat the 5lh Baronet did not treat Chippendde with the same* respect he* afforded Adam and 
Zucchi. Unlike these other two Chippendale was not extensivdy educated or well travelled. 
From his letters it is apparent that his education was remedial -  his kindwriting is child-like, 
and his vocabukiry limited.5’2 The 5th Baronet was extrenxly impatient with Chippendale, and 
unsurprisingly, therefore, many of Chippendale’s letters open with ;in apology.5" It is notable, *543
wo Boynton, L. and Goodinson, N. ‘The Furniture o f Thomas Cliippendale at Nostdl Priory -  I’, liioiiitfai 
M cffiziiriMay, 1969), p. 281.
mi WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /3 /8 , Letter from Sir Rowland Winn, 5"' Baronet of Nostdl to Thomas 
Chippendale, regarding Cliippendale’s neglect of his commission, 27 Septemlxr 1767.
5-12 Gilbert, C. The Life coil Wait ( f  Thoms CbftfwiTiH London, 1978), p. 17.
543 WYAS, WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /3 /7 , Letter from Thomas Chippendale to Sir Rowland Winn, 5lh Baronet of 
Nostell, regarding various items nearly finished, 23 September 1767. WY1.1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /3 /9 , Letter from 
Thomas Chippendale to Sir Rowland Winn, 5lh Baronet of Nostell, giving tin apalogy for the Lateness of a 
delivery, 1 October 1767. WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /3 /1 4 , Letter from Thomas Chippendale to Sir Rowland Winn, 
5 'h Baronet of Nostell, regarding Chippendile’s need for money, 3 February 1769. WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /3 /1 7 , 
Letter from Thomas Chippendale to Sir Rowland Winn, 5,h Baronet of Nostell, regarding problems with the 
barometer, 22 October 1768. WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /3 /2 2 , Letter from Thomas Chippendale to  Sir Rowland 
Winn, 5,h Baronet of Nostell, regarding Chippendale’s need for money, 20 November 1770, WYL 1352(2) 
C 3 /1 /5 /3 /3 2 , Letter from Thomas Chippendale to Sir Rowland Winn, 5"> Baronet of Nostdl, regirding 
Chippendale's need for money, 3 January 1772.
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however, that in his letters, Chippendale was constantly making excuses for the lateness of his 
work, or his need for money, and this is relevant to understanding his professional life.5“ One 
does suspect that he was a ‘devious operator’,515 and deserving of the 5"' Baronet’s anger. 
Either way, it is apparent that the 5lh Baronet did not value his cabinet-maker as highly as he 
did his architect and his painter. Moreover, it gives ;tn unmistakable expression of the 5"' 
Baronet’s opinion of design hierarchy, and therefore which of the arts within his home were 
most likely to win him admiration.
It lias Ixen claimed that Chippendale had served early patrons -  possibly as an apprentice -  in 
various Yorkshire houses including NosteU.516 Indeed, Paine was later the only architect to 
subscribe to Chippendale’s TheGatlamn coil Cdini-Mckcr's Dinner of 1754. Chippentkile w as 
Ixirn in Otley, and in June 1718 w as recorded in the Parish Register5,7 There is a Winn family 
tradition -  which Christopher Gillxrt calls a ‘frivolous notion’54 6*48 549*-  that Chipixndale had Ixen 
responsible for the Nostell Doll’s House (fig. 37) commissioned by the 4"' Baronet for his wife 
Susannah in the 1730s, and this is possible, as Chippendale w as of ;tn apprentice’s age at this 
time. And though there is no proof of the authorship (if the Nostell Doll’s House, a previous 
connection with the Winn family would explain the 5lh Baronet’s heavy patronage of 
Cliippendale as opposed to the other cabinet-makers associated with Adam, such as John 
Linnell or Ince and Mayhew. It must be rememlxred, however, that there is no proof of this, 
and Adam subcontracted several of his projects to Chippendale.
Most of Chippendale’s work at Nostell is beautifully ornamented pieces of furniture made 
from mahogany,510 and an example of this is his green lacquered furniture in the Chinoiserie
544 in one of Chippendale’s letters to the 5th Baronet he asks for £200, giving the reasons that he needs money to  
pay off the executor of his late pinner Rannie: 'I liave as you desired sent your hill for Town, The other 1 have 
not yet been able to settle, if your Honour could give me a note of Two Hundred |xxtnds at 6 months date it 
would answer my purpose as I only want it to  pay away, 1 would not ask any such tiling If 1 was not absolutely 
oblig’d to make up £500 this week to pay to the Executors o f Mr Rannie my late Partner, 1 lis Brother is come to  
Town from Scotland to settle accounts with me and other people, wich must lx  done llus week', WYAS, 
WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /3 /1 5 , Letter from Thomas Chippendale to Sir Rowland Winn, 5"' Baronet of Nostell, 
regirding Chippendale's need for money, 3 March 1769.
545 Gilbert, C. Thel jfecttIW ak c f Thoms Chiffcnkie(London, 1978), p. 17.
546 Boynton, L. and Goodinson, N. ‘The Furniture of Thomas Chippendale at Nostell Priory -  I’, Btoiiitfm  
3/<-fpzwi?(May, 1969), p 281.
51^  Gilbert, C. TheL ifcanl W ak (fThcm s Chiffxiitic-(London, 1978), p. 1.
5is Ibid., p. 4.
549 The recycled seventeenth-century furniture at Nostell is mostly made of walnut, but the luxury eighteenth-
century furniture, including many pieces by Chippendale, are ot mahogany. Following the Naval Stores Act of 
1721, when taxes levied on imjxirted goods were lifted from American timber, the popularity of mahogtny as a 
luxury imported timber increased enormously. Moreover, timber was generally an unpopular cargo; Ix-ing light
style for the state apartment (fig. 26),ss" or his fitting-up of the Library. Most of Chippendale’s 
original furnishings for the Library, which were made between 1766 ;tnd 1768, remain in situ5,1 
These include the magnificent library table (fig. 43) delivered to Nostell in June 1767, ;ind 
costing £72-10s’,5,2 which was the most expensive piece that Chippendale produced for 
Nostell, and, its Raikes lias pointed out, its importance is signified by its inclusion in Hugh 
Douglas Hamilton’s portrait of the 5"' Baronet and Sabine (fig. 44).SM
Not all of Chippendile’s work at Nostell was as glamorous as this, however, ;uul his men were 
responsible for a great many general repairs and smaller items, perhaps contributing to the 5'1' 
Baronet’s disrespect for him. Indeed, when The 5th Baronet’s executors p;iid Chippendile’s 
final accounts these included: ‘Oct 28 3 yrd Cotton for Quilts 6s [...] June 6 A Man taking 
down a Canopy Bed from on Is' floor & moving the bedding to 2d floor 2s6d [... I August 29 
A Man taking clown a Bed cleaning from Buggs and refixing 2s6d’.w  Unfortunately it is not 
possible to know who was responsible for instigating these works ;tnd whether they were 
below Adam’s notice or not.
As in the state apartment ;ind the Library, Chippendale produced suites of furniture for other 
parts of the house, including Sabine’s apartment. Hers and the 5"’ Baronet’s bedroom was 
located in the current Drawing Room, and ‘Lady Winn’s Blue Dressing Room’ was adjacent in 
the current Little Dining Room (cit. 97). Many of the items for Sabine’s apartment were 
prepared in November 1767 -  on 5'h November 1767 Chippendale wrote to the 5"' Baronet 
that ‘the 2 Ovalls for my Lady’s Dressing Room and bed Chamber were sent of last Tuesday 
by Beals Waggon The Cloathes press, Canopy Couch, and Venear shall lx* sure to come next 
Tuesdty and 1 think the picture frame for the Dressing rcx>m it may lx* done very wdl’w (cat. *52
and bulky it usually required additional ballast, Ixit mahogany is heavy and acted as its own Ixtllast. Dowvtt, A. 
‘The Commercial Introduction of Mahogany and the Naval Stores Act of 1721', Ftmtiutv//¿¡tory(1994), p. 43.
5» Raikes, S. ‘Nostell Priory Room Catalogue’ (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2004), State 
Bathroom -  Room History' 1: Furniture; State Dressing Room -  Room History 1: Furniture; and State Bedroom -  
Room History 1: Furniture.
« i ibid., Library- Room History 1: 1.1.
552 WYAS, WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /3 /1 , Letter from Thomas Chippendale to  Sir Rowland Winn, S'1' Baronet of
Nostell, regarding the library table and a clothespress, 27 December 1766; Raikes, S. ‘Nostell Priory Room
Catalogue (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2004), Library- Room History 1: 1.11.1.2.2.
555 Ibid., Library -  Room History 1: 1.11.1.2.3.
555 WYAS, WYL 1352(1) A 4/1551/9, Sir Rowland Winn, 5lh Baronet of Nostell’s Executor’s record o f dealings 
with Thomas Cltippendale, no date.
555 WYAS, WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /3 /1 1 , Letter from Thomas Chippendale to Sir Rowland Winn, 5"> Baronet of 
Nostell, regarding furniture for Lady Winn’s dressing room, 5 Novem lxr 1767.
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98). And although these interiors no longer survive it is possible to understand the decorative 
schemes from the drawings by Adam, Zucchi ;uul Chippendale.
Chippendale was also respoasible for the design of numerous picture frames, for which three 
drawings in his hand survive (cat. 191-193). He also made a survey drawing of one of the 
windows on the ¡ricvi> while level at Nostell in order to construct a spring blind (cat. 195). 
Drawings for these items remain in the house and in the Nostell archive, providing proof of 
Chippendale’s limited independence from Adam. It is quite apparent that IxMh Adam and the 
5lh Baronet trusted Chippendale to make his own designs, just as they did Zucchi, but he was 
not treated with the same respect. His basic education and profession as a cabinet-maker -  
;dbeit a highly successful one -  did not elevate him to the level required for the 5"' Baronet to 
write to him as an equal. Despite this it is important to note that Chippendale was only one of 
two craftsmen permitted to collaborate with Adam at Nostdl, ;tnd it is thanks to all three men 
-  Adam, Zucchi and Chippentkile -  that the ext;int Ackun interior came into lxing.
Conclusion
Robert Adam was a well travelled gent lari; in who had received great acclaim for his expertise 
in domestic antique architecture, primarily through his publication of Riint ( f  the Pdcve i f  the 
/; rrpercr Diocletian (t S/xùitv in Dalmatia Examples of this at Nostell can lx  seen from the 
Library, in which the 5th Baronet’s understanding of the antique could lx* showcased, and 
through the various structural alterations to the interior -  in the vestibule, the Billiard Room, 
and the Hall-Saloon complex -  which, through Acktm’s love of ‘movement’™’ and spatial 
complexity, imitated Roman bath house architecture. It has Ix-en argued here that certain 
aspects of the interior, however, were not produced simply because of their antique 
credentials, and more material concerns are, at times, apparent. This can lx* seen from 
Cliippendale’s decoration of the state apartment with Chinoiserie w.ülpajxx, a style that 
expressed the 5th Baronet’s wealth. Another example is Ackim’s heavy use of stucco work, 
wliich enriched him through the necessity for numerous working drawings of ornamental 
details. 56
556 Adam, J. and Adam, R. The W aks in A nbitaîuv<fRctx>1 art Jans A ii?m(London, 1773), preface, p. i
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From their correspontlence we can see that during Adam’s time at Nostell he and the 5,h 
Baronet became friends. Two of his significant craftsmen, however, were treated quite 
differently. The sophisticated and educated painter, Antonio Zucchi, was treated with the 
utmost respect and kindness, ;md liandsomely paid, but Thomas Chippendale was treated as a 
social inferior. Despite this, the relationship Ixtween cabinet-maker and pitron is telling of a 
design hierarchy, and which elements of the interior were expected to support the 5"’ Baronet’s 
social aspirations. An Adun interior with beautiful p;iintings was a social triumph, but 
furniture, it seems, was more simply a necessity of life; even if it was supplied by Chippendile.
Chapter Four. Completion and reconception of the fabric (1776-851
Introduction
In 1776 when his interior at Nostell was nuiring completion, A dun proposed making 
considerable architectural alterations to the house. Chapter four will question how Adam 
intended to alter the fabric, and the reasons his patron deemed this necessary, taking into 
account the issues of a growing family, personal ambition, and the influence of other great 
men. This task is warranted, ;ts a full exploration of A dun’s structural work at Nostell Ik is 
never been conducted before. This will be followed by a focussed discussion of Adam’s only 
built wing at Nostell, the Family Wing, and the new front which Adun gave to Paine’s central 
block. Despite vehemently claiming that his work was original in the preface to The W oks in 
A rxintaliov c f Robert and Janes Adam, it will be argued that analysis of Adam’s architectural 
additioas to Nostell can reveal the stylistic sources of the design. Significantly, this chapter will 
constitute a more critical analysis of Adam’s architectural additions made to Nostell than has 
Ixrfore been proffered.
i. The Baronet’s request and Adam’s proposal fora new layout at Nostcll
The 5th Baronet liad liired Adun to decorate the interior of the house, but when this was 
complete Adam remained at N ostell, working on alterations to the architectural fabric. So why, 
in 1776, when Adam’s costly employment could have come to an end, did the 5"' Baronet 
engage him in these new works? It is significant that on Paine’s dismissal in 1765 the 
architectural fabric of the house was not yet complete. We know that Paine had only built two 
of his four pavilions, and that for around 16 years the Winn family had lived tit Nostell in its 
unfinished state. It is likely that in 1765 the 5"’ Baronet had considered it prudent to prioritise 
the interiors of the existing building, as it was at around this time that the old Nostell Hall was 
demolished. Moreover, the 5th Baronet needed somewhere to live in comfort whilst in 
Yorkshire.
It is unlikely that Sabine’s money had prompted the large-scale building works tliat Ixgan in 
1776, no more so than it did Adam’s initial employment in 1765. We know that the 4lh 
Baronet’s disapproval of the match had not Ix-en swayed by her wealth, and, moreover, she did
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not receive the balance of her fortune until after the death of her mother in 1782.557 The 5th 
Baronet could not have predicted in 1776 that his wealthy mother-in-law would die in six 
years’ time, easing the financial burden of his building project, tux! there must have lxen other 
reasons tliat led the 5,h Baronet to restart building at Nostell, allowing A dim to begin a costly 
redevelopment of the house.
The end of Adam’s work on the interior at Nostell came at a convenient time for the 5'1' 
Baronet with the birth of their children in 1768 and 1775. As previously mentioned, Sabine 
was not only reclusive, but also a very protective mother, retiring from society in London -  
which was no doubt problematic with her broken English55* -  and she raised her children in 
the solitude of the Nostell estate. It was on 7 March 1776 that the 5"' Baronet approached 
A dun about extending Nostell, when he wrote: ‘We are in great want of a sett of apartments 
for our young family, Miss Winn liaving got a new Governess & we are att a loss (we have so 
large a house) how to fix them’,559 and evidently it was the presence of the children which the 
5th Baronet used to explain his need for alterations to the house.
This request resulted not in a simple extension or rearrangement, but in a new design for the 
house, with four new wings to replace Paine’s pavilions. It was also proposed to make various 
alterations in the park: redesigning the south and west ranges of the stables, and building the 
riding school, three lodges, the greenhouse, and the Menagerie House.5“0 A dun had convinced 
the 5th Baronet to commence a buildng programme of a larger-scale than he had perhaps 
intended,561 extending Adam’s job of redecorating into a major architectural project. This was 
done at a convenient time for Adam as his money was ainning short following the failure of 
the Adelphi scheme.
Adam responded to his patron’s request with designs for large-scale additions to the 
architectural fabric, providng the 5lh Baronet with a set of presentation drawings (eat. 203-207) 
showing a scheme which was much more extensive than the executed works would suggest. 
There are five surviving presentation drawings produced by Adam in 1776, and they depict
«7 WYAS, WYL 1351(1) A l / 5/16, Letter from unknown, regarding the settlement of the D ’l terwart estate, 1782.
«8 They ‘did nothing but laugh at each after’. WYAS, WYL 1352(1) A 4/1541/5, Letter from Lady Charlate 
Erskin to her father, 19 August 1762.
559 Harris, E. The Gams (/Robert A clam His 1 itaias (New Haven and London, 2(X)1 ), p. 209.
5«>Jackson-Stops, G. NcxIdlPricty: Yaieshbv(London, 1973), p. 30-31.
56i Ibid., p. 9.
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pirns of the ground ;ind principttl stories, tincl elevations of the east, west and north fronts of 
the house. From Adam’s bill, sent to the 5"' Baronet in 1778, we cm see that the presentation 
drawings were produced in September 1776,*’2 just six months after the 5lh Baronet had hinted 
that such a scheme would lie welcomed, tint! these drawings must have lxen made with the 
express purpose of explaining the proposed architectural scheme to the patron, and as a meins 
of acquiring his approval. As such they are the perfect tools from which to understand Adam’s 
scheme, although unfortunately these presentation drawings are not available for public 
view.*’3
Another way for the public to view Adam’s scheme is from five preliminary designs held at Sir 
John Soane’s Museum (cat. 198-202) which are very like the presentation drawings. They are 
mostly drawn in pencil, with just a few details overdrawn in pen -  they are unfinished, with, 
for example, only one of the curved staircases depicted on the east front elevation. The plans 
are merely given in pencil outline, and ;ire not as clear as the presentation drawings, in which 
the walls are washed in black. These preliminary designs were cletirly not sent to Nosteil, and 
remained in the Adtm office drawings collection.*’1
While there is no record of the 5th Baronet liaving accepted the ekjsign tliat is shown in Adam’s 
five presentation drawings, the surviving architecture suggests that he did -  some areas of 
Adam’s design were built and remain in situ, and there is clear archaeological evidence that 
other features, shown in the presentation drawings, were under preparation when work was 
halted in 1785. From the five presentation drawings we am see that Adam intended to build 
four new wings, each being 65 x 45 feet -  larger than Paine’s original pavilions, which were 50 
x 50 feet -  and they were intended to replace Paine’s two attached corner pavilions on the 
south front. Adam designed the wings to correspond with the arcliitecture of the central block 
(fig. 51), and as such, they are three stories high, with a half-height rusticated Basement with 
square unmoulded windows, a piano rrbile with rectangular windows within architraves, and a 562*4
562 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1551/2, Letter from Rolxal Adam to Sir Rowland Winn, 5"> Baronet of Nosteil, 
regirding drawings sent to Nostdl, no date. This letter contains details of drawings including tile presentation 
drawings mentioned alxive.
565 One can only observe pilotograplis o f Adam's five original presentation drawing, as they are held in the 
private collection of Lord St Oswald, and are not available for [xiblic view'.
564 Following the deaths of Robert and James Adam in 1792 and 1794, their remaining, and youngest brother, 
William, was not well provided for. He sold large collections o f his hauliers’ possessions at Christ ies in 1818 and 
1821. Wat kin, D .J. (ed.). Saks Cctci(#iscfL ihzries (fE  n im t Pttscts, Vol. 4: Architects (London, 1972), p. 1.35.
The 9,000 Adam drawings held at the Soane Museum comprise wliat is left o f (Ik- office drawing, collection and 
were purdiased for £200 by Sir John Soane in 1833- Tait, A .A. ‘The Sale of the Adam Drawings’ Bioiiitfm  
Mcffttinz Vol. 120, N o 904 (July, 1978), p. 454.
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half-height attic with square windows within architraves, each with a hipp'd rcx)f, and attached 
to the main block by a three-bay link. The links corresponded with the architecture on each 
side, Ixnng half-height, rusticated, and containing square unmoulded windows, ;dlx‘it without 
the hipped roof. Moreover, Adun intended to add a string-course lxlween the windows on 
the ¡m o d  while and the attic level, running the length of the entire building, and providing a 
further display of architectural continuity, although this was not executed in full.
Pevsner claimed that the ‘wing makes noasense of the Palladian scheme’,w  as although Adun 
conformed with the orders on the central bkx'k, the new wing is of a different proportion. 
According to the National Trust, the Adun wing provides a ‘welcome vertic.il emphasis to the 
long entrance front’,'56 66 and Paine’s elevations do indeed often appear squat. It is difficult, 
however, to judge the success of Adam’s scheme for Nostell by the single built Iaunily Wing, 
and therefore the 1776 presentation drawing of the east front hikes on greater significance (cat. 
200) as it is only here that we can see Adam’s scheme in full. Had the counterlxil;uicing south­
east wing been built, the totality of the east front would have achieved the ‘movement’ that 
Adun advocated so strongly in the preface to his The Works in A nlntoliov ( f  Robert coilRons 
A cionw\ icn he wrote:
Movement is meant to express, the rise and fall, the advance and recess, with other 
diversity of form, in the different parts of a building, so as to tide! greatly to the 
picturesque of the composition.^'
Although Adam’s wing at Nostell was designed to harmonise with Paine’s built centnil block, 
its very existence illustrates both his adherence to Pane’s work and his deviation from it. 
Although very different from Paine’s design, and providing ;in alternative interior, Adult’s 
design included four wings attached to the central block by links, approximately retaining the 
original footprint of the house. Adtm’s work is often praised for offering ;in escape from the 
decades of stark Palladian design, but, as previously discussed, this type of house is pirticularly 
Palladian, and in this way Adam was adhering to Palladian architecture through his use of the 
English naturalised pavilion -  a pavilion on an English country house, used for domestic rather 
than agricultural purposes.
565 Pevsner, N. TheBvMn# (fE r^an l Yakshire The West Rich#(Middlesex, 1959), p. 381.
566 The National Trust, NcstdlPrioy Kcrfe»to>t? (London, 2001), p. 42.
565 Adam, J. and Adam, R. The Wcrks xnA ixM alitvcfRclvl a tiJa n sA  do»(London, 1773), preface, p. i.
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In reconceiving the house, and especially the wings, A dun had greatly enlarged Nostell. His 
new wings were larger tlian Paine’s, :ind their arrangement :ind size dianged the grandeur of 
the house considerably. We can see from the presentation pirns of 1776 that the wings were 
attached to the central block by straight corridor links, rather tlian curved quadrant links, 
blowing for the inclusion of long enfilades of up to five rooms (cat. 204). As such, the sense of 
a wing its a seconduy compartment within the spatial hierarchy of the house, which had Ixvn 
so prevalent in Paine’s design, was lost. As previously discussed, the 4"' Baronet’s house had 
circuits of rooms which were probably intended for entertaining. The 5"' Baronet however 
agreed to Adam’s more formal arrangement. But we should lx:tr in mind that with Adam’s 
new, recently instituted, interior in the central block, there were plenty of reception spaces.
This new arrangement at Nostell would have Ixen used in a more formal way tlian the original 
-  and existing -  fabric of the central block, and it is perfectly possible that the proud 5“' 
Baronet had coasidered the less formal :imingement of his father’s time lxneath his dignity. 
We can see from Adim’s presentation plan that the two southern enfilades would have lxen 
incorporated into guest apartments; the north-east enfilade was [xirt of the S"1 Baronet and 
Sabine's own apartment, and led to the family wing; and the north-west enfilade was to lx* 
filled with grand reception rooms, including the library, and led to a vast music room in the 
north-west wing (cat. 204). Had tliis plan ever Ixxn realised the house would have Ixen 
considerably more magnificent, as the domestic aptirtments were to lx  extended from two 
rooms to four and five rooms each, and with larger formal eating and reception spaces. This 
arrangement is reminiscent of Holkliam Hall in Norfolk, built by Matthew Brettingham in the 
first half of the eighteenth century for the Earl of Leicester (fig. 6) where the enfilades extend 
through the central block, tlirough the connecting links, and into the wings. Such sets of 
apartments would hive Ixen appropriate in the house of ;in Earl, and it is perhaps the case that 
Adam was recruiting such grandeur for the 5,h B;ironet of Nostell.™ It is beyond doulx that 
Adam was familiar with the plans of Holkham, as Brettingham had published them in 1761™
The principal, public rooms at Nostdl exjxess the full impact o f  the modish Ackun style, such as the Top 1 fall. 
Saloon, and Library, but the more private rooms in the family apartment, the ground storey, and attic are not so 
splendid. As such Nostell must be seen as a an attenpt to emulate Adam’s first rate contemporary works, such as 
Syon and Osterley, lxit owing to  the inconsistent use of the Ackun style it is more ;ikin to a house such as 
Kenwood, tlx1 home of the financially cautious Lord Mansfield.
5® Brettingliam, M. The Plan, Elaatk»s a i l  Sahas, <f H dkhan in N afdk, The Seat ( f  the Icte Ecti <f Ldaeter 
(London 1761).
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Another possible influence for this arrangement at Nostell is taken from Keclleston 1 kill in the 
neighbouring county of Derbyshire. Here the enfilades do not extend through the quadntnt 
corridors, but like Adam’s wings for Nostell they were designed to provide a mixture of service 
rooms and grand domestic apartments. We can see from Ackun’s plan (fig. 28) that had the 
two southern wings at Kedleston ever been built, they would have housed a large music nxmi 
-  as at Nostell -  and a family chapel. Scarsdale too demolished his original house which had 
been on the same site -  this one lxing a seventeenth-century brick building commissioned by 
his grandfather, the 2nd Baronet of Kedleston in c. 1700.™ Like the 5,h Baronet Scarsdale had 
started making plans to alter his father’s house prior to inheriting it in 1758.™ They had a great 
deal in common, and considering their comparative geographical closeness to one another, it is 
likely that they were accounted.
Clearly Adam’s new arrangement at Nostell was emulating other great contemporary houses, 
and it is signifiaint that both Holkham and Kedleston Ixlonged to n o  of higher rank than 
the 5"’ Baronet. The 5th Baronet was perhaps building himself a house, not for the rank he 
already held, but for the rank to which he aspired.
ii. N ew  wings: innovation or reproduction?
Since Adam’s work was often intermingled with that of another architect,™ it is necessary to 
recognise his style, and thereby extricate his work at Nostell very carefully, its he made great 
efforts to complement the existing fabric.™ When A dim  descrilxd his own designs he spoke 
of stylistic originality, and his original engagement with the antique.™ As previously 
mentioned, in the preface to The Works in A nfntaliovifRdxft coil[/ants A clou he claimed: ‘We 
have not trod in the path of others, nor derived aid from their labours’.™ But it is important to 
note tliat Adam’s work was not uniformly origin;d in design, despite his claim.™ This was an 
interesting assertion considering that when his books were auctioned in 1818 they included
570 Harris, E. The Caotry Hates (fRdvrl Adam FrvmtheA nhka< f C a o tr y L (London, 2(X)7), p. 37.
571 The National Trust, KakstaiH cil(Swindon, 1999), p. 34.
572 Wilson, M. TheErtfish C aotryH aeectd its F unishit & (London, 1977), p. 105.
573 ibid., p. 106.
574 Rowan, A. BdbtheRanoi HaiicAiiUpdty& iheA nhUaliov(fR(hr1 Acfoudondon, 2003), p. 11.
575 Adam,J. and Achm, H. The Works inA nhitali*e(fRobert andjarvs A dn«(I.ondon, 1773), preface, p. i.
576 it is essentia] to note Adam’s familiarity with Burlington's work, as in 1730 Burlington had published a treatise 
on the Roman thermae, exhibiting sequences of differently shaped rooms. Burlington also made use of this when 
he designed the Assembly Rooms at York. And it could be argued that the spatial mystery of v;iried rooms 
stapes, for which Adam was famed tad been -  at least in |xirt — inspired by Burlington's ‘Roman-baths 
architecture’. Wittkower, R. PcilaboandEtfjishPdla£ctism(.New  York and London, 1974), pp. 104, 143.
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works by Andrea Palladio, Sebastiano Serlio, Giorgio Vasari, James Gibbs, Isaac W;ire, Inigo 
Jones, William Kent, Lord Burlington, John Brettingham, and Colen Camplxll.577 5789Moreover, 
there are certain clear precedents for Adam’s architectural designs at Nostell, and his reliance 
on Paine’s existing building should also be noted.
From the 1776 presentation drawings (cat. 203-207) we can see that Ackun intended the two 
wings on the principal (east) front to be rectangular, with giant Ionic pilasters on each corner, 
each with its own vestibule comprising a portico of four guint Ionic columns supporting a 
pediment, and thereby echoing the central block, although there were to lx- no exterior steps 
on these wings. The two wings on the rear (west) front were also to lx* rectangular, with gi:int 
Ionic pilasters on each corner, but with a large central to w  on the basement level of the west 
front, supporting a portico of four giant Ionic orders topped by an entablature, but with no 
pediment. The only wing that was ever built was the F;unily Wing on the north-east corner 
wliich remained a shell until the late-nineteenth century.™ Preparations were made for the 
south-east wing, when Paine’s wing on that corner of the house was demolished, and ;in 
extension was added to the centre of the north front in prep:iration for the north light-well 
(fig. 51) but these had not been started when Adam’s employment at Nostell came to an 
abrupt end in 1785 with the 5lh Baronet’s death, and his family’s subsequent financial 
difficulties.
On the north and south fronts, the four larger wings would liave left very little space between 
them, so Adam therefore designed a light-well on each side of the house, formed by a screen 
of Ionic columns, behind which was a small courtyard ;md -  on the north front -  the Venetian 
window of the Billiard Room. This Venetian window echoed tbit which had been used in this 
location by Paine, as well as on the south front. It is therefore notable that Ackun chose to 
retain a motif associated with the Palladian revival of the Burlington circle. Indeed, Giles 
Worsley tells us that ‘despite his anxious, self-proclaimed novelty, Atkun's buildings display 
many features which, in another architect, would be explained as neo-PaUadianism’.™ It seems 
that this feature had been directly influenced by Paine’s preceding design, and although Ackun
577 Watkin, D.J. (ed). SdesCctdc^tscfL Unties c fE n itu t Pasas, Vol. 4: Architects (London, 1972), p. 154-90.
578 Brockwdl, M.W. Cdciq^e cf tlx Piclins a il  Other Waits cfAH in theC dlaliauf L a il St Osiuidct Ncstdl liia y  
(London, 1915), p. 39.
579 Worsley, G. ClasiaiA rdOatueniBritain TheHervicA& (N ew H aven and London, 1995), p. 247.
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intended to demolish Paine’s earlier pavilions, he retained their approximate footprint. There 
are, however, larger and more obvious examples of this in Adam’s work at Nostell.
In a major review of Adam’s architecture entitled Designfor Castle and Caatry Villen by Rdxrt 
andjams A dim (1985) Alistair Rowan included a villa which is 'comparable to the Adam wing 
at Nostell Priory’ (fig. 52)."*' This is indeed taie, and the garden front of the villa is similar to 
the east front of the Family Wing, with a three-storey, five-lxiy elevation, composed of a 
rusticated vestibule at basement level, supporting a portico of giant Ionic orders (fig. 50).w 
There is no scale or date on the villa design however, so it is not possible to compare it 
directly. If Adam was recycling a design that he liad already conceived, then this may explain 
why the Family Wing lias the appearance of a complete building attached to form a wing. But 
is tliis composition one of Adam’s famous designs of unique originality, or are there any 
precedents for it? The wing at Nostell also appears to lx- based upon Srettingham and Paine’s 
Family and Kitchen pavilions at Kedleston (fig. 53), where Adam liad replaced Paine as 
architect in 1760, and where he totally revised the design for the unbuilt south front.^ 
Although the plans of the various wings at Kedleston and Nostell tire unrelated, there are 
striking similarities in elevation.
Adam built his one and only executed wing at Nostell from 1776, nearly two decades after 
Brettingham and Paine had designed their two wings at Kedleston in 1758 and 1759 
respectively.“* 582384 58That Adam was familiar with Brettingliam and Paine’s work at Kedleston is 
beyond doubt, as he took their place as arcliitect there.“*" As such, a comparison Ix-tween the 
wings at Nostell and Kedleston is valid, and their similarity is indicative of Adam’s likely source 
of inspiration. At both Kedleston and Nostell the wings have a three-storey, five-bay elevation,
5«o Nostell is not the only instance of Paine's influence over Adam. Giles Worsley lias pointed exit that this is the 
case at a number of places: the composition of the south front of Adam's Kenwtxxl House, Middlesex, of 1767 Is 
one which had been regularly used by Paine throughout his career, starting at Heath House, Yorkshire, in 1744, 
The south front of Adam’s Stowe House, Buckinghamshire, of 1771, takes its design from Paine’s pavilion at 
Kedleston and his unused design for the west front of Whiteliall, Sir Matthew Featherstonehaugh’s house, which 
was published in Paine’s Pleas E leu tkn  coil SaJian, c f N d ia m i toil G&ilenais liases in 1767. And Adam's 
Deputy Ranger’s Lodge for Green Park, London, of 1768, is similar to Paine’s design for the garden front at 
Kedleston. Worsley, G. Clensiai A nbitalioe in Britain The H ave A &  (New  Haven and London, 1995), p. 253. 
Rowan, A . Designficr Castles evil Caolry V illes fy  Rdxrt coiljcorvs A ciw(Oxford, 1985), pi. 4.
582 a  is likely that this image was produced prior to Adam’s design for the wings in 1776 as he liad made similar 
alterations to  David Garrick’s house at Hampton in 1775. Rowan, A. Design f ir  Ccntles a i l  Caolry' Vilen ly  Rdxrt 
cailjcms A ohm (Oxford, 1985), p  30
583 Harris, L. Rabat AclanailKalestar TheM ckit^cf a N  e&ClcnsiaiMcntcrpku-(London, 1987), p. 25.
58< Ibid., pp. 18-21.
585 Beard, G. TheNctiari Trust Bak cf theErtfisbHane 1 tlaicr(London, 1990), p. 191.
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with a rusticated half-height basement, rectangular windows on thepuai> nMe, ;ind half-height 
windows in the attic storey, and both have the same composition of string-courses articulating 
the three registers. Both have hipped roofs with a protaiding chimney at each end, and each 
has an Ionic portico and pediment spanning three bays. It is very difficult to spot any variation 
between the elevations of the two designs, but there is a telling difference which illustrates 
their authorship. At Kedleston we can see an arched doorway in the centml bay of the 
basement level, matching the arcade in the middle five bays of the centml block, and this is 
known to have been Brettingham’s design, whereas at Nostell, Paine was merely using this 
feature for greater architectural unity though it was contrary to his interest in climatic 
considerations.586 That Adam does not imitate tliis feature at Nostell is hardly surprising as he 
also removed the arcade from the middle five bays of the central block, replacing it with a 
vestibule (discussed below) (cat. 205), and as such there was no need for him to echo this arch 
in the adjoining wing.
Other formal differences between the elevation of the wings at Kedleston and Nostell are 
merely ornamental. At Kedleston, we see a balustrade along the lx>ttom of thepicov /rMelevel 
windows, in imitation of Jones’s Queen’s House at Greenwich, but at Nostell the balustrade is 
transplanted to the roof line; at Nostell we see a roundel in the tympanum of the pediment, 
while at Kedleston this is bare; and there are no additional pilasters on the wings at Kedleston 
in accordance with Paine’s characteristic use of wide and shallow porticos, as on the central 
block at Nostell. So although the south front of Kedleston is so often used to illustrate Adam’s 
originality tlirough his use of antique forms, for the purposes of comparison with Nostell, it is 
far more helpful to observe the wings on the north front.
If Scarsdale exerted such influence over the 5lh Baronet’s architectural ambition, then it is 
important to note that the 2nd Marquess of Rockingham (1730-1782), a family friend, did so to
Brettingfum was responsible for the overall plan of the house and the north-east wing, lxit Paine refaced tlx* 
north front. Wood, B.C. (ed.). KakstanHcil(Stoke-on-Trent, 1973), pp. 23-25. It is difficult, therefore, to extricate 
which features of the Kedleston wings were designed by Paine. Clearly the majority of the composition was by 
Brettingham as he built a wing before Paine’s employment, but from observation of the extant architectural 
drawings by these two architects, it is likely that Paine nude clianges to Brettingham’s kitchen wing prior to the 
end of his anployment. The one extant drawing for the wing at Kedleston by Brettingham is similar to the lxiilt 
wing. It does, however, depict Corinthian capitals, whereas the lxiilt wing has Ionic capitals, and there are arches 
instead of rectangular windows in the three central bays of the piam utile. Paine’s design for his wings at 
Kedleston mimics Brettingham’s closdy as the two were required to  exist in harmony. Tills is exactly as the wings 
are built although there are filled-in arches with small Diocletian windows at the top in the bays either side of the 
arch in the central bay of the ground floor level. Harris, L. Rdxrt A chniaulK alatai The Mck it# ( fa  NaKlkvsiai 
Masterpiece (L oncbn, 1987), pp. 18-21.
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an even greater degree. The 5"' Baronet certainly knew Rockingham, as he lived in one of the 
Marquess’s houses, BacLsworth Hall, prior to inheriting Nostell.“*7 Indeed, they were part of the 
same socitd circle, and its discussed in the first cliapter of this thesis, Rockingham's father, the 
1st Marquess of Rockingham, liad financially supported the 4"’ Baronet’s political interest. 
Rockingham’s house at Wentworth Woodhouse was large :tnd magnificent (fig. 54). 
Rockingliam, unlike the 5"' Baronet, had successfully ‘used his wealth and social standing to 
further lois political agenda’,w  and at the time that A dun was making plms for the extension 
of Nostell, Rockingham had already served the first of his two ministries as Prime Minister 
from 1765 to 1766.^' The 5th Baronet must certainly dive aspired to Rockinghim’s 
achievements.
The Is1 M;trquess of Rockingham had retained Ids seventeenth-century house to the south of 
his new eighteenth-century one.* 58990 He did coasulted Burlington -  the ‘Apollo of the Arts’591 -  
atout his architectural venture, he employed Henry Flitcroft, one of Burlington’s many 
protégés, as his architect,592 and the new fabric remains kirgely as Flitcroft designed it, as the 2"' 
Marquess, who succeeded in 1750,593 *continued Flincroft’s employment until the architect’s 
death in 1769 w
Although Wentworth Woodhouse is executed on a much larger scale than Nostell, the centnil 
projecting portions of the wings to either side of the central block are comparable to Adam’s 
Family Wing at Nostell. At Wentworth Woodhouse these wingp do not appear as d iscrete  
buildings as they do at Nostell, because they were integral to the first construction phase, and 
were not added later as extensions. Both have a tliree-storey, five-bay elevation, crowned with 
balustrading, and a Itipped roof; and both have a portico over the central three bays supported 
by four giant Ionic columns, resulting in a very similar structure. But, as at Kedleston, there are
5fc Brockwdl, M W. Cctdcge c f the Pictiovs a il  ctlxr Works cfArt in the Cdlalim of /. a il St. Ostuid it Ntstdl /Sidy 
(London, 1915), p 38.
w  Akehurst, A.M. Arcliitecture and philanthropy: building hospitals in eighteenth-century York’ (PhD . thesis, 
University of York, 2 Vols. (2008), p. 154).
589 Farrell, S.M. •Wentworth, Charles Watson-, 2nd Marquess of Rockingham (1730-1782)’, Qxfcnl D ktio ity cf 
N d ia ti Bicgrphy (Oxford, 2004; online edition January 2008), http://  www.oxforddnb.com/ view/artide/28878, 
accessed 5 March 2012.
590 Country Life, W atuath W axhxse(Guildford, 1925), p. 5.
591 Ibid., p. 11.
592 Connor, T.P. 'Henry Flitcroft (1697-1769)’, Oxfaii D idicnty c f N a ia d  Bkfjiphy (Oxford, 2004), 
www.oxfa-ddnb.com/view/artide/9753 (accessed 24 Mardi 2012).
593 ibid., p. 14.
59i Ibid., p. 17.
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notable differences -  at Wentworth Woodhouse the shape of the windows is different; there is 
a rectangular door on the ground floor; Adam’s wing at Nostell has a rusticated basement; the 
giant orders rest atop the basement floor, rather than the ground; the portico is deeper; ;md as 
previously mentioned, the front is articulated with additional giant Ionic pilasters. The sheer 
scale of the east front at Wentworth Woodhouse necessitated more th;in one entrance, so the 
rectangular door on the ground floor of the wing is :in item of convenience. And Adam’s use 
of fenestration, rusticition and giant orders resting atop the basement floor ;tre all included in 
order to harmonise with the pre-existing central block at Nostell. The use of a deep portico -  
leaving space for the pilasters -  is unlike both Kedleston :tnd Wentworth Woodhouse, and 
more closely related to Adam’s design for the villa discussed by Rowan.
Adam’s emulation of other great houses may have been at the suggestion of the 5"' Baronet 
who evidently approved the design for the new building works immediately after having seen 
the five presentation drawings in 1776. Tliis is apparent from the fact that Adam very quickly 
produced a set of dimensioned working drawings for the first wing, in October 1776,w  only 
one month after the production of the five presentation drawings. There tire five existing 
working drawings inscribed ‘Adelphi October l sl 1776’ and a sixth, which :dthough undated, is 
likely to have been sent to Nostell at the same time, since till six pertain to the initial building 
phase of the Family Wing. These comprise a plan of the attic storey (cat 208) which contains 
four bedchambers; and elevations and sections of the east and north fronts, showing the 
external treatment, and the light-well (cat. 209-212), and which corresponds closely with the 
presentation drawings of 1776, both in scale -  being 65 x 45 feet -  and in ornamental 
particulars. The only drawings which are clearly missing from tliis collection are plans for the 
ground and first storeys of the wing, wliich are known to have existed on 1 October 1776 
when Adam included them in his bill for the 5,h Baronet.™' The sixth, undated drawing is ;tn 
elevation of the basement on the west front (cat. 213), and must have been provided to W;tre 
at about the same time, as it also clods with the early building work. W;tre had to build the 
basement Ixfore he could move on to the upper register, :ind it would have been unnecessary 
for Adam to rush to provide working elevatioas of the north, east and west fronts in their 
entirety if they were not required immediately. Hence he provided this pu t elevation. *596
w  WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1551/2, Letter from Robert Adam to  Sir Rowland Winn, 5»> Barone of Nostell 
regarding drawings sent to Nostell, no due. u  or N ° hlel1.
596 Ibid; In lc1 ,cxA d m s of Ckmin^  3,50 ,ndud« i Pkns for the ground and first floors of the Family 
Wing, though these drawings no longer exist. ™
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Building must have progressed quickly because on 10 April 1777, A dun’s account to the 5lh 
Baronet lists the vast sum of <£194-13s-Id owing to Edward Gray, ‘in full of Bricklayers 
Work’.597 In addition to this, only eighteen months later, on 15 April 1778, Ackun sent 
drawings for the stone orruunentation for the Family Wing to Wttre, and six of these survive in 
the Nostell drawings collection. They are all full-sized working drawings from which the 
mason could work directly (cat 214, 216-220) a id  are for important decorative features, none 
of which could liave been executed if the fabric of the building had not already !)een complete. 
That they were sent to Nostell in April 1777 illustrates the speed with which Adam’s one 
existing wing at Nostell was erected. Moreover these details are duplicated exactly from 
Adam’s 1776 presentation drawings, suggesting that Ackun held considerable sway over his 
patron’s choice of ornament. According to Htirris, patrons such as the 5"' Baronet ‘were 
content to put themselves entirely in Adam’s hands and accept his ideas’.59*
The batch of Adam’s drawings sent to Nostell on 15 April 1778 also included a plan and 
section for the roof skylight of the Family Wing. This is densely inscribed with complicated 
structural instructions (cat. 221). Naturally, the roof could not have been applied to the wing if 
it laid not already been built, and it is therefore safe to conclude that the fabric erf the Fiunily 
Wing had been erected by this ckite. It is significant that Ackun Ixgan with the Family Wing on 
the north-east corner of the central block as he was clearly answering the 5"’ Baronet’s request 
for more domestic space for the ftunily. This is also consistent with the motivations that the 5lh 
Baronet explained to Adun in his letter of 1776, and was no doubt prompted by Sabine- 
moving to Nostell after the birth of their son in 1775. Unfortunately, however, owing to the 5"' 
Baronet’s unexpected death in 1785, the Family Wing remained a shell until 1875.599
iii. a  new front: additions to the 4,h Baronet’s central block
The five presentation drawings of 1776 (cat. 203-207) also depict the intended architectural 
alterations that was to be applied to the central block of the house. As previously discussed, 
this work included the string-course which -  though executed on the new wing -  was never
597 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 / 1551/4, Account .sent by Robert & James Adam to Sir Rowland Winn 5»> Baronet ,4  
Nostell, lOApril 1777. T lx  total sum of this account is ,£829/9s/7d. ’ aronct *
5*  Harris, E. Tlx-GavscfRdxrtAckmi //ts/rrtriors (New  Haven and London 2(X)1) n 4 
599JacksorvStops, G.NcstdlPriay, Yakshitv(London. 1973), p. 12.
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extended across the central block; we can also see a stone balustrade ;iround the lyase of the 
liipped roof; and statuary on the pediments of the central block ;ind eastern wings, as well as 
along the top of the curved porticos of the two western wings. There is no evidence that these 
ornamental features were executed, and much of the architectural fabric raruiias as Paine left 
it. One of his two pavilions is intact, and mast of the central block is unaltered (fig. 20). But in 
addition to the construction of his north-east Family Wing, Adam made preparatioas for 
another wing on the south-east corner of the house, when he knocked down Paine’s 
Brewhouse pavilion. A dim also made some small additions to the central block, comprised of 
a vestibule on the east front; preparatioas for the Winn family crest sculpted in relief in the 
tympanum of the pediment on the west front; and on the north front is an extension to Paine’s 
Billiard Room in preparation for Adam’s light-well. Each of these additions will now lx* 
explored in turn.
Vestibule
Adam’s most striking addition to the central block at Nostell is the vestibule, which occupies 
the central five bays of the basement level on the east front, ;md replaces the arcade built by 
Paine. Although the vestibule extends the plan of the basement, it maintains the theme of a 
rusticated wall surface and square unmoulded windows. The central window is replaced by a 
door which was subsequently topped (in the early twentieth century/*1" by a small triangular 
pediment supported by Doric columns.'’"' On either side of the vestibule there are double, 
gently curving external staircases leading up to the. piamo iride, which replaced the semicircular 
staircases built by Paine.'1"2
We can see from his presentation drawing of the east elevation that Adam intended ;in 
ironwork balustrade for the external stairs and over the top of the vestibule (cat. 205), but 
there is currently an early twentieth-century stone balustrade in its place.'1"* When the house *60123
61)0 King, D. The Cmpiete W akscf Rabat ani Jans A cianai il Uihdlt r t d w  (Oxford and Boston, 1991), Voi. 1, p. 
200.
601 The pediment over the ground floor door in Adam’s vestibule is slightly larger tlian the other small pediments 
over the windows of th epùov ubile As such tliis new' pediment matches the scale of that over the door in the 
upper register instead of the windows. But Adam did not design his door in the vestibule to eclio Paine’s tkxir 
above, as Adam’s is supported by Doric columns, and Paine’s by two coasole brackets. Despite the matching 
scale of these two doors and their pediments Adam cannot have intended them to l x  in aesthetic harmony with 
one another. They' are not set up as a not cl ling pur lxit iastead as alternative means of entry, emphasising the 
different uses of the two doors.
602 These staircases can lx  seen in Paine's 1761 presentation drawing of the west elevation (cat. 27).
603 King, D. 77*? Conplete Waks <f Rdztt n il  Jans A cimi coti Uthdlt A rio?/(Oxford and Boston, 1991), Voi. I, p. 
200.
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was visited by T.F. Dilxlin -  at some time Ixfore 1838 when he published A BibUq^zfJMai, 
A rtiqnarian coii Pidnresqie Taor in the Northern Caolus ( f  11 rfjattl cati Sal land -  he descrilxxl 
Nostell as ‘a large and noble stone mansion, with a grand flight of steps -  unsecured by a 
balustrade’.604 *So if Adam did execute his ironwork balustrade, then it must liavelxxn removed 
by the time of Dilxlin’s visit in the 1830s. Adam’s design for the balustrading is mentioned in a 
list of items, written by the 5th Baronet on 11 April 1773,':,lh from which it is clettr that 
construction of the vestibule had Ix-gun Ixfore 1776. The construction of the vestibule 
therefore took place during the era of Adam’s interior works at Nostell, despite the fact that it 
manifests itself so clearly on the princip:tl front. There is evidence that the vestibule was lxnng 
contemplated as early as 4 January 1770, when Austin explained to Ware that ‘Inclosed [in the 
letter] is the Ceiling of the vestibule and the Cornice and Soffite at large’}**' and then in 1772 
the 5th Baronet included features of the vestibule in a lists of questions to ask Adam:
Mem: 1772. To Mention to Mr Adam amongst other Things - [ . . . ]  What kind of pears 
at Bottom of Vestibule Steps for Lamps or how the steps tire to lx> L igltl [...] To know 
how the slabs are to be set on the vestibule & a Cost Terras Ls to lx- laydm"
It is understandable that the 5Lh Baronet would coasider the addition of the vestibule to lx  a 
good idea, even before he resolved to extend the house, because Moyser’s open arcade was still 
in place. Nostell is located on the top of a hill in Yorkshire, and the inclusion of the arcade 
would have mack the house cold This room, by virtue of its function, would have Ixvn in 
constant use, and moreover, the adjoining Lower Hall functioned as a social space (as 
descrilxxl in Catherine Cappe’s memoirs)“*
Despite these early references to the vestibule, there is no evidence of when it was actually 
built. There is an account for stone supplied by William Sykes of Bracken Hill Quirry to the 5lh
«m Dilxlin, T.F. A BiBicgrfhkzi, A )tkpto-umailPidwesqie Tim- inthe N athan Caoties cfE  ifj/o ihotlinSailan l 2 
vols. (Loncbn, 1838), p. 140.
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /2 /1 9 /1 , List of drawings required from Rolxrt Adam, in the bind of Sir 
Rowland Winn, 5lh Baronet of Nostell, 11 April 1773- This letter lists items for which Adam had not yet provided 
architectural drawings, including iron lxtlustrading for t lx  vestibule.
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1525/19, Letter from John Austin to Benjamin Ware, re-girding drawings for the 
vestibule and Saloon, 4 January 1770. Enclosed with this letter Adam sent drawings for tlx* vestibule and Saloon.
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1619/17, List of questions for Robert Adam alxxit the building works in the hand of 
Sir Rowland Winn, 5lh Baronet of Nostell, 1772.
as Cappe, C. M enws<f tkeLcteMrs Ccthri>vCeffe(London, 1822), p. 81.
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Baronet, which includes, ‘Stonle] for under the Vest able’/1"9 but this is not dated. In addition, 
there are only two undated drawings for the vestibule the first is a simple rcx>f plan ;ind 
elevation (cat. 179), which shows little more thin the area and shape of the extension; and the 
second shows the laid-out wall elevatioas for its interior (cat. 180), which depicts Paine’s 
arcade, the vestibule space beyond, and the extant door and windows. The dimensions of 66 x 
20 feet remains coasistent throughout all of Adam’s representations of the vestibule (cat. 198- 
200, 203-205), and show an accurate depiction of the vestibule as executed.
The only architectural drawing to shed any light on the date of the construction of the 
vestibule is Adam’s plan of the new exterior steps (cat. 183). These steps must have Ixvn 
coastructed after the fabric of the vestibule itself, as they are built onto it, and the drawing is 
dated 25 February 1777. It would therefore seem that when Adam made the presentation 
drawings in 1776 the vestibule was either tó n g  built, or was already complete. Adam’s design 
for these steps is less elaborate than Paine’s semicircular ones that had Ixxn in contrast to the 
austere Palladium front of the central clock and its sombre engaged order, so their demolition 
was a significant change in the aesthetic of the principal front.
It is important to coasider what the 5th Baronet and A dun saw tes the aesthetic advantages of 
this vestibule, and from where they took iaspiration. There is one cletir precedent, and this is 
the vestibule on the east front of Wentworth Woodhouse (fig. 54), which, like the vestibule tit 
Nostell, is five bays wide, with square windows and a central dextr, rusticated, and flanked by a 
pair of external staircases which tire dog-leg in fonn rather tlitin curved. The addition of the 
vestibule brought the basic arrangement of the central block at Nostell into conformity with 
what already existed at Wentworth Woodhouse (fig. 55). Like the Lower Hall at Ncxstell (fig. 
39), the Pillard Hall at Wentworth Woodhouse is rectangular in shape, located on the lower 
register, and on central axis of the house, and both are -  compared to other rooms in the 
house -  low and dirk, with two rows of Doric columns running the length of the room. It is 
possible, despite the various manifest attractions of adding a vestibule to Nostell (particularly 
that of warmth), that one of the 5th Baronet’s motives wes to emulate Rockingliam further. 
Moreover, the vestibule at Wentworth Woodhouse is clearly based on that of Campbell's 
Wanstead (fig. 8) -  the house tliat Nostell resembles most -  and with which Adun was 
doubtless familiar. 609
609 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1525 /15, List o f stone supplied by William Sykes, Bracken Hill Quarry to Nostell, no 
date.
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A rus aitheuest Jixul
Another unexecuted addition in Adam’s 1776 presentation drawings occurs on the west front 
of the central block. This is the Winn family crest sculpted in relief and affixed into the 
tympanum of the pediment, similar to that which had Ixen pkinned by James Paine in the 
1740s (cat. 11-21). Evidence for this occurs in a letter byjolin Austin, Adam’s office manage in 
London, written to Ware on 15 October 1771:
This is to inform you that a Drawing of the Arms for the Timpanum of the West 
Front was sent by the Fly to Day directed to the Care of Mr Lowe at Ferrybridge 
which I hope you will receive safe.61"
It would seem from this letter that a Winn crest, similar to that in the tympanum of the 
pediment on the east front, was Ixing planned at this date. The drawing described in this letter 
is no longer extant, but there is arcliaeological evidence of preparations for such a relief (fig. 
56), as there is a crest-sliaped masonry base in the tympmum of the |xdimerit on the west 
front, which Ixgs the conclusion that tliis area had Ixen prepttred, and was aw.iiting the start of 
work.
It is understandable that the 5th Baronet would liave agreed to adding a crest to the west front, 
as it ctn lx* seen from the nearby bridge which ctrries the public raid, and was a display of 
rank. Indeed, the 5lh Baronet was keen to emphasise las own position as we* know from his 
attempts at a political career, and this is another opportunity to observe the 5th Baronet’s 
emulation of great men in the locality. Certainly applying a crest to one’s house was not 
uncommon, but there is one example in particukir which is pertinent when other such 
imitations are considered, as there are such crests at Wentworth Wcxxlhouse, over the 
windows of the south end, which are composed of the Wentworth crest and the letters T.W.' 
for Thomas Wentworth.' " Adam’s crest at Nostell, while perhaps just Ixnng a symptom of the 
5lh Baronet’s vanity, and may also be an emulation of Rockingham. *
6.0 WYAS WYL1352(1) A 5/1525/45. Letter from John Austin to Benjamin Ware, regarding t lx  urns for the
tympanum of the pediment on the west front, 15 October 1771. ^ K
6.1 Country Life, Wettuirth War/nce(Guildford, 1925).
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But AdanVs crest was never executed and the pediment is empty to this day. Indeed, no such 
crest appears in Adam’s 1776 presentation elevation for the west front (cat. 206), and it would 
seem that during 1771-76 it was decided to omit it. There is no evidence why this decision was 
made, or indeed, why the masonry base was left redundant in the gable.
The Bilik oil R am at il L i^ M-udl
By agreeing to Adam’s 1776 design for the extension of the house, the 5lh Baronet hid given 
his architect a free ltand to coastruct both the practical areas of the plan and the impractical 
areas. The new wings that Adam liad designed for Nostell would greatly increase the usable 
space within the house, but they were bulky, leaving a narrow gap in between. This is especially 
clear from Adam’s presentation plans from 1776, and his elevation of the north front (cat. 203- 
204, 207). Harris has observed that it was necessary for Adam to coastruct the stairwell for 
each wing in the light-well courtyard, between the two wings, so as not to use tiny of the 
precious interior space,612 613thus further reducing the gap between the wings to a mere IS feet,611 
and obliging Adam to design the light-well in order that this pturt of the house would not lx* 
lost as a sliadowy cave-like area.
It is possible to see from the remaining arcliaeological evidence that preparations for the light- 
well Ixtween the two northern wings were being made at the same time as the erection of the 
Family Wing. The first addition to this area was the extension to the room now called the 
Billiard Room, which was done in accordance with the presentation plans of 1776, This 
extension would have linked the two northern wings together and formed one side of the 
courtyard enclosed by the light-well screen. A small section of the proposed screen-wall was 
actually built and attached to the west front of the Family Wing (fig. 51), and can still lx* seen. 
Moreover, there is an area of rough brickwork on the north-west corner of the cent nil block, 
which indicates that preparations for the Music Room wing (north-west wing) -  or at least its 
link -  were underway before the 5th Baronet’s death, and Adam’s dismissal, in 1785. The 
existence of this archaeological evidence prompts speculation as to the order in which Adam’s 
wings were to be built -  clearly the Family Wing was built first, and it appears that the adjacent 
Music Room wing was to follow next. This is certainly logical, as the two adjacent north wings 
would have provided the additional domestic space that had Ixen the 5th Baronet’s principal 
motivation for reconceiving the fabric. Moreover, the execution of lx>th wings on the north
612 Harris, E. TheGaitt; cfRchal A chn  H x h ta ia s (New Haven and London, 2001), p. 210.
613 ibid.
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front would have flowed the construction of Adam’s light-well feature. The third task was to 
build the Brewhouse wing on the south-east corner of the central block. We know this because 
Adam demolished Pane's pavilion in readiness of this, and it was sensible to replace the south­
east wing before the south-west kitchen wing as this would give balance to the principtil front 
of the house. Presumably the family required the use of Paine’s Kitchen pavilion until Adam’s 
new Brewhouse wts built, a id  thus it survives.
The construction of the north-west wing would have allowed the completion of the light-well 
screen-will on the north front. It is generally claimed tliat the only architectural additions made 
by Adam were the family wing and vestibule.6" But there is persuasive arcliaeological evidence 
of a partial screen-will and preparations for the attachment of the north-west wing, which 
proves that the light-well was also under preparation. We can see from the existing house, and 
Adam’s architectural drawings for the light-well, that he intended to use the motif of a screen 
of columns (cat. 210-212), Ixhind which lay the Venetian window of the Billiard Room 
extension. A drawing of the cornice and archivolt of the window were sent to Nostell on 25 
June 1777 (cat. 215). This was only ten months after Adam had provided drawings of the 
north-east wing which also depicted the light-well. The drawing for the Venetian window 
behind the screen of columas was sent to Nostell before any other drawing that exists for the 
light-well area, and clearly the extension to the Billiard Room, though a single part of the light- 
well design, was executed prior to, and separately from, its other constituent parts.
The screen of columns, on the outer wall of the light-well, is depicted both in Adam’s 
presentation drawing for the north front (cat. 207), and in his working drawing erf October 
1776 (cat. 211). This screen, as previously mentioned, was a motif used elsewhere by Adam, 
usually within an interior setting61' In this instance it would have been used to grc.it effect in 
cliannelling light. The screen motif is reminiscent of the architecture of Roman baths and 
further relates to the shift towards Roman culture that had become evident in Adam’s interior 
design at Nostell. Witliin the architecture of the Roman baths, the manipulation of room shape 
and disposition, through forms such as apses and screens of columns, was practical as well as 6145
614 The National Trust, NcstdlPriory Yakshin?(London, 2001), p. 48.
615 Some examples of other places where Adam makes use of a screen of columns are: the interior (if the 
Mausoleum at Bowood House a dressing room at Kedleston Hall; the Library at K enwxxl I louse, the Library at 
Newby Hall; the Entrance Hall and Dining Room at Syon House; and of course, the Billiard Room at Nostell 
itself. Adam’s use of this motif was usually made within interior design, but it does appear on the south front of 
Luton Hoo, and was clearly familiar to him. 1 he use of a screen of columns across the light-well is unsurjirising 
therefore.
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aesthetic.616 Niches and apses for example could contain washbasins,6,7 while the inclusion of 
screens of columns was presumably a mains of structural support whereby the air flow was 
not interrupted. Clairly these issues do not apply to Adam’s light-well wall at Nostell. but just 
as air could flow between the columns in Roman baths, so light could permeate the screen into 
the light-well at Nostell.
From the chronology of the drawing for the light-well it seems that this work immuliately 
followed the completion of the Family Wing. On 24 September 1778 the Adam office sent 
Ware a batch of drawings for the billiard rcx)in and light-well, including an elevation of the 
screen-wall (cat. 223), but there is evidence that the extension to the Billiard Room was 
delayed, as the Adam office did not send working drawings for it until 17 June 1783. Two of 
these drawings depict a section through the extension, showing a new screen of columns 
within the room, and a plan and section of the same arai (cat. 224-225). The scant numlxr of 
drawings for this part of the fabric are doubtless explained by the suppression of the work.
There is no evidence why there was a gap Ixtween the supposed completion of the fabric of 
the Family Wing and the cessation of works in 1785. Only the extension to the Billiard Rcx>m 
seems to have been erected in tliis time, but perliaps the masonry and the r<x>f of the Family 
Wing took longer to build thin expected. Perhaps the demolition of Paine’s south-east pavilion 
-  to make way for a new Adam wing -  took place in this time and detracted effort from the 
building of the light-well and the north-west wing. It is likely that at this time, when the 5'" 
Baronet’s money must hive been dwindling, Ware tried to tackle the light-well, the north-west 
wing and the new south-east wing at the same time and everything ground to a halt
Conclusion
Adam’s interior decoration work was coming to an end in 1776,616 and it was at alxxit this time 
that the 5"’ Baronet decided he wanted to alter the house in more substantial ways.616 In 
response, Adam produced a set of five presentation drawings which proposed the addition of
DeLaine, J. ‘The Baths of Caracalla’, Jam xi c f Romm A nJxtxiqy, Supplementary Series, Number 2S 
(Portsmouth, 1997), p. 68.
6>7 Ibid., p. 159.
61« WYAS WYI. 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /2 /1 1 , Letter fran  Roliert Adam to  Sir Rowland Winn, 5"> Baronet of Nostdl. 
r e a d in g  the end of the interior decoration, 15 February 1776. In tills letter Adun makes is dear tliat Ills work on 
the interior decoration was nearing an end.
60 Harris, E. TheGansrfRohaiAdm //is/i/erfcrs (New Haven and London, 2(X)1), p. 209.
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four large wings containing formal enfilades of rooms, and with light-mils on the north and 
south fronts. Adam’s drawings for this scheme tire not only tin invaluable resource for 
reconstructing what he and the 5'h Baronet had intended to do with the house, but they also 
demonstrate Adam’s reliance upon precedents other than his creative ingenuity. The fact that 
Adam duplicated the Palladian layout of a central block with four wings, is deeply telling, but 
these new wings greatly enlarged the house, and its fonnality, and had they all Ixvn executed 
Nostell would surely have become a palace suited to a family of higher rank than a Baronet. It 
lias been argued that A dun was re-envisaging the fabric in order to provide lx>th more space 
for the family, and a house suited to the elevated position for which the S'h Baronet continually 
strived. Only a month after Adun produced liis drawings for the new scheme in 1776, work 
on the Family Wing began. This wing was designed to meld aesthetically with the 4"1 Baronet’s 
central block. Despite this, however, it has been argued tliat the wing is not as original in 
design as Adam’s published works would have us believe. There are striking similarities 
between the Family Wing at Nostell and parts of Wentworth Wtxx.lhou.se, the highly 
publicised Holkliam Hall, and Brettingham ;tnd Paine’s wings at Kedleston. Clearly, with 
regard to Nostell, Adam’s claims of novelty and originality are not entirely valid. And these 
stylistic sources lrint at the 5111 Baronet’s social ambitions.
Although the halt to Adam’s work at Nostell in 1785 meant that more of Paine’s architecture 
was preserved, it would have been interesting to see Adam’s project completed. One wonders 
whether Adim’s south-east wing would have given the house greater balance; whether the 
light-wells would have been successful; and whether the proposed lx>w-fronted western wings 
would have harmonised with the west front of the 4"' Baronet’s central blcxk. It is unlikely, 
however, that the family finances would ever have stretched this far. Simply put, Adam’s 
proposals for a grandiose palace were out of reach for this particular patron.
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Conclusion
Nostell Priory is one of the most important Gcorgi;in houses in the north of England This 
thesis has sought to map the issues of why ;ind how the house came into Ixing, focussing on 
its eighteenth-century design ;ind construction history, ;ind using the family archive and the 
extant graphic material as its principtd sources. Issues of patronage, authorship, and 
construction have been central themes throughout, shedding important new light on the 
architecture and interior decoration of the house.
For the 4th and 5lh Baronets, Nostell was not only a new house, but a me: ms of self-promotion. 
This thesis lias argued that both father and son sought to realise their personal ambitions 
tlirough the construction of a grandiose fabric, and that Nostell was envisaged from the outset 
as an environment in which to receive eminent guests -  something that was not possible with 
Nostell Hall. The thesis lacs also argued that the house was intended to demonstrate the 
pliilanthropic, political, social and connoisseurial status to which Ixxh men aspired Yet the 
construction of the house was not :tn entirely vainglorious pursuit, as the erection of a suitable 
seat provided the Winn family with a comfortable home in which to celebrate their dynastic 
longevity, as is apparent firstly from the inclusion of furniture from Nostcll Hall in the Lower 
Hall, which established a sense of continuity within a single location, and secondly from the 
plasterwork in the north staircase, which incorporates portrait medallions of the family 
alongside those of King Henry VIII and Queen Elizabeth l. The creation of the house, 
however, would eventually drain the family finances to a precarious degree, especially after the 
acceptance of Adam’s ambitious proposals in 1776.
Chapter one of this thesis considered why the 4"’ Baronet coveted such a magnificent house, 
and argued that his intentions for the house were bound up with his personal ambitions. The 
chapter also sought to explain the specific stylistic decisions that were made, and considered 
the early contributioas of Joseph Perfect, Stephen Switzer, and James Moyser. From a detailed 
analysis of drawings, we saw that James Paine was initially employed to construct the house, 
but that he gradually assumed control of the design in the 1740s. Paine’s contribution to the 
design of Nostell has ;ilso been related to his interest in climate, allowing us not only to 
extricate his contribution but also to underst;ind, for the first time, the principles underlying 
liis deployment of architectural form at Nostell.
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Paine’s interior was decorated after 1747, when the fabric of the cent nil block was neirinu 
completion. Cliapter two argued that the interior at Nostell catered to tlie requirements of a 
man whose political and social hopes had been dashed, ;uid who was enjoying a more sedate 
mode of living. We saw that the fabric of the house was conceived with a formal public half 
and a private domestic half, and was fitted-up accordingly. The use of an innovative French- 
style interior, however, was almost certainly due to Paine rather th;ui the 4"' Baronet, as Paine 
had been trained in this style at the St Martin’s Lane Academy. Moreover, analysis of Paine’s 
interior decorative work lias shed light on the development of a fully integrated mode of 
interior design, in which every facet of the room was carefully designed by him. Yet, by setting 
the house within the norms of English Palladianism, the 4"' Baronet tcx>k influence from the 
local aristocratic elite, and it was argued that the 4"' Baronet ;md his architect consciously 
emulated houses of various high-ranking contemporaries, such as Walpole’s Houghton, 
Leicester's Holkham, Child’s Wanstead and, most significantly, Rockingham’s nearby 
Wentworth Woodhouse.
The death of the 4lh Baronet in 1765 brought about a new era of arcliitectural ambition, as 
discussed in chapter tliree. This chapter argued that the considerable vogue for Adam’s interior 
style best explains why the 5'h Baronet chase to employ him, for the Baronet wis keen to join 
the shining ranks of elite Adam patrons. This attitude, moreover, was reflected in the 5lh 
Baronet’s willingness to form a close friendship with Ackun, as well as with his gentleman 
painter, Antonio Zucclii, but not with his socially inferior cabinet-maker, Thomas 
Chippendale. As well as si w ing his father’s ambitions, the 5,h Baronet was a spendthrift. He 
was a proud man with focused ambitious for the house, and this is Ixjst expressed through his 
immediate implementation of the Library, and its adoption as the setting for the couple’s 
principal portrait.
It has been argued throughout the second part of this thesis that Adam’s Romanisation of the 
interior, and his propased enlargement of the exterior at Ncxstell, were ultimately due to the 5"' 
Baronet’s desire for grandeur. Chapter four also discussed Adam’s scheme of 1776 for 
reconceiving the fabric of the house. Close analysis of this scheme has revealed that Adam’s 
work at Nostell lacked the complete originality that he claimed for himself in the preface to Ttv 
Works in A rdyitaliov (fR dxrt coil Jeans A clam That said, had the scheme Ixvn completed, it
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would have resulted in a truly magnificent house. The 5"' Baronet lacked the financial eupicity 
to see Adam’s scheme tlirough to completion, and it lias become de.ir that had he not died 
unexpectedly in 1785, he was on course to drive the family into Bankruptcy.
The various constituent puts of this thesis have sought to establish the piecemeal and 
fundamentally collaborative fashion in which the house came into Ix-ing. My analysis of the 
numerous arcliitectural drawings -  chronicled in the attached ardiitectunil drawings catalogue 
-  lias charted the changing and evolving design of the house throughout its eighteenth-century 
history.
The confines of this thesis -  the eighteenth-century design ;tnd construction history of Nostell 
-  is not the whole story, however. The 6th Baronet made no further alterations to the house, 
lacking the money to do so -  even on his death in 1805 the family debt totalled A2406-12s- 
2d.620 The Baronetcy then passed to a cousin, Edmund Mark Winn of Ackton, the only direct 
heir-male.621 Nostell itself however was inherited by the 6th Baronet’s 12 year old nephew John 
Williamson.622 John was the son of the 6lh Baronet’s sister, Ester, who had been disinherited 
after she eloped with a local baker.623 All three of Ester’s children changed their surname from 
Williamson to Winn in honour of their unde.624 John died young in Rome,62' and was 
succeeded by liis brother Charles in 1817,626 and it was during the ownership of diaries that 
much of the nineteenth-century restoration and redecoration was commenced. But the Adam 
wing was not fitted-up until Charles’s son, Rowland, inherited in 1884.627 Numerous extant 
drawings clironicle the works undertaken by Charles and Rowland628 Not only did Rowland 
commission extensive rebuilding works at Nostell, but he was also the great founder of the
620 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A l / 6 / 15, Letter from Lord Strickland to  Shepley Watson following the death of Sir 
Rowland, d 1' Baronet of Nostdl, 2 Decanixt 1805. Strickland acted as executor of the estate ;ind this later to the 
family solicitor discusses the runaining debt.
621 ibid.
622 ] bid,
623 Larsen, R.M. (ed.). MakkailMistresses: Cckbrtiif>.W Yeas(fWamiailtbeYakshirvCaottyHawCYock, 
2004), p. 84.
62i WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 1/8/35, Licences for John, Charles and Louise Williamson to assume tlx- name ami 
arms o f Winn. 27 Febmary 1815 and 29 January 1818.
623 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A l / 7 / 4-5, Documentation relating to  the death of John Winn, 15 Novanber 1817. Tlx- 
detail was also described in an obituary in the Gentleman’s Magazine. G otland's Vol I.XXXVII (ii)
(1817), p- 629.
626 Brockwell, M W. Cctcic^vcftheisms evil Other Woks cfA rt in theCdiotionfL oil SI Osiuidd N<shU 1‘riay 
(London, 1915), p. 39.
627 ibid.
628 LSO and NDC [211-132]; WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1/4/248(662), C4/KX625), an d C 4/10(1713), various 
nineteenth-century architectural drawings for improvanents and additions to Nosteil Priory.
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Winn family’s current status. He served as MP for North Lincolnshire Ixtween 1868 and 1885, 
he was Lord of the Treasury from 1874 to 1880, he was Conservative Chief Whip in the 
Commons from 1880 to 1 8 8 5 ,'and he was created Is1 Baron St O s w a ld  of Nostell on 6th July 
1885.6*’ Moreover, it was during the Is1 Baron’s lifetime that the Winn family developed the 
Nostell coal mines (extant since the twelfth century), ;ind through mining in quantity Ixncalh 
the Nostell estate the family’s fortune was restored.
Additional architectural works were undertaken during the nineteenth century picking up 
where the 5lh Baronet had left off in 1785. It has Ixen argued throughout this thesis that the 4'" 
;md 5lh Baronets’ motivations for rebuilding, decorating, redecorating, anti reconceiving 
Nostell were partly politically motivated, and it Is therefore ironic that is was only when the 
family finally achieved political success in the nineteenth century that it was possible for the 
work on the house to lx* recommenced. But to this day the house rent;lias lopsided anil 
incomplete. The previous pages have helped us to understand the place of country house 
building in aristocratic culture. Nostell Priory is a testimony to unrealised ambition.
™ & o ck^ ,M W .C O d < # ecfth e  Pin«* anJOthr Woks (fA  rl mtheCdlatioufL m i St Ostuida Ncstcil M y  
fi3° Ibid.
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WYAS WYL 1352(1) A l/8/35, Licences for John, Charles and Louse Williamson to 
assume the name and arms of Winn, 27 February 1815 and 29 January 1818
WYAS WYL 1352(1)A4/1514/59, Letter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, 4"' 
Baronet of Nostell, regarding the preparation and delivery of papers, 9 April 1747
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1524/6, Letter from H. Zouch to Rowland Winn, later 5"' 
Baronet of Nostell, regarding the Holbein punting of Thomas More, 13 November 
1763
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1525/2, Letter from John Austin to Benjamin Ware, 
regarding lowering the ceiling of the Saloon at Nostell, 31 January 1770
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1525/4, Letter from John Austin to Benjamin Ware regarding 
the delivery of drawings for the Saloon at Nostell, 2 May 1770.
WYAS WYL 1352 (1) A 4/1525/5, Letter from John Austin to Benjamin W;tre, re 
alterations to the State Dining Room at Nostell, 12 May 1772.
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WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1525/7, Letter from James Adam to Benjamin Ware,
re g a rd in g  the Tapestry Room ceiling at Nostdl, 14 Octolx-r 1767
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1525/12, Litter from John Austin to H,„|amin War... 
regarding books sent to Nostdl, 14 August 1771
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1525/13, Letter from James Paine to unknown, re-girding 
specifications for the Top Hall fkx>r at Nostdl, n.d.
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1525/15, List of stone supplied by William Sykes, bracken 
Hill Quirry, n.d.
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1525/16, Letter from Robert Adam to benjamin Ware 
regarding needles, :ind drawings for the for the mirror in the Library at Nostdl sent via 
the York Post Coach, 18 June 1767
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1525/18, Letter from John Austin to benjamin Ware, 
regtirding drawings for the Stable and alterations to the Sakxrn at Nostdl, 3 |ulv 1771
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1525/19, Letter from John Austin to benjamin Waiv. 
regarding drawings for the vestibule ;ind Saloon at Nostdol, 4 January 1770
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1525/20, Letter from Robert Adam to  benjamin Ware- 
regarding details for the construction of the Library and the Top I kill at Noste-ll (ver* >> 
three drawings for an architrave and shutters for the libniry at Noste-ll, 13 june-1767
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1525/21, Letter from Robert Adam to benjamin Ware, 
regarding various items sent to Nostdl including drawings for the- Saloon, N .1)
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1525/22, Letter from Robert Adam to benjamin Ware, 
regarding drawings for the alcove bed chamber at Nostdl, 1 June 176H
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1525/26, Letter from Robert Adam to Benjamin Ware-, 
regarding a list of drawing sent to Nostdl via the York Post Coach, 1H April 17(,7
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1525/28, Letter from Rolxrt Adam to Benjamin Ware, 
regarding drawings for the Library at Nostell, 2 December 1766
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1525/33, Letter from Rolxrt Adam to Benjamin Ware, 
regareling drawings for the Library at Nostell, 23 May 1767 (eat. 93)
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1525/34, Letter from James Adam to Benjamin Ware 
regarding drawings for the Saloon at Nostell, 18 November 1767
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1525/35, Letter from Robert Adun to Benjamin Ware, 
regarding drawings for the Library at Nosteil, 14 Octolxr 1766 (cat. 96)
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1525/36, Letter from Henry Gill to Benjamin Ware, 
regarding John Devall’s chimneypiece for the Saloon at Nostril k in g  read . 12 [no 
month] 1773
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1525/37, Letter from James Adtm to Benjamin Ware*, 
regarding drawings for the Saloon and Tapestry Room at Nostell, 19 March 17(>8
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1525/38, Letter from John Austin to Benjamin Ware, 
regarding drawings for the Top Hall and the Library at Nostell, 19 Decemlxr 1770
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1525/41, Letter from John Austin to Benjamin Ware*, 
regarding drawings for the Top H;dl at Nostell, 7 July 1772
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1525/43, Letter from John Austin to Benjamin Ware, 
regarding drawings for the Top Hall and work in the S;tlcx)n at Nosteil, 22 April 1772
\VYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1525/24, Letter from Jolin Austin to Hcnj;utiin Ware,
regarding drawings for the Top H;dl and State Dining Room at Nostdl, 13 July 177^
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WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1525/48, Letter from John Austin to Benjamin Ware, 
regarding the height of the ceiling in the Saloon at Nostell, 19 Deoemlxr \l(i)
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1525/49, Letter from Rolxat Adam to Benjamin Ware, 
regarding drawings for the State Dressing Room at Nostell, 23 June 1768
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1525/51, Letter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, ♦"* 
Baronet of Nostell, regarding lamps for Nostell, 13 February 1749
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1525/52, Letter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn. 
Baronet of Nostell, regarding a chimneypiece for the State Dining R<x>m at Nostell, 20 
January 1749
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1525/53, Letter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn. -Y" 
Baronet of Nostell, regarding a chimneypiece in the State Dining R<x>m at Nostell, 13 
January 1749
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1525/54, Letter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn. •)"' 
Baronet of Nostell, regarding the Kitchen pavilion at Nostell, 30 February 1749
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1525/55, Letter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn. 4"' 
Baronet of Nostell, regarding the Kitchen pavilion at Nostell, c. 1761-65 (cat. 24)
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1526/27, Letter from Robert Adam to Sir Rowland Winn, 5"' 
Baronet of Nostell, regarding various drawings for Nostell, 16 August 1766.
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1527/2, Letter from Mighells to Sir Rowland Winn, •»"' 
Baronet of Nostell, regarding timber sold to the Navy Office, 20 July 1730
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1525/45, Letter from John Austin to Benjamin Ware,
regarding the arms for the west front of Nostell, 15 OctoIxT 1771
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WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1528/15, Letter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn. •»"' 
Baronet of Nostell, regarding the purchase ;intl delivery of furniture and building 
materials, 13 December 1748
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1528/38, Letter from John Elwick to Sir Rowland Winn, t"' 
Baronet of Nostell, regarding a bill for lace and cloth, 28 August, 1762
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1528/41, Letter from Robert Glascock to Sir Rowland Winn, 
4"’ Baronet of Nostell, regarding hind for sale, 3 Octotxr 1732
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1528/59, Letter from Antonio Zueehi to Sir Rowland Winn, 
5th Baronet of Nostell, regarding the lianging of paintings in the family apirtment at 
Nostell, 7 Decemlxr 1772
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1528/60, Memorandum of drawings for Benjamin Ware, n il
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1528/61, Memorandum of drawings for Benjamin Ware, n il.
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1528/62, A list of mouldings and sections sent from Nostdl 
to London, 1773
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1530/15, Letter from Isaac Dulon to Sir Rowland Winn, 4'" 
Baronet of Nostell, regarding the progress of Rowland Winn’s (latit  5"’ Baronet) 
education in Switzerland, 9 September 1758
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1530/39, Letter from Henry Alim to Sir Rowland Winn, 5"' 
Baronet of Nostell, regarding furniture from Chippendale, and lxx>ks sent to Nostell 
from London, 6 July 1767
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1539/16, Inventory of beds at Nostdl, 26 March 1763
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1541/5, Letter from Lady Charlotte F.rskin to her father, 19
August 1762
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WYAS WYL1352(1)A4/1551/1, Letter from Robert Ackun to Sabine Winn, giving a 
reminder of his account, 9 Septemlxt 1788
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1551/2, Letter from Robert Adam to Sir Rowland Winn. S'" 
Baronet of Nostell, regarding drawings sent to Nostell, n.d.
WYAS WYL 1352(1)A4/1551/3, Letter from Rolxrt Adam to Sabine Winn, giving a 
reminder of his account, c.1785
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1551/4, Account sent by Robert & James Ailam to Sir 
Rowland Winn. 5lh Baronet of Nostell, 10 April 1777
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1551/6, Account from Thomas Cliippendile to Sir Rowland 
Winn, 5th B;ironet of Nostell, for furniture for the Saloon at Nostell, 1785
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1551/9, Sir Rowland Winn, 5"' Baronet of Nostell's 
executor’s record of dealings with Thomas Chippendale, n.d.
WYAS WYL 1352(1 )A4/1562/27, Letter from Robert Adam to Sir Rowland Winn, 5"' 
Baronet of Nostell, regarding the employment of Benjamin W;ire at clerk of works, anil 
architectural drawings for Nostell, 26 August 1766
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1563/3, Letter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, •i"‘ 
Baronet of Nostell, regarding items delivered from London to Nostell Priory, 1 July 
1742
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1564/1, Letter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, i"' 
Baronet of Nostell, regarding a chimneypiece for the State Dining Room at Nostell, K) 
March 1749
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1566/6, Letter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, t"' 
Baronet of Nostell, regarding designs for newels for Nostell, n.d.
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WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1568/2, Letter from Robert Adam to Sir Rowland Winn, 3"' 
Baronet of Nostell, regarding the arrival of Benjamin W:ire at Nostell, 28 August 1706
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1575/23, Letter from Rolxal Glascock to Sir Rowland Winn, 
4lh Baronet of Nostell, regarding hind for sale, 23 Octolxr 1732
WYAS WYL1352(1) A4/1585/1, Accounts from Sefferin Nelson to Sir Rowland 
Winn, 5th Baronet of Nostell, for work done on the Saloon curtain cornices, |xxkstals 
and vases for Nostell, 27 June 1772 and 5 June 1773
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1587/5, Letter from Haig and Cliippendale to Sir Rowland 
Winn, 5"’ Baronet of Nostell, regarding a list of furniture which had been finished for 
two years, and was in need of final orders, 30 June 1781
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1588/1, Letter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, 4,h 
Baronet of Nostell, regarding the pavilion corridor at Nostell, and Paine’s projxxscxl 
trip to Italy, 16 Febmary 1747
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1588/3, Letter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, •>"’ 
Baronet of Nostell, regarding the State Dining Room at Nostell, 16 February 1755
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1590/1, Letter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, V  
Baronet of Nostell, regarding chairs for the State Dining Room at Nostril, 24 
November 1750 (cat. 35)
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1590/2, Drawing of a dining chair in the hand of James 
Paine, 1750 (cat. 36)
WYAS WY1352(1) A 4/1566/12, Letter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, i"'
Baronet of Nostell, regarding banisters and newels for Nostell, 31 December 1747
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WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1590/3, Drawing of a dining chair in the hand <>l Janus 
Paine, 1750 (ait. 37)
WYAS WYL1352(1) A4/1591/1, Letter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn. i"‘ 
Baronet of Nostell, regarding a picture and decorative items for the State I lining R< * >m 
at Nostell, 10March 174«
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1603/ 27, Letter from Joseph Rose to Sir Rowland Winn, 5'1' 
Baronet of Nostell, regarding his account, 2 January 1766
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1619/17, List of questions for Roliert Adim aUnit the 
building works, in the liand of Sir Rowland Winn, 5"' Baronet of Nostdl, 1772
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1620/43, Letter from Joseph Rose to Sir Rowland Winn •l"‘ 
Baronet of Nostell, regarding a plasterer’s account, 15 April 1765
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1620/50, Letter from Janies Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, i"' 
Baronet of Nostell, regarding the pavilion corridor at Nostdl, 4 August, 17 ih
WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1622/11, Letter from Janus Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, •>"' 
Baronet of Nostell, regarding building mat (.rials, 11 January 17lH
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 2/1/1(1383), Indenture of the conveyance ol the Nostdl estate 
by Rowland Winn, Mercliant, to G auge Winn F.sq., 1654
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1/2/19, Nostell estate survey, 180H
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3/1/3/4, Nostell estate rentals, 1657
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3/1/3/16, Nostdl estate rentals, 1794-17%
WYAS WYL1352(2) 03/1/4/248(662), William Laughidge, plan anil div.ition ot a
chimney stack for Nostdl, 30January 1883
WYAS WYL1352(2) C 3/1/5/1/2, Later from James Paine to Sir Howland Winn, -i"' 
Barona of Nostell, regarding the Surveyor General showing drawing of Nostril to 
King George III, 19 March 1761
WYAS WYL 1352(1) C 3/1/5/1/4, Letter from Rolxrt Marker to Rowland Winn, later 
5"' Baronet of Nostell, regirding the cost of wrxxl for cabinets for a library at Nostril,
20 Jan 1764
WYAS WYL1352G) C 3/1/5/1/5, Letter from Rolxrt Barker to Rowland Winn, lain 
5th Baronet of Nostell, regarding cabinets fora lihrary at Nostell, 25 Ian 176-1
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3/1/5/1/4, Letter from Rolxrt Marker to Rowland Winn I'm| , 
regareling the Library at Nostell, 20 January 1764
WYAS WYL1352(2) C 3/1/5/1/5, Letter from Rolxrt Marker to Rowland Winn I s<|, 
regarding the Library at Nostell, 25 January 1764
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3/1/5/1/6, Letter from Rolxrt Marker to Rowianel Winn I sq. 
regarding available wallpapers, 2nd January 1763
WYAS WYL 1352(2)03/1/5/2/1, Letter from Rolxrt Adam to Sir Kowlanel Winn. 5"' 
Baronet of Nostell, regarding Zucchi’s pictures, e Ira wings for the Hall and Saloon, doot 
furniture, and the Library chimneypioce at Nostdl, IK August 1707
WYAS WYL 1352(2)03/1/5/2/7, Letter from Rolxrt Aelam to Sir Rowland Winn. 5"' 
Baronet of Nastell, regareling the security for a loan taken after tlx- failure* of the 
Adelphi speculation, 22 August 1772
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1/5/1/1, Later from Henry Allen to Sir RowLmel Winn, •»"'
Barona of Nostell, regarding the progress of Ixtileling works at Nostdl, 13June 17-17
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WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3/1/5/2/10, Letter from Rolxrt Adam to Sir Rowland Winn. 
5"1 Baronet of Nastell, regarding drawing for the Top Hall at Nosidl, 27 Sc*|*emlxr
1774
WYAS WYL1352(2)C3/1/5/2/11, Letter from Rolxrt AcLun to Sir Rowland Winn, S"‘ 
Baronet of Nostdl, regirding his coming to the end of his interior ikvorative wtxk at 
Nostell, 15 February 1776
WYAS WYL1352C2) C 3/1 /5 /2 / 19/1, List of required drawings lor Kolxrt Ailtm, in 
the hand of Sir Rowland Winn, 5"' Baronet of Nostell, 11 April 1773
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3/1 /5/3/1. Letter from Thomas Chipix-ndale to Sir Rowland 
Winn, 5'" Baronet of Nostell, regarding a table for the Library at Nosidl, and a 
clothespress, 27 December 1766
WYAS WYL1352(2) C 3/1/5/3/7, Letter from Thomas Chip|xtnlalr to Sit Rowland 
Winn, 5lh Baronet of Nostell, regarding various items nearly finished. 23 Se|Xnnlxi
1767
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C3/1/5/3/B, Letter from Sir Rowland Winn, 5"' ILtronet o| 
Nostdl, to Thomas Chippendale, regarding Chippenektle's negkvt ol his furniture, 27 
September 1767
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3/1/5/3/9, Letter from Thomas Chipixndile to Sir Rowland 
Winn, 5"’ Baronet of Nostdl, giving an apology for lateness of a eldivery. I Octolxr 
1767
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C3/1/5/3/11, Letter from Thomas Chi|ijxtutile to Sir Rowland 
Winn, 5"’ Baronet of Nostell, regarding furniture for lately Winn's dtvssing room at 
Nostell, 5 Novemlxr 1767 (cat. 9H)
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3/1/5/3/14, Letter from 1 homas Cliijqxndale ta  Sir KowLtnd 
Winn, 5"’ Baronet of NosteU, rc^irding ChippentLde's nexxl fer money, 3 id ru a .y
1769
W \AS WYL1352(2) C 3/1/5/3/15, Letter from Thomas Chi|qxnd;de* lo Sir KowLind 
Winn, 5th Baronet of NosteU, regarding Chippendak/s ikxxI for money, 3 Marc h | 7(><;
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3/1/5/3/17, Leiter from Thomas Chippenetde to Sir Kouiand 
Winn, 5,h Baronet of NosteU, regarding problems with the Ixirometer for NostHI 22 
Octolxr 1768
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3/1/5/3/22, Leiter from Thomas Chipjxndale to Sir Kouiand 
Winn, 5lh Baronet of NosteU, regarding Chippenctüe's nexxl for money, 20 NovemUr
1770
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1/5/3/23, Letter from Thomas Chi|ipendde to Sir Kouiand 
Winn, 5Ü’ Baronet of NosteU, regarding India wallpaper for sale, 21 March 1771
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3/1/5/3/26, Leiter from Thomas Chippendale lo Sir Neuland 
Winn, 5lh Baronet of Nostell, regarding thè delivery of thè India \vall[xi|xr to NostHI 
27 April 1771
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3/1/5/3/32, Leiter from Thomas Chippendale* to Si. KouLmd 
Winn, 5lh Baronet of NosteU, regarding Chippenetde’s nexxl for money, 3 lanuirv 17? 2
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3/1/5/3/37, Thomas Chi^xnctde, survey ebauing <4 a 
vvindow at NosteU, macie for thè purposes of designing a sjxing Nind, e. 1707-70 u u 
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WYAS WYL 1352(2) C3/1/5/3A/2, Recxapt from Zucchi to Sir Kouland Winn, 5"’ 
Baronet of NosteU, in theamount of ,i 100, 30 Seyrteinlxr 1767
WYAS, WYL 1352(2) C 3/1 /5 /3A/3, Recdpt from Zucchi to Sir Rowlaml Winn, S"' 
Baronet of Nostell, intheamount of .£121, 9 October 1771
WYAS, WYL 1352(2) C 3/1 /5 /3A/4, Recdpt from Zucchi to Sir Rowlaml Winn, 5“' 
Baronet of Nostell, in theamount of ,£300, 7 OctolxT 1771
WYAS WYL1352(2) C3/1/5/3A /5, L et ter from Antonio Zueehi to Sir Roui.nul 
Winn, 5lh Baronet of Nostell, regarding canvasses for thc Sal<x>n and the Top Hall at 
Nostell, 16 August 1776
WYAS WYL1352(2) C3/1/5/3A/6, Letter from Antonio Zueehi to Sir Rowlaml 
Winn, 5"’ Baronet of Nostell, rcgtirding a payment by a lx>nd, and his pcrsonal news, H 
September 1780
WYAS, WYL1352(2) C3/1/5/3A/7, Recdpt from Zueehi to Sir Rowlaml Winn, 5"‘ 
Baronet of Nostell, in theamount of ,£657, 12 SejXemlxr 1780
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C3/1/5/3A/12, Letter from Shepley Watson, regarding mouey 
ptiid to Antonio Zucchi, 4 April 1788
WYAS WYL1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /4 /1, Letter from Benjamin Ware to Sir Rowlaml Winn. 
5lh Baronet of Nostell, regarding the prqgress on work in the Saitx>n at Nostell, 13 May 
1770
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3/1/5/4/2, Accounts from Joseph Rose to Sir Rowlaml Winn. 
5lh Baronet of Nostell, 1766-1777
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3/1/5/4/7, Account from John Devall to Sir Rowlaml Winn, 
5lh Baronet of Nostell, for theLibrary chimncypicce at Nostell. 23 July 17(>7
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3/1/5/4/9, Letter from Joseph Rose to Sir R o w l a m l  Winn. S"
Baronet of Nostell, regarding the finisliing of the Top I l a l l  and SaUxm a t  N o s t e l l .  R A
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C .V l/5/4/10, Sketch of the Sakxm at Nostril, c. 1767-76 (<..it 
116)
WYAS WYL1352(2) C 3/1/5/4/12, Estimate from Christopher Theukslone to Kolxrt 
Atkim, for various items of masonry work including a chimneypiux* for t Ik* Top I tail at 
Nostell, 17 May 1773.
WYAS WYL 1352(1) C 3/1/5/6/2, Account from Thomas Ward to Charles Winn loi 
work done at Nostell in 1819-21, 24 May 1823
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3/1/5/6/8, Account from Thomas Waul to Citarles Winn. 
1822-24
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3/1/6(1806), Documentation regarding the negotiations 
lbetween the Winn family and the National Trust, 1952-3
WYAS WYL1352Í2) C 3/1/6/11, Ledger recording ex^nditua1 on tin- Nostell estate.
1793-96
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 4 /1/1, Inventory of Nostell Hall. 121'ebruary 171-1
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C4/1/2, Inventory of the I belongings of Sir Rowland Winn, 3"' 
Baronet of Nostell, made on his death, 15 May 1722
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C4/1/8, Inventory ol' the D’Herwart family possessions sent to 
Nostell Priory, 1784
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C4/1/15-15A, Inventory of the Nostell estate on tito death ol 
John Winn, 19 August 1818
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C4/1/30, Inventory of the Ixlongings of Sir Rowland Winn. <>"'
Baronet of Nostell, made on his death, July 1806
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WYAS WYL1352(2) C4/3/3, Letter from Maurice Tobin to Sir Rowland Winn, ■]"' 
Baronet of Nostell, redialing lighting, 1764
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C4/7/23, Sketch by R. Gasgoigne, plan for kxks lor the Lilxary.
23 May 1767
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 4/10(625), Unknown draughtsman, five designs fo r«>rgan i uses, 
date range: 1819-38
WYAS WYL1352C2) C4/10G713), G, Harrison, iksign for a Ixxike.tse, 20 D m inlx i
1839
WYAS WYL 1352(2) C4/10/13, Lists of Ixxlrcxms at Nostell, and gnist housed within 
them, 7 September 1936 and 19 Novemlxr 1937
York, Oswalclkirk, East Newton Hall, Private drawings collection of Lord St ( Kwuld
Uncatalogued drawing, unidentified eighteenth-century drauglitsman, nxtglt \ n-\\ <>| 
Nostell Hall and Nostell Priory, date range: 1747-65 (cat. 2)
[1] , Unidentified airly eighteenth-century draughtsman, gnxind plan for Nostell Hall. 
c.1731 (ait. 1)
[2] 6, James Paine, plan and elevation for Nostell Priory, 1761 (cat. 27)
[2]7, James Paine, elevation for Nustell Priory, 1761 (cat. 28)
[2]10, James Paine, plan and elevation of a quadrant link for Nostdl Prior)’, i 1761 (»5
(cat. 25)
[2] 11 , James Paine, plan and elevation of a quadrant link for Nostell Prior)', c 1761 65
(cat. 26)
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[2]13, James Paine, élévation of a cartouche for Nostell Priory, c. 1740-47 (cal. 12)
[2] 14, James Paine, élévation of a cartouche for Nostell Priory, c. 1740-47 (cal. IJ)
[2] 15, James Paine, élévation of a cartouche for Nostell Priory, c.1740 17 (cal 1 1 )
[2]l6, James Paine, élévation of a cartouche for Nostdl Prioty, c.1740-47 («. ai 14)
[2] 17, James Paine, devation of a cartouche for Nostell Priory, c. 1740 47 (cal 1(0
[2]18, James Paine, devation of a cartouche for Nostdl Priory, c.1740 17 (rat 17)
[2]19, James Paine, élévation of tvvo cartouches for Nostdl Priory, c 1740 »7 (rat 1H)
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